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Glossary

Actor proximity
Actor proximity is defined is the distance in both relationship and physical space be-
tween those participating in the Social Product Development initiative.

Agile Model
Agile is a people-oriented management system, designed to make teams much more
adaptable to changes.

Cloud-based Design and Manufacture
Cloud-Based Design and Manufacture is a type of parallel and distributed system con-
sisting of a collection of inter-connected physical and virtualized service pools of design
and manufacturing resources (e.g., parts, assemblies, CAD/CAM tools) as well as intel-
ligent search capabilities for design and manufacturing solutions.

Co-creation
Co-creation is when businesses include outsiders in the ideation and development process.

Collective Action
Collective action refers to action taken together by a group of people whose goal is to
enhance their condition and achieve a common objective.

Crowd Participation
Crowd participation refers to the involvement of a large group of people, normally the
general public, in an activity.

Crowdsourcing
Crowdsourcing is defined as the the act of taking a job, traditionally performed by a
designated agen and outsourcing it to a large group of people.

Crowdsourcing Platform
A crowdsourcing platform is a website where crowdsourcing activities are hosted and
participants in crowdsourcing activities can submit their ideas.

Data Management
Data management is the practice of collecting, keeping, and using data securely, effi-
ciently, and cost-effectively.

The Democratization of Design
The democratization of design, manufacture and innovation defines empowerment of the
masses in product development.
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Detailed Design
Detailed design is the process of taking on and developing the approved concept design.
By the end of the detailed design process, the design should be dimensionally correct
and co-ordinated, describing all the main components and how they fit together.

Digital Manufacturing
Another term for Industry 4.0 (See definition of Industry 4.0)

Digital Transformation
Digital transformation is the integration of digital technology into all areas of a business,
fundamentally changing operations and value delivery to customers.

Embodiment Design
In the embodiment design phase of the product development process the arrangement
of physical functions, preliminary selection of materials and the selection of final dimen-
sions are completed.

Exploratory Research
Exploratory research is defined as a research used to investigate a problem which is not
clearly defined.

Industry 4.0
The ongoing automation of traditional manufacturing and industrial practices, using
modern smart technology.

Intellectual Property
Intangible property that is the result of creativity, such as patents and copyrights.

Mass Collaboration
Mass collaboration is a form of collective action where a large number of parties work
together on a project. Each party makes a significant contribution to the project and
all contributors are regarded as important.

Multiple Regression Analysis
Multiple regression analysis is a statistical method used to predict the value a dependent
variable based on the values of two or more independent variables.

Open Innovation
Open Innovation is defined as using knowledge inflows and outflows to fuel innovation
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Organisational Proximity
Organisational proximity is defined is the distance in both relationship and physical
space between those participating in the Social Product Development initiative and the
organisation hosting the Social Product Development initiative.

Participatory Design
Participatory design is an approach to design attempting to actively involve all stake-
holders in the design process to help ensure the result meets their needs and is usable.

Portfolio careers
A portfolio career comprises a variety of roles rather than one job at a single organisa-
tion. It can be a career that combines multiple paid and/or voluntary roles.

Primary Research Question
The Primary Research Questions in this thesis are the research questions that contribute
to the achieving of the thesis aim. The research presented in this thesis addresses the
primary research questions.

Principle Component Analysis
Principal Component Analysis, or PCA, is a dimensionality reduction method that is
often used to reduce the dimensionality of large data sets, by transforming a large set of
variables into a smaller one that still contains most of the information in the large set.

Procedural Design Method
Procedural design methods have an obvious flow of data from input to output. It repre-
sents the architecture of a process as a set of interacting processes that pass data from
one to another.

Requirements Analysis
Requirements Analysis is the process of defining the expectations of the users for some-
thing to be built or modified.

Secondary Research Question
The Secondary Research Questions presented in this thesis are those research questions
that, when addressed, contribute to the addressing of the Primary Research Questions.

Sentiment Analysis
The process of computationally identifying and categorizing opinions expressed in a piece
of text, especially in order to determine whether the writer’s attitude towards a partic-
ular topic, product, etc. is positive, negative, or neutral.

Smart Manufacturing
Another term for Industry 4.0 (See definition of Industry 4.0)
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SMEs
Small to Medium Enterprises

Social Product Development (SPD)
Social Product Development is defined as a group of coalescing tools and socio-technologies
represented by several tenants including crowdsourcing, Internet-Based Mass Collabo-
ration, Open Innovation and Cloud-Based Design and Manufacture.

Social Product Development Initiative
A Social Product Development initiative is the application of one or several of the Social
Product Development tenants. For example, a crowdsourcing contest is a Social Product
Development initiative.

Social Product Development Tenant
Social Product Development Tenants are those tools and socio-technologies that repre-
sent Social Product Development. The Social Product Development tenants are crowd-
sourcing, Internet-Based Mass Collaboration, Open Innovation and Cloud-Based Design
and Manufacture.

Socio-Technical Systems
Sociotechnical systems in organizational development is an approach to complex orga-
nizational work design that recognizes the interaction between people and technology in
workplaces.

Tertiary Research Question
The Tertiary Research Questions presented in this thesis are those research questions
that, when addressed, contribute to the addressing of the Secondary Research Questions.

User-Centred Design
User-centered design is an iterative design process in which designers focus on the users
and their needs in each phase of the design process.

Waterfall Model
The waterfall model is a breakdown of project activities into linear sequential phases,
where each phase depends on the deliverable of the previous one and corresponds to a
specialization of tasks.
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Nomenclature

Po Organisational Proximity

Pa Actor Proximity

N Number of Participants

σ Standard Deviation

IRR Inter-rate reliability

κ Fleiss’ Kappa

1− Pe Gives the degree of agreement that is attainable above chance

P− Pe Gives the degree of agreement actually achieved above chance

PC Problem Complexity

Fj Number of functions at level j

k Number of levels in the function tree

E Effort for the design problem

SR Severity of the requirements

F Functional design complexity

P Probability of success

ρ Number of unique or distinct operators appearing in the design form

N Number of unique or distinct basic operands appearing in he design form

N1 Total number of occurrences of the operators in the design form

N2 Total number of occurrences of the operands in the design form

η Number of operators and operands

L Length of design form

H∗ The parameters of the design in the design’s most compact form

A Level of abstraction
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Equations

Equation 4.4.1: Calculating Inter-rater Reliability

IRR% =
Agreements

Agreements+Disagreements
∗ 100%

Equation 6.3.1: Fleiss’ Kappa Coefficient

Kappa, κ = (P− Pe)÷ (1− Pe)

Equation 7.3.1.1: Equation for measuring problem complexity

PC =
k∑

j=1

∗Fj ∗ j

where

PC = Problem Complexity

Fj = Number of functions at level j

k = Number of levels in the function tree

Equation 7.3.1.2: Equation for measuring problem complexity

E = a ∗ PCb ∗ SRc

where

E = Effort for the Design problem

SR = Severity of the requirements

PC = Problem complexity

Equation 7.3.1.3: Equation for measuring problem complexity

F = log2(
1

P
)

where

F = Functional design complexity

P = Probability of success
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Equation 7.3.1.4: Equation for measuring problem complexity

P = Prob[a ≤ r ≤ b]

Equation 7.3.1.5: Equation for measuring problem complexity

P = Prob[a ≤ r ≤ b]

=

∫ b

a
f(r)dr

⇒ F = log2

[
1∫ b

a f(r)dr

]

where

ρ = Number of unique or distinct operators appearing in the design form

N = Number of unique or distinct basic operands appearing in he design form

N1 = Total number of occurrences of the operators in the design form

N2 = Total number of occurrences of the operands in the design form

Equation 7.3.1.6: Equation for measuring problem complexity

η = ρ+N

where

η = Number of operators and operands

Equation 7.3.1.7: Equation for measuring problem complexity

L = N1 +N2

where

L = Length of the design form

Equation 7.3.1.8:Equation for measuring problem complexity

H = Llog2η

= (N1 +N2)log2(ρ+N)

where H∗ denotes the parameters of the design in the design’s most compact form

Equation 7.3.1.9: Equation for measuring problem complexity

H∗ = L∗log2η
∗

= (2 +N∗)log2(2 +N∗)
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Equation 7.3.1.10: Equation for measuring problem complexity

A =
H∗

H

where

A = Level of abstraction

Equation 7.3.1.11: Equation for measuring problem complexity

E =
1

A
∗H

T =

(
1

S ∗A

)
∗H

=
H∗

H ∗ S

Equation 7.4.1: General Multiple Regression Equation

Y = b0 + b1X1 + b2X2 + .....+ bkXk

Equation 7.4.2.1: Multiple Regression Equation for Innocentive

S = −13344 + 9699X1 + 1.298X2 − 8.13X3 + 0.00595X4 + 13709X5

−0.000032X2
2 + 0.00447X3

2 − 2.55X1X3 − 9078X1X5

+0.000083X2X3 − 0.987X2X5 + 6.20X3X5 − 0.00449X4X5

where

S = Number of Submissions

X1 = Coupling Ratio

X2 = Number of Employees

X3 = Number of Words

X4 = Total Reward Value

X5 = Number of Stages
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Equation 7.4.2.2: Multiple Regression Equation for GrabCAD

S = −111.1 + 97.3X1 + 36.90X2 + 5.48X3 + 1375X4 − 0.000582X5

−2.669X2
2 + 0.1455X3

2 − 907X1X4 + 0.000293X1X5

−0.646X2X3 − 58.8X3X4 + 0.000009X3X5 + 0.001061X4X5

where

S = Number of Submissions

X1 = Number of Stages

X2 = Number of Incentives

X3 = Coupling Ratio

X4 = Jargon

X5 = Twitter Followers
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Abstract

Imagine two companies with two similar products are fiercely competing for customers.
They have both been aggressively protecting their intellectual property and stifling public
user criticism, until one decides to share its design with its user community and encourage
user customization. The first spends significant resources on enticing and retaining users,
while the other improves their product with their users and actively involves them in their
product development process. The second increases their reputation among their users,
is able to innovate and address user concerns quickly and cheaply and, as a consequence,
sees its sales begin to rocket. This scenario is representative of what is known as “Social
Product Development”.

Despite many successful examples of SPD in industry, with tangible proof of reduced
development time and cost, there is a lack of implementation of SPD. The aim of this
thesis is to determine why this is and to provide applicable research to support the imple-
mentation of SPD in industry. Specifically, this thesis addresses two Primary Research
Questions:

1. What are the barriers for the implementation of SPD in industry?

2. How can the implementation of SPD be supported?

For the first Primary Research Question a literature study accompanied by semi-structured
interviews with experts are conducted. The results of these research methods were a list
of barriers to the implementation of SPD as defined by the interview participants. From
these barriers, Secondary Research Questions to address the second Primary Research
Question were derived. Specifically, these included research questions on problem prepa-
ration for an SPD initiative, selecting an SPD invitiative, structuring SPD initiatives,
choosing incentives and making design decisions for an SPD initiative. To address these
Secondary Research Questions, an expert analysis experiment and a crowdsourcing suc-
cess factor experiment were conducted. The results of these methods included a expert
conclusion that analysis frameworks for SPD tenants must be isolated to individual
tenants as well as a series of factors that dictate the success of SPD initiatives.

In addressing these Primary Research Questions, this thesis provides original contribu-
tions to the body of work on SPD as follows:

1. The first interview study with industry practitioners revealing some of the key
challenges for the implementation of SPD

2. An SPD implementation framework that allows industry practitioners to identify
the most appropriate SPD initiative to solve a particular design problem

3. An SPD performance assessment tool that allows industry practitioners to, with
quantitative feedback, determine how their SPD initiative design decisions and
their businesses circumstances, such as the way they have framed their problem
and their number of Twitter followers, impacts the participation in their SPD
initiative.



Chapter 1

Thesis Introduction

Imagine two companies, with two similar products, are fiercely competing for customers.

They have both been aggressively protecting their intellectual property and stifling public

user criticism, until one decides to share its design with its user community and encourage

user customization. The first spends significant resources on enticing and retaining users,

while the other improves their product with their users and actively involves them in their

product development process. The second increases their reputation among their users,

is able to innovate and address user concerns quickly and cheaply and, as a consequence,

sees its sales begin to rocket. This was a scenario presented by Cullen (2007), and

is representative of what is known as “social product development”. Social product

development (SPD) represents “a measurable shift in the ways products [are] developed”

and is considered “an evolution in how people work together” (Peterson, Schaefer, 2014).

It supports all disciplines in the product development life cycle encouraging designers

to “go outside the traditional boundaries of the enterprise to seek advice”. It represents

a change in attitude and general ways of working as well as specific social tools and

technologies (Han, Yang, 2019).

Despite several successful examples of social product development (SPD) implementation

in industry, there is still a lack of implementation which represents a missed opportunity

for engineering design. In this thesis, the barriers to the implementation of social product

development (SPD) are identified and applicable research is presented to support the

implementation of social product development. In this opening chapter, the term and

concept of social product development is introduced, the importance of this topic will

be outlined and background information on SPD to provide context for this research is

presented. Following this, the research aim and research questions this thesis addresses

is presented along with a brief introduction to the research approach.

1
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1.1 Research Background

Product development is defined as “the transformation of a market opportunity into

a product available for sale” (Krishnan, Ulrich, 2001). In the specific research field of

engineering design, product development defines the process from turning a concept of

a product into a physical, tangible product that fulfills a set of functional requirements

(Brown, Eisenhardt, 1995; Otto, others, 2003). Prior to widespread access to the in-

ternet, product development usually represented a process through which a single team

within an organisation would use the resources available to them, and the people within

their team, to bring a product into reality. Since the internet has enabled high speed

communication, international collaboration and access to almost unlimited information,

the way product development is conducted has and can be drastically different to how it

once was. Several terms have emerged that in some way redefines product development

for this new era. Social Product Development, however, does not represent a single

framework or ideology, it is instead an overarching term representative of how every

phase of the product development process can be conducted differently and enhanced

with online collaboration.

1.1.1 Defining Social Product Development

Social Product Development (SPD) is defined as a group of “coalescing tools and socio-

technologies” represented by several tenants including crowdsourcing, Internet-Based

Mass Collaboration (IBMC), Open Innovation (OI) and Cloud-Based Design and Man-

ufacture (CBDM) (Peterson, Schaefer, 2014).

It is the representation of both a “mindset of openness” and the specific vehicles to

achieve and enable this in design, which distinguishes the term “social product develop-

ment” from other concepts and frameworks such as “open innovation”, “participatory

design” and “user-centred design”. While “open innovation” represents the blurring of

traditional business boundaries and the welcoming of external involvement, social prod-

uct development also represents the tools and technologies to action external involvement

(Forbes, Schaefer, 2017). As a consequence, social product development is defined as

being representative of four “SPD tenants”; open innovation, representing the “mindset

of openness”, mass collaboration, representing ways of working, crowdsourcing, repre-

senting the social vehicle for implementing early design phases and cloud-based design

and manufacture, representing the social vehicle for implementing later design phases.

The definitions and examples of the SPD tenants are shown in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1: Social Product Development Tenants (Forbes et al., 2019)

Tenant Definition Example

Crowdsourcing

Crowdsourcing is defined as the “the act of taking a job,
traditionally performed by a designated agent [. . . ] and
outsourcing it to a [. . . ] large group of people” (Howe,
2006; Panchal, others, 2015). It is most regularly used in
concept generation and concept evaluation of the product
development process, and social networking is used to
reach the intended crowd (Forbes, Schaefer, 2018).

Organisation pub-
lishes and advertises
a new product brief
online and requests
submissions

Internet-
Based Mass
Collaboration

Mass collaboration is a form of “collective action” where
a large number of parties work together on a project (El-
liott, 2016; Panchal, Fathianathan, 2008). Each party
makes a significant contribution to the project and all
contributors are regarded as important (Panchal, Fathi-
anathan, 2008). Internet-based communication tools
such as VoIP, file-sharing software and instant messag-
ing are employed, and the number of actors must be over
25 (Elliott, 2016).

Thousands of indi-
viduals around the
world contribute ex-
pert knowledge to
create an online en-
cyclopedia

Open Innova-
tion

Open Innovation is defined as using knowledge inflows
and outflows to fuel innovation (Chesborough, 2003).
Web 2.0 technologies such as social networks act as
channels between internal teams and external knowledge
sources.

Technology organisa-
tion publishes their
code for a new app in
an open-source com-
munity

Cloud-Based
Design and
Manufacture

Cloud-Based Design and Manufacture “is a type of par-
allel and distributed system consisting of a collection of
inter-connected physical and virtualized service pools of
design and manufacturing resources (e.g., parts, assem-
blies, CAD/CAM tools) as well as intelligent search ca-
pabilities for design and manufacturing solutions.” (Wu
et al., 2012). A plethora of Internet-based communica-
tion tools are used including cloud-based software and
CBDM process can include any number of actors.

CAD model is stored
in cloud-based CAD
software. Two me-
chanical engineers
edit different parts of
the model online and
simultaneously

1.1.2 The Relevance of SPD

With the introduction of SPD tenants, the growth of the “open design” movement and

the increasing dismissal of traditional business boundaries, then grew a surrounding

social product development eco-system (Forbes et al., 2019). Online forums emerged,

such as those on Reddit ∗ and CAD Forum †, dedicated to supporting the iteration and

improvement of products. Crowdsourcing platforms such as GrabCAD ‡ and InnoCen-

tive § emerged to allow organisations to seek ideas from the crowd for new and existing

projects. Makerspaces became more common therefore increasing access to 3D printers,

CNC machines and other prototyping and manufacturing technologies. Education on

engineering and design was also democratised with organisations such as Khan Academy

∗www.reddit.com
†wwww.cadforum.com
‡www.grabcad.com
§www.innocentive.com
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¶ and Code Academy ‖ offering rich, extensive and free guidance on product develop-

ment. Manufacturing also became more accessible with 3D printer networks allowing

collaboration and cheap prototyping that crossed nations and continents. This has cre-

ated an environment ripe for innovation and one which allows any organisation to access

talent and resource beyond their immediate surroundings.

Some organisations have embraced social product development and interacted with the

growing ecosystem and external talent to support their internal projects. These exam-

ples have provided evidence for the significant opportunity social product development

offers organisations. NASA is an organisation that has worked extensively with exter-

nal collaborators and regularly runs crowdsourcing campaigns on both GrabCAD and

InnoCentive. As Stewart (2020) describes, what began as a cost-saving initiative has, as

a consequence of success, led to the founding of a Centre of Excellence for Collaborative

Innovation (CoECI). NASA define crowdsourcing success through cost (Richard, Davis,

2014) and quality of solution, considering a crowdsourcing campaign a success when;

• Solutions are implemented to solve a real problem within the organisation and,

• Cost less than they would have to be solved by an internal team (Keeton et al.,

2017).

Social product development projects have included outsourcing the design of a robotic

arm, outsourcing the design of a toilet solution for astronauts and even outsourcing the

identification of new areas of research (Gallus et al., 2019). NASA has built a large and

engaged community of over two million problem solvers and has gained significant long-

term success through the use of social product development. 94% of NASA’s challenges

are deemed a success and 80% of NASA’s social product development initiatives see a

cost saving of 41% or more on traditional methods. Richard and Davis (2014) state that

approximately $32 million has been saved by NASA through social product development.

Procter and Gamble are another organisation that have embraced social product devel-

opment and seen positive results as a consequence (Huston, Sakkab, 2006). Procter and

Gamble include social product development via one umbrella initiative called “Connect

and Develop”. “Connect and Develop” is an “open call” platform that presents the lat-

est trends and challenges recognised by the company and encourages external solvers to

submit solutions. The recognition that the vast majority of solutions to their problems

lay outside of P&G was a critical first step in the development of Connect and Develop

(Dodgson et al., 2006). They focused on securing collaboration with external partners

in at least 50% of cases (Agafitei, Avasilcai, 2015) to “drive innovation in the organisa-

tion”. The success of Connect and Develop is recognised in both the cost savings from

¶www.khanacademy.com
‖www.codecademy.com
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the initiative, the well-known products that have emerged from the programme, and the

intent to continue and grow the initiative even after over 10 years of existence. Procter

and Gamble now have external contribution on over 60% of their projects, have brought

products such as “Febreze”, “Tide Pods” and “Olay” to market as a consequence of

the programme, and have implemented over 4000 ideas from approximately 2000 solvers

(Panduwawala et al., 2009). They now plan to triple the investment into Connect and

Develop and continue to grow the influence of external contributors on their organisation

(Panduwawala et al., 2009).

Other case studies include Boeing and their development of the Boeing 787 which saw

involvement from “100 external engineers” resulting in a reduction in development time

over 1 year (Afaf, 2019). DARPA also saw significant reductions in development time

and cost through their “Red Balloon Challenge” (Tang et al., 2011). These case studies

demonstrate the significant potential positive impacts social product development initia-

tives can have for an organisation. Organisations report reductions in cost, reductions

in development time and proof of long-term benefits are shown by the organisations’

intent to invest significantly in continuation of the initiatives.

1.2 The Research Problem

Despite these success stories, social product development is not regularly adopted and

implemented within industry (Schaefer, 2014). Only a few organisations, like those listed

above, truly integrate social product development with existing practise and consider so-

cial product development part of their product development process, as opposed to an

addition to it (Forbes, Schaefer, 2017). Bertoni et al. (2018) present a SWOT analysis

on the use of social computing technologies in product development and state that social

product development in industry is “not yet adequately supported from a knowledge per-

spective”. Kenly (2020) discovers that application of social product development is “new

for most” and Peterson and Schaefer (2014) state that manufacturers and designers are

only “taking the first step” towards implementation of social product development. This

assessment is also echoed in consideration of the individual social product development

tenants.

In the context of crowdsourcing, Forbes and Schaefer (Forbes, Schaefer (2018)) show

the “change in sentiment” of crowdsourcing literature reflects an unwillingness of design

practitioners to integrate crowdsourcing into their product development processes. Pan-

chal (2015) states that crowdsourcing failure is common and Shergadwala et al. (2020)

state that “a need for [social product development] design frameworks that are theoreti-

cally grounded and practically feasible” are needed to increase industry implementation.

Furthermore, Forbes et al. (2020) show that crowdsourcing failure and lack of implemen-
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tation is a consequence of “lack of case studies” and “lack of education” on application

of social technologies in product development.

In the context of cloud-based design and manufacture, Elhoone et al. (2020) state that

there are currently no “readily applicable system” that support the application of cloud-

based design and manufacture. Furthermore, Wu et al. (2015) state that a “fully devel-

opment cloud-based manufacturing system does not yet exist” and that current systems

for integration do not “satisfy all the requirements” that they defined as fundamental

to cloud-based design and manufacture. Furthermore Wu et al. (2012) state that there

is a need to “bridge the gap” between currently existing technology and practise, with

focus on integrating current “technologies, services, infrastructure and the vision” of

cloud-based design and manufacture. Finally, Singh and Bhanot (2020) state that there

are still “barriers for the application of social and internet-of-things technologies” in the

manufacturing industry.

Open innovation is acknowledged to have been integrated more extensively into industry

practise compared to other tenants but authors present several arguments that further

work is needed to increase application in industry. Firstly, Liu et al. (2020) and Urbinati

et al. (2020) discuss the constant evolution and complexity of open innovation practise

means further work is required. Liu et al. (2020) states that “the complexity of social

life has led to new problems” and that “the pattern and practise of open innovation

is developing constantly”. Urbinati et al. (2020) state that “innovation processes have

become more open and require greater resources and knowledge in the implementation

of differing product development phases”. Bogers et al. (2017) and Yoon et al. (2016)

suggest that as well as the need to update open innovation practise in industry, several

sectors of industry have thus far been ignored. As suggested by Forbes et al. (2020)

in the context of crowdsourcing, Bogers et al. (2017) and Yoon et al. (2016) state that

“SMEs have been excluded from the mainstream open innovation discussion” and that

the “SME perspective on open innovation needs addressing”. Finally, Radnejad et al.

(2019) highlights the need for further insight on the application of open innovation in

industry stating that further knowledge on the “suitability of different open innovation

application approaches for different industry needs” is required.

In the context of mass collaboration, existing literature promotes a similar rhetoric to

that presented in open innovation literature. The practise and concept of mass collabora-

tion has existed prior to the introduction of social computing technologies but with this

new and constantly changing environment, further work for the application in industry

is required Reichelt et al. (2019). Li et al. (2019) state that it is “necessary to further

study collective intelligence” in this modern era “due to the continual development of

collective intelligence and mass collaboration”. Niazi et al. (2017) states that social

computing technologies and their influence on mass collaboration is “still an emerging

research area” with limited “guidance and support” for industry practitioners. Finally,
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Reichelt et al. (2019) states that “aspects of learning” on collaboration on a mass scale

in the internet-age “requires constant reconsideration” as “the crowd is a highly complex

entity”.

There is therefore evidence and backing from existing literature that further work is

required to determine why social product development has not fully made its way into

industry and how social product development implementation can be supported. The

literature gaps briefly outlined in this chapter and more thoroughly outlined in the

following chapter (Chapter 7.2), are shown in Tables 2.1 and 2.2, and shown below for

reference.
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Table 1.2: Existing Literature on the Barriers to the Implementation of SPD: Literature Gaps according
to SPD and SPD tenants

SPD or Tenant Literature Gaps References

SPD

• Very limited research on SPD in general

• Papers vary significantly according how high-level the re-
search topic is

• Minimal inclusion of interviews or observations from industry

• Any reference to industry focuses on how to successfully com-
plete an SPD initiative as opposed to how to successfully
implement SPD.

Forbes, Schae-
fer (2017),
Gourdswaard
et al. (2019),
Bertoni et al.
(2012), Bertoni
et al. (2018),
Kenly (2020), Pe-
terson, Schaefer
(2014), Sher-
gadwala et al.
(2020)

Open Innovation

• Very limited research on implementation of Open Innovation
in industry

• Larger context of open innovation implementation rarely con-
sidered from the perspective of industry professionals

• Research on the implementation on Open Innovation focuses
on a single organisation or a single industry with organisation
types, such as SMEs, not currently considered.

Liu et al. (2019),
Urbinati et al.
(2020), Rogsta-
dius et al. (2011),
Radnejad et al.
(2019), Ches-
brough et al.
(2006), Chesbor-
ough (2003)

Cloud-Based De-
sign and Manufac-
ture

• Very few papers explicitly investigate barriers to implemen-
tation of CBDM

• Those that do so within a very focused context for a single
organisation with organisation types such as SMEs, again
excluded from this body of work

• Any barriers to implementation or often presented at a high
level. For example, “company culture” is often defined as a
barrier without further elaboration on the specific aspects of
company culture that may represent a barrier.

Elhoone et al.
(2020), Wu et al.
(2015), Wu et al.
(2012), Singer,
Mittal (2013)

Mass Collabora-
tion

• A lack of empirical research in general

• Any observations or case studies from industry are limited
to a very specific context

• Studies are very niche e.g. the study of the concept of pro-
ductive friction in mass collaboration projects, or very high
level e.g. mass collaboration in the social sciences.

Reichelt et al.
(2019), Li et al.
(2013), Niazi
et al. (2017)

Crowdsourcing

• Involvement of industry case studies or interviews is very
limited

• Findings on the barriers to the implementation of crowd-
sourcing are often revealed through reviews of existing liter-
ature or through a purely theoretical approach.

Forbes, Schaefer
(2018), Forbes
et al. (2019),
Shergadwala
et al. (2018),
Panchal, others
(2015), Bertoni
et al. (2018)
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Table 1.3: Existing Literature on supporting the implementation of SPD: Literature Gaps

Literature
Category

Literature Gaps References

SPD Frame-
works

• Frameworks to support implementation of
SPD and/or SPD tenants are limited

• The majority of literature in this sector
only propose ideas for future research.

• The majority of literature in this sector is
exploratory in nature.

Peterson, Schaefer (2014),
Forbes, Schaefer (2017),
Bertoni et al. (2018), Kenly
(2020), Peterson, Schaefer
(2014)

SPD Success
Metrics

• Definitions of SPD success are very limited

• Definitions of SPD success and/or SPD
tenant success are not standardized

• Metrics to assess SPD success do not exist

• Assessment frameworks for SPD success do
not exist

Singh, Bhanot (2020), Peter-
son, Schaefer (2014), Panchal,
Fathianathan (2008), Panchal,
Fathianathan (2008), Shergad-
wala et al. (2020)

1.3 Importance & Relevance of the Problem

The lack of implementation of social product development represents a missed oppor-

tunity for the engineering industry for several reasons. In addressing this problem and

providing actionable research to encourage implementation, there are several ways this

thesis offers value to practitioners. Firstly, social product development opens the pool

of problem solvers to all internet users. This allows an organisation’s problem solving

capacity to be increased significantly in a relatively cheap way. As shown in the exam-

ples above, this has been proven to represent savings in both cost and development time

(Forbes et al., 2019). Secondly, opening the pool of problem solvers to beyond the walls

of a traditional organisation significantly increases the diversity of solvers and therefore

solutions (Shergadwala et al., 2020). Diversity of employees has long been shown to

drive innovation (Østergaard et al., 2011; Hewlett et al., 2013; Van Beers, Zand, 2014)

and social product development therefore offers both an increase in resource as well as

quality of innovative solutions.

Inclusion of external contributors is in itself shown to have significant benefits for or-

ganisations (Huston and Sakkab, 2006). Abhari et al. (2019b) suggest that essential

resources for innovation lie beyond the boundary of an organisation and Bertoni et al.

(2012) state that “the development of technologically complex products requires a wide

range of skills [. . . ] which are difficult to find within a single organisation” (Bertoni

et al., 2012). As well as a need for external involvement, there is also a proven benefit to

looking “beyond the walls” of a single organisation. Thames and Schaefer (2016) state

that “innovation projects which are largely based on external development have short-
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ened development times and need less investment”. To support this statement, Huston

and Sakkab (2006) state that since the introduction of SPD initiatives at Procter and

Gamble “productivity has increased by almost 60%”.

The benefit of external involvement, facilitated by social product development, also

offers benefits to society as a whole as well as the host organisation. Social product de-

velopment initiatives represent an opportunity for individuals who may not have access

to traditional education or meet hiring requirements of organisations. With increased

access to education through the internet and facilities such as makerspaces and online

forums, however, these individuals may have the experience and knowledge to tackle

complex problems (Peppler et al., 2016). The opportunity to work with these individ-

uals, therefore, is a benefit to the organisation but it also allows these individuals to

monetize their knowledge and gain a reputation in the industry despite not meeting tra-

ditional hiring requirements. As hiring processes in traditional organisations continue

to evolve (Tepšić, 2020), social product development represents an interim solution as

organisations adapt to the modern talent pool. It also represents a permanent solution

for individuals that cannot work internally within certain organisations due to location,

lifestyle or language.

The benefits discussed above represent potential benefits of SPD implementation for

all types of organisations, however, the SME sector particularly benefits from further

applicable research for implementing SPD initiatives. As raised by Bogers et al. (2017)

and by Yoon et al. (2016), SMEs have been “excluded from the mainstream conversa-

tion” on social product development but they have a significant amount to gain from

implementation. SMEs in general have less capital to attract the best talent and less

internal resource, so the opportunity that SPD represents in reducing cost, reducing

development time, and driving innovation is significant for SMEs. Larger organisations

have the ability to hire consultants or dedicate internal departments to social product

development activities (Huston, Sakkab, 2006), while SMEs may not have this option.

Therefore, tools and applicable research to support the implementation of social product

development are particularly valuable to SMEs.

Adopting social product development also represents an improvement in the way or-

ganisations communicate with other organisations and as part of internally dispersed

teams (Thames, Schaefer, 2016). Social Product Development seeks to facilitate the

project management process by “enhancing collaboration and communication” (Wu

et al., 2016a). As Wu et al. (2016a) state “most successful product development teams

have high levels of communication and collaboration” and Chui and Beghin (2010) state

that a “well connected design network plays a vital role [. . . ] in design phases”. The in-

troduction of SPD tenants can therefore address this key concern in the current business

climate. Furthermore, in the current business climate, competitive advantage by incre-

mental improvement alone is no longer possible (Nazarpouri et al., 2020). Organisations
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must look for new ways to innovate to increase market share and satisfy “increasingly

sophisticated customer needs” (Acha et al., 2004). Social Product Development is a “fun-

damentally new approach to innovation” (Forbes, Schaefer, 2017) that offers a route to

competitive advantage for organisations. Social Product Development is therefore a new

approach to thriving in the current business climate.

There is also evidence that social product development can make organisations more

resilient and adaptable to change (Hackler, 2012). Having crowd and/or external input

effectively integrated with internal product development processes, allows the genera-

tion of solutions to continue despite changes in employment from sickness to significant

disruption due to crisis. The subject of resiliency is particularly relevant in this current

era of uncertainty; a consequence of the coronavirus outbreak. Many organisations have

reduced their work force and social product development offers a solution for continu-

ous innovation. From a solver perspective, those who may be recently unemployed also

have an opportunity to monetize their knowledge and grow their reputation through

participation in social product development initiatives despite lack of employment.

The coronavirus outbreak also has had and will have significant implications on the world

of work. Remote work or reduced working hours have been enforced for many which

represents a newer, more flexible way of working. “Portfolio careers” are on the rise

(Westgarth, 2020), with the coronavirus outbreak being a catalyst, of which are very

conducive to participation in social product development initiatives. Social product

development initiatives therefore offers opportunity for income for potential solvers and

a route to recovery for organisations.

To summarise, a lack of implementation of social product development initiatives rep-

resent a missed opportunity for engineering organisations. Adopting social product de-

velopment processes offers increased resource capacity and increased diversity of solvers,

both proven to reduce development time and costs, and drive innovation. Furthermore,

integrated social product development processes can improve communication and collab-

oration regardless of external involvement and offer an opportunity to gain competitive

advantage in an increasingly competitive business environment. Finally, the coronavirus

outbreak has and will drastically change the way organisations function. Social product

development offers opportunities for potential solvers to gain income as part of “portfolio

careers” and offers a route to recovery for organisations.

1.4 Research Aim, Approach and Contributions

As outlined in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 there are several gaps in existing literature on

SPD. These literature gaps can be consolidated as follows:
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• There is limited empirical research in existing literature on SPD

• Research on SPD is limited and mostly exploratory

• Research on or with industry is limited

• Research studying SPD in industry is with a single organisation or industry with

findings isolated to these specific cases

In section 7.2 and 1, the value of SPD in industry was demonstrated and therefore the

importance of research on the implementation of SPD. The above literature gaps demon-

strate the need for further research and, specifically, research on the implementation of

SPD.

Specifically this means addressing the literature gaps shown above via the following

research questions:

1. Primary Research Question 1: What are the barriers for the implementation of

SPD in industry?

2. Primary Research Question 2: How can the implementation of SPD be supported?

These research questions are consolidated under one core aim.

The aim of this research is to provide a prescriptive framework for the implemen-

tation of SPD and a performance assessment tool to understand the effectiveness

of SPD implementation

The contributions to of this thesis are:

• Empirical research, with industry professionals interviews on their experiences and

insights on SPD

• Identification of the barriers to the implementation of SPD

• A framework to support the selection of an SPD tenant and launching of an SPD

initiative

• An SPD initiative success assessment tool to allow industry practitioners to un-

derstand the impact of their design decisions when preparing for an SPD initiative

This thesis therefore provides an understanding as to why SPD is yet to be fully adopted

by industry and two research outcomes that support overcoming of these barriers and

supporting SPD implementation.
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Figure 1.1: Research Question Hierarchy

There are several characteristics of these research aims that dictate the research method-

ology that is suitable for this addressing the research problem. Firstly, this research is

centred on fulfilling the needs of a target audience. Secondly, this research aims to pro-

vide the target audience with a solution (tool, technology or product) to support the

implementation of social product development. Finally, this research relies on specific

research objectives emerging, after input from the target audience. The proposed re-

search methodology therefore need to incorporate flexibility and the ability to adapt and

evolve based on results from earlier stages in the methodology.

It was therefore not appropriate to dictate a methodology for all components of this

thesis. Instead, in Chapter 4, the result from industry interviews is presented which

dictate the further research presented in this thesis. This overall approach is defined

further in Chapter 3 and methodologies for the preceding chapters are presented in

Section 5.1, Section 6.1 and Section 7.3.

The research presented in this thesis addresses two Primary Research Questions as out-

lined in Section 1.4. Chapter 4 addresses Primary Research Question 1 while the follow-

ing chapters address Primary Research Question 2. Chapter 4 results in the barriers to

implementation of SPD and the output of this chapter is several participant-identified

research questions. A selection of these is addressed in the subsequent chapters and

these are referred to as Secondary Research Questions that divide the content presented

to address Primary Research Question 2. Furthermore, in Chapter 6 some Secondary

Research Questions are segmented further with Tertiary Research Questions addressing

Secondary Research Questions. This hierarchy and the associated numbering is demon-

strated in Figure 1.1 and for chapters addressing research questions, Figure 1.2 provides

a visual representation of the organisation of the thesis.
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Figure 1.2: Research Question Thesis Organisation

1.5 Approach to Validation of Thesis

This thesis includes four chapters of research that each require validation. Chapter 4

includes an interview study with industry professionals, Chapter 5 includes the presen-
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tation of an SPD framework, Chapter 6 includes a expert researcher analysis study and

Chapter 7 includes the presentation of a crowdsourcing success prediction tool. Each

chapter includes measures for verification and validation of the research presented.

In Chapter 4, a range of interviewees of varying experiences with SPD and varying

organization sizes are selected to provide a range of perspectives. The results from the

interviews are yielded through a coding and analysis process. To validate this process,

two coders were used to analyse the interviews and findings were not presented in the

final study unless both coders could agree on inclusion.

In Chapter 5, the SPD framework is validated using the Validation Square (Seepersad

et al., 2006), a method often used to validate design methods. Fundamental to this

approach “is a process of building confidence in its usefulness with respect to a purpose”

(Seepersad et al., 2006) consisting of four validation stages. The first two stages examine

the structural validity of the design method determining whether the construction pro-

cess is both effective and efficient. The latter two stages examine the performance of the

design method, determining whether the design method provides effective and efficient

design solutions. This validation is presented in Section 5.6.

In Chapter 6, Fleiss’ Kappa (Fleiss, Cohen, 1973) is used to assess the agreement between

the expert researchers and, in doing so, measures the validity of the results. Fleiss’ Kappa

is a generalization of Scott’s pi statistic (Fleiss, Cohen, 1973), a statistical measure of

inter-rater reliability and works for any number of raters giving categorical ratings, to a

fixed number of items.

Finally, in Chapter 7, the validity of the prediction equations yielded by the experiment

are tested by running them on crowdsourcing contests that were not included in the

original sample. The outcome of this validation experiment is shown in Section 7.5.

1.6 Chapter 1 Summary

In Chapter 1, an introduction to this thesis is presented, with the scope and relevance

of the research problem defined.

Firstly, Social Product Development (SPD) and the tenants of SPD are defined and the

distinction between SPD and other terms such as “user-centred design” and “partici-

patory design” are clarified. The growth and relevance of SPD is then presented. The

open design movement and the growing number of online tools is democratising access to

design and allowing anyone with an internet connection to learn and earn from product

design. In this chapter, successful examples of SPD such as NASA’s use of InnoCentive

and Procter and Gamble’s Connect and Develop initiative are presented, and provide

evidence for the value of implementing SPD in industry.
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Having provided evidence for the value of implementing SPD, the research problem is

presented. Despite success stories, SPD is not regularly adopted and implemented within

industry with only a few organisation truly integrating social product development into

their product development process. A brief overview of existing literature provides ev-

idence for this problem and in Table 2.1 (Page 38) the literature gaps in this area are

outlined.

In the next section, the importance and relevance of the research problem is presented.

The lack of implementation of social product development represents a missed oppor-

tunity for the engineering industry for several reasons. Firstly, using SPD initiatives

allows access to a vast and global talent pool allowing an increase in resource at a low

cost. Secondly, involving problem solvers from outside the organisation often increases

diversity of solvers which has long been related to driving innovation. SMEs are shown

particularly to benefit, gaining access to the time and knowledge of solvers that they

ordinarily may not be able to afford. Furthermore, adopting SPD represents an enhance-

ment in collaboration and communication and an ability to innovate more rapidly, a key

to creating a competitive advantage. Finally, using SPD can help businesses adapt and

be flexible to the changing world of work, a world that has been forced to change even

more rapidly as a consequence of the coronavirus outbreak.

The contribution of this thesis is then presented with reference to the literature gaps

presented in Table 2.1 (Page 38). The contributions are summarised as:

• Results from empirical research involving industry professionals

• Identification of the barriers to the implementation of SPD for industry

• A framework to support the selection of an SPD tenant and launching of an SPD

initiative

• A success performance tool to allow industry practitioners to understand the im-

pact of their design decisions when preparing for an SPD initiative

Following outlining of the contributions the research aim and questions are outlined as

follows:

The aim of this thesis is:

To provide applicable research to support the implementation of social product develop-

ment

Specifically this means addressing the literature gaps shown above via the following

Primary Research Questions:
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1. Primary Research Question 1: What are the barriers for the implementation of

SPD in industry?

2. Primary Research Question 2: How can the implementation of SPD be supported?

To complete Chapter 1, the research approach is briefly described and the organisation

of the thesis, as shown in Table 1.4, is presented.

In Chapter 2, a literature review is presented to demonstrate gaps in existing literature

and to provide further evidence of the importance and relevance of this research.
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Table 1.4: Thesis organization in Relation to Research Questions

Chapter Page
Primary Research
Question or Purpose

Secondary Research
Question(s)

Tertiary Research
Question(s)

2 19
Present existing litera-
ture and literature gaps

3 47
Present overall approach
to addressing research
questions

4 56
1 What are the barriers
to the implementation of
SPD in industry?

Secondary Research
Questions identified in
this chapter

5 82
2 How can the imple-
mentation of SPD be
supported?

2.1 How to prepare a
problem for SPD initia-
tives?
2.2 How to determine
which type of SPD initia-
tive to choose?

6 107
2 How can the imple-
mentation of SPD be
supported?

2.3 How do structural
decisions of an engineer-
ing design SPD initiative
influence its design out-
comes?

7 119
2 How can the imple-
mentation of SPD be
supported?

2.3 How do structural
decisions of an engineer-
ing design SPD initiative
influence its design out-
comes?
2.4 How do design de-
cisions of an engineering
design SPD (crowdsourc-
ing) initiative influence
its outcomes?

2.3.1 How does com-
pany reputation influ-
ence SPD success?
2.3.2 How does the num-
ber of stages in an SPD
initiative influence suc-
cess?
2.4.1 How does fram-
ing of engineering design
problems in competitive
scenarios influence its so-
lutions?
2.4.2 How can SPD ini-
tiative designers effec-
tively decompose an en-
gineering design prob-
lem?
2.4.3 How can optimal
incentive structures be
formulated for SPD ini-
tiatives?
2.4.4 How does the com-
plexity of a problem in-
fluence SPD success?



Chapter 2

Literature Review

This literature review provides evidence for the literature gaps being addressed by this

thesis. This chapter presents an overview of the existing literature on Social Product

Development.

The chapter begins with an explanation of the literature searching, synthesisation and

review process in section 2.1. The literature relating to the two Primary Research

Questions are then presented separately with literature pertaining to the barriers to

implementation of SPD presented in section 2.2 and literature pertaining to the imple-

mentation of SPD presented in section 2.4.

Existing literature discussing barriers to implement SPD is relatively rich compared to

literature addressing the second Primary Research Question. As a consequence, liter-

ature discussing barriers to SPD are categorised according to the SPD tenant being

discussed. Literature on the implementation of SPD is relatively scarce and therefore

literature is discussed according to the two topics presented in existing literature; frame-

works supporting the implementation of SPD and defining success of SPD initiatives.

19
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Published Work Included in the Chapter

Literature from the following published work is included in this chapter:

Forbes, H. and Schaefer, D., 2017. Social product development: the

democratization of design, manufacture and innovation. Procedia Cirp,

60, pp.404-409.

Forbes, H., Schaefer, D., Panchal, J. and Han, J., 2019. A Design Framework

for Social Product Development. IEEE Transactions on Engineering

Management.

Forbes, H., Schaefer, D., Han, J. and De Oliveira, F.B., 2020. Investigating

Factors Influential on the Success of Social Product Development

initiatives. Procedia CIRP, 91, pp.107-112.

2.1 Literature Collection Process

The purpose of this literature review was to identify and review any existing literature

that replicated or intersected with the investigations and findings presented in this thesis.

Specifically, the aim was to determine whether existing literature addressed the two

Primary Research Questions:

1. Primary Research Question 1: What are the barriers for the implementation of

SPD in industry?

2. Primary Research Question 2: How can the implementation of SPD be supported?

With regards to Primary Research Question 1, intersecting literature would present bar-

riers for the implementation of SPD and literature addressing Primary Research Ques-

tion 2 would present methods, processes or frameworks to support the implementation

of SPD.

For both Primary Research Questions, literature databases such as Elsevier Scopus ∗,

Google Scholar † and The Lens ‡ were searched using various search terms as follows:

∗https://www.elsevier.com/en-gb/solutions/scopus
†scholar.google.com
‡https://lens.org
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• For barriers to SPD implementation: “social product development challenges”,

“social product development barriers”, “social product development hurdles”

• For SPD implementation” “social product development implementation”, “social

product development integration”, “social product development adoption”

The papers found were then reduced for detailed review according to the following cri-

teria:

1. The paper had to specifically use the term “social product development” as opposed

to one of the tenant terms i.e. “open innovation” or “mass collaboration”

2. The paper must have been published by an academic outlet as opposed to self-

published

3. The paper must have been written in or translated to English

4. The paper must have been published within the last five years

On the final point, only papers published within the past 5 years are included in this

study to ensure the literature gaps identified in this study are drawn from only the most

recent research in this area. Furthermore, the term Social Product Development, as

defined in this thesis, is a relatively new term. Papers predating 2015 sometimes use

Social Product Development to refer to product development for social inclusion. This

process provided only five papers addressing, or intersecting with the intended findings

of, Primary Research Question 1 and only one paper addressing, or intersecting with the

intended findings of, Primary Research Question 2.

There was therefore a need to widen the literature search and, by doing so, recognise

that the term “social product development” is still used interchangeably with terms such

as “collective action”, “mass collaboration” and “co-creation”. Furthermore, to ensure

a breadth of literature, work on the individual SPD tenants was included as part of

the review. The final literature count was 34 papers for Primary Research Question 1

and 27 papers for Primary Research Question 2. The following sections present the key

findings from existing literature and categorises the literature according to whether the

paper discusses SPD as a whole or an individual tenant. This process is illustrated in

Figure 2.1.

2.2 Existing Literature on the Barriers to the Implemen-

tation of SPD

While several large product development organisations have proven the potential benefits

of social product development, it is yet to fully make its way into industry. One key
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Figure 2.1: PRISMA Flow Diagram of Systematic Literature Review Process
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contribution of this thesis is to provide an understanding as to why SPD is not regularly

implemented in industry. In this section of the literature review, existing literature

on the implementation of social product development in industry is presented. In the

context of the following Primary Research Question:

What are the barriers for the implementation of SPD in industry?

The aim is to determine:

1. Does an answer to this question already exist in literature?

2. Has anyone investigated the implementation or lack of implementation of SPD in

industry?

Literature that refers explicitly to social product development is presented in section

2.2.1. As is shown, this sector of literature is limited. Existing literature on the imple-

mentation of each individual tenant is therefore presented in section 2.2.2, 2.2.3, 2.2.4

and 2.2.5.

2.2.1 SPD Implementation Challenges

Literature reviewed in this section includes those that explicitly discuss social prod-

uct development, as a whole. Literature in this sector is limited and therefore is not

categorised or segmented. The individual papers are instead discussed with individual

literature gaps identified. The overall literature gaps in this section are then consolidated

in the final paragraph.

Wu et al. (2016b) investigates communication and collaboration in social product devel-

opment using social network analysis. They specifically investigate the implementation

of social product development in dispersed engineering teams in industry and seek to

determine how information is transformed in socio-technical systems. They use a theo-

retical approach to generate a framework to measure communication by “transform(ing)

an implicit design network into an explicit and formal social network based on specific

indices of tie strengths”.

Wu et al. (2016b) provide “a generic framework for investigating communication and

collaboration mechanisms in SPD settings” and therefore provide an understanding of

how SPD may function in an industrial setting. It is the case, however, that the “appli-

cation examples were not conducted in the context of real industry environments but in

a graduate level engineering design course”. This literature therefore does not offer an

insight into the barriers that industry practitioners face in implementing SPD. Further-

more, it provides an insight into how SPD processes operate in industry but not how

they are initially adopted and integrated.
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Annosi et al. (2020) provide insight into “how organizations can acquire, maintain, and

use different sources of knowledge [..] to sustain social product development”. They

state that “pertinent extant literature has stressed how an organization should practice

social product development” but does not indicate how to maintain social product devel-

opment practise. They conduct semi-structured interviews and observations in a Dutch

food company providing a real-world insight into social product development in industry.

They specifically aim to determine how research-based and practise-based knowledge on

SPD is implemented in industry. By interviewing practitioners and observing SPD in

industry, Annosi et al. (2020) provide insights directly from practitioners. However, as

discussed by Ameri et al. (2008), this work is limited by the inclusion of only one organ-

isation in this study. Furthermore, while some of the challenges of SPD implementation

are provided by this work the barriers to SPD implementation are not provided, since

the company observed are already actively implementing SPD. As a consequence, while

this work provides one of the first considerations of the industry perspective on SPD,

the insights are limited by the use of only one organisation.

Abhari et al. (2019a) investigate the experience of “co-creators” in social product de-

velopment. In this case, “co-creators” refer to the actors in social product development

which could refer to the solvers in a crowdsourcing context as well as an external contrib-

utor to an open innovation initiative. Abhari et al. (2019a), in general, aim to determine

the common factors in social product development that dictate experience for all types

and level of involvement. The main contribution of this work is “a conceptual model to

theorize and operationalize co-creation experience in SPD networks” and the ultimate

conclusion that the experience of a co-creator is a key influencer on the decision to par-

ticipate in SPD networks as well behaviour within SPD networks. Similarly to Wu et al.

(2016b), Abhari et al. (2019a) use a theoretical approach to determine behaviour in SPD

networks. With the absence of organisations actively participating in social product de-

velopment, theoretical models provide valuable insight. It is the case, however, that in

order to understand the barriers to SPD implementation and how to support the imple-

mentation of SPD in industry, further experimental work with industry involvement is

required. Furthermore, this paper again focuses on improving existing implementation

of SPD as opposed to understanding the barriers to implementation of SPD.

Abhari et al. (2020) “critically assess the viability and paths forward for SPD” by exam-

ining “social innovation processes, technologies, and platform governance”. Their focus

is on how SPD platforms operate, engage and communicate with communities and how

this, in turn, impacts implementation of the SPD model. The main contribution of the

paper is a “holistic model [that] provides a new framework for systematic investigations

of SPD for further theorization and empirical study”.

Abhari et al. (2020) provide “six different functions that firms can explore and exploit to

integrate external actors into NPD” whereby allowing the integration of SPD in industry.
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These insights are yielded through case study analysis of two SPD platforms; Quirky

and Edison Nation. The literature gap therefore remains with regards to the collection

of direct experiences by existing practitioners from a variety of organisations. This work

again provides valuable insight on the improved implementation of SPD but does not

provide insight on why organisations, in general, are not open to implementing SPD.

This chapter presents existing literature that considers the implementation of SPD in

industry. The literature in this sector, representative of an emerging field, cannot be

easily categorised with some authors, for example, considering user experience on SPD

platforms and others considering the motivation of SPD participation. Existing litera-

ture is considering various different problems within the implementation of SPD and at

various levels of abstraction. The literature gaps that emerge are as follows:

1. Existing literature has minimal presentation of interviews or observations with

industry.

Annosi et al. (2020) have conducted semi-structured interviews and observations, but of a

single company. Further industry insight, from a range of types and sizes of organisations

is required to gain an understanding of the barriers for SPD implementation.

2. Any consideration of the perspective of industry on SPD is in reference to the

successful implementation of SPD as opposed to the possible implementation of

SPD.

With very few companies having implemented SPD, a pressing question is why they are

yet to implement SPD prior to how to implement SPD successfully. While the latter is

important, and will be investigated in this thesis, an understanding of the barriers to

entry is important in increasing the implementation of SPD in general. The following

sections present existing literature for the implementation of the individual SPD tenants.

2.2.2 SPD Implementation Challenges in Open Innovation Literature

In this section existing literature that discusses the barriers to the implementation of

open innovation is reviewed. Insights from this literature may provide insights on the

implementation of SPD as whole as well as further evidence for literature gaps in the

overall sector.

Literature that discusses the barriers to the implementation of open innovation can be

categorised as follows

1. Case studies on specific industry to yield insight on the implementation of open

innovation
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2. Expertise and culture of the team and how this influences open innovation adoption

3. Existing processes or business models used by the organisation and how this influ-

ences open innovation adoption

Studies on the approach a specific industry takes to implement open innovation are most

numerous in this sector of literature. For example, Ettabaa et al. (2019) presents “an

exploratory review” that provides insight into how open innovation “manifests” itself

in the automotive industry. Martinez (2013) conduct case studies on open innovation

in the food and beverage industry, Wikhamn et al. (2016) considers open innovation

implementation in SMEs by studying the Swedish pharmaceutical industry, Del Vec-

chio et al. (2018) consider the tourism industry and Elia et al. (2020) investigate the

implementation of open innovation in the semi-conductor industry. Consolidating the

findings of this literature to provide overall insights from the sector is difficult as conclu-

sions are very diverse. Ili et al. (2010) find that open innovation is “more adequate to

achieve a better research and development productivity” than closed innovation in the

automotive sector and find that “sustainable support” from management is the most

important factor for effective implementation. While Del Vecchio et al. (2018) find that

defining user experiences is the most important factor for open innovation in the tourism

industry and that “social big data” is vital for “opening up innovation”. On the other

hand, Chiaroni et al. (2009), in the context of the pharmaceutical industry, find that

understanding the “risk pattern” and the “management of intellectual property” is most

important for open innovation implementation. Finally, after studying the implemen-

tation of open innovation in Italian small to medium enterprises (SMEs) in technology,

Santoro et al. (2019) determine that SMEs select open innovation processes according

to “specific internal resources and capabilities” with three factors being most important;

human resource management, resource allocation and experience with open innovation.

The only consistent findings from across literature, and therefore industries, was the

requirement for further research into the implementation of open innovation and the

acknowledgement that open innovation offered new opportunities for the specific sector

above closed innovation processes.

The next sector of research on the implementation of open innovation is investigations

into how culture influence open innovation practise. Lee et al. (2019) discuss “how

project expertise and complexity jointly impact the decision to adopt open or closed

innovation”. It therefore investigates both the decision to implement open innovation

as well as the “openability” of problems according to their complexity. Lee et al. (2019)

theoretical propose and empirically test the impact of complexity on “the relationship

between project expertise and open innovation adoption”. They do so in the single

context of the US pharmaceutical industry and the experimental method focused on

the development of drugs. Lee et al. (2019) find that for large companies conducting
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Figure 2.2: Lee et al. (2019)’s Recommendations for Large Firms (OI = Open Innovation)

highly complex projects “science-based open innovation” and “network open innovation”

are recommended for high project expertise and ”coopetition open innovation” for low

project expertise. The full recommendations are shown in Figure 2.2.

Lee et al. (2019) provide insight on the appropriate open innovation model for large

companies according to data from the US pharmaceutical industry. While it gives an

indication of the decision-making process, this is again refined to a single context; the US

pharmaceutical industry. Findings therefore cannot be applied to SMEs, start-ups are

larger organisations outside of the pharmaceutical industry. Furthermore, the definition

of project expertise and complexity may vary according to industry and organisation

size. Further research is therefore needed to expand on these findings and determine

whether they are generally applicable for product development.

Offering further insight on organisation culture and open innovation implementation is

Parveen et al. (2015). Parveen et al. (2015) argue that implementation of some form

of open innovation is inevitable for competitive organisations and considers how this

impacts organisational culture.

Parveen et al. (2015) find that “organizational culture has a positive relationship with

commitment towards open innovation” demonstrating the importance of organisational

culture as a factor for effective implementation of open innovation. These findings are

also echoed by Kankanhalli et al. (2017) after investigating open innovation in the public

sector and Waiyawuththanapoom et al. (2013) in the construction of a “open innovation

readiness assessment model”. Overall, this sector highlights the importance of organi-

sational culture in open innovation implementation and that, without culture change,

open innovation implementation may not be possible. Furthermore, even with change to

organisational culture, the implementation process of open innovation is unique to each

organisation.

The third sector of literature on the implementation of open innovation referred to

models and frameworks to support implementation. For example, Virlee et al. (2015)

provide an open innovation framework for the implementation of open innovation for

service-based firms, Grönlund et al. (2010) present a revised new product development
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process based on the stage-gate model that incorporates a process for open innovation

implementation and Podmetina et al. (2018) develops a competency model for open

innovation implementation from an individual to an organisational level. This literature

provides some insight into the challenges that organisations face when implementing

open innovation. For example, Virlee et al. (2015) finds that service-based SMEs are

more likely to use closed innovation processes due to a lack of knowledge and Grönlund

et al. (2010) find that some organisations struggle to implement open innovation due to

“the challenge of sustaining internal commitment over a sufficient period of time”. It

is the case, however, that literature in this sector focuses predominantly on supporting

implementation, as opposed to determining reasons for a lack of implementation. This

literature is therefore explored more thoroughly with regards to the second Primary

Research Question of this thesis;“ Having determined the barrier to SPD implementation,

how can organisations be supported in the implementation of SPD?” This review can

be seen in section 2.4.1.

Overall, the majority of literature on the implementation of open innovation in industry

is focused on a single industry and in some cases and single industry within a single coun-

try. Bogers et al. (2019) attempt to consolidate these findings in their paper “Strategic

management of open innovation: A dynamic capabilities perspective”. The output of

this paper is “some key attributes and an initial framework for the strategic manage-

ment of open innovation” in industry. In general, Bogers et al. (2019) find that industry

has issues with “coopetition”, selecting problems that are truly “openable” and lack an

understanding of how the ability to implement open innovation changes with problem

complexity and experience. However, they state that these insights are yielded from

organisations that exclusively see open innovation as an add-on to the research and de-

velopment strategy, as opposed to integrated into their product development processes.

Industry focus is on “leveraging external capabilities” as opposed to “enhancing internal

capabilities”. Overall, Bogers et al. (2019) determine, through consolidation of literature

examining a number of industries, that further research “to provide a better understand-

ing of the benefits and limits of open innovation” is required to understand how best to

manage and implement open innovation.

Investigations into the implementation of open innovation is a relatively rich field. It is

the case, however, that the vast majority of research focus their investigation on a single

organisation or a single industry. As a consequence, papers that aim to consolidate and

synthesise these findings suggest that further research is required to offer general insight

into the barriers to implementation and management of open innovation in industry.
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2.2.3 SPD Implementation Challenges in Cloud-Based Design and Man-

ufacturing Literature

In this section, literature that discusses the barriers for the implementation of cloud-

based design and manufacture (CBDM) is reviewed. The majority of literature in this

sector present implementation tools or frameworks as opposed to explicitly presenting

the barriers to implementation. However, in describing the importance and need for their

implementation framework, authors present barriers to implementation that is included

in this section. Discussion of the frameworks presented in this work is reviewed in Section

2.4.1.

It should also be noted that, as defined by Thames and Schaefer (2017), CBDM is often

discussed alongside Industry 4.0 and synonymous terms such as Smart Manufacturing

and Digital Manufacturing. These terms were therefore included in the literature search

with papers recognised to be discussing CBDM (despite not explicitly including the

term) included in this review. Several barriers for the implementation of cloud-based

design and manufacture were discussed in this literature sector, these are presented in

this section.

Several barriers for the implementation of CBDM can be categorised as barriers relating

to company context or culture. Ghobakhloo (2020) aim to identify and analyse factors

that determine the implementation of technology for smart manufacturing. They find

that the majority of challenges related to implementation are a consequence of a firm’s

“minimal capacity to innovate”. Ghobakhloo and Ching (2019) also echo this stating

that the implementation of their framework is limited by “environmental challenges”

both physical i.e. manufacturing line setup and cultural i.e. company culture. Zhang

et al. (2019) state that “contextual differences in the way companies implement cloud

technologies” can limit the effectiveness of existing implementation support and represent

a barrier to implementation. Furthermore, Frank et al. (2019) state that a lack of

flexibility to allow adaptation as a consequence of company culture represents a barrier

to the implementation of CBDM. Company culture was presented as an implementation

barrier in the majority of papers in this sector as is therefore deemed to be the most

significant barrier for the implementation of CBDM.

The second-most numerous barrier, mentioned by existing literature, was the lack of

support available to organisations for the implementation of CBDM. This includes a

lack of support for specific types of organisations such as SMEs and a lack of support

related to factors such as stakeholder communication. Thames and Schaefer (2017) state

that organisations have trouble finding the information they need to implement CBDM

and Ghomi et al. (2019) states that this breeds an “unwillingness to adopt” CBDM

technologies. Habl et al. (2017) discuss the difficulties organisation have in deploying

CBDM and state that “knowledge transfer within or across organisations” is limited
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which represents a barrier to implementation. Furthermore, Milisavljevic-Syed et al.

(2020) states, with regards to barriers to digital transformation in the manufacturing

industry, that “the main challenges in delivering a digitally savvy workforce of tomorrow

are rooted in today’s outdated and inflexible education”.

Further to a lack of support available for organisations, a lack of knowledge by stake-

holders and business leaders is cited as a barrier to implementation by several authors.

Liu et al. (2019) state that there is a lack of knowledge and confusion over definitions

of CBDM and what it means to implement CBDM, a sentiment echoed by Thames

and Schaefer (2017). Ghomi et al. (2019) also state that there is a lack of “knowledge

and trust management” that spans organisations and departments within organisations.

Furthermore, Ghomi et al. (2019) cites “knowledge and trust management” by senior

leaders as a barrier to implementation, Habl et al. (2017) states “common leadership” on

topics of digital transformation is lacking, Yue et al. (2020) states that “entrepreneurs

are willing but worried and confused” and Mittal et al. (2020) state that a lack of

“(Smart Manufacturing) awareness of SME leadership and staff” is an issue when trying

to implemented CBDM.

Further barriers to the implementation include low levels of company maturing (Mittal

et al., 2020; Thames, Schaefer, 2017; Zhang et al., 2019; Piorkowski et al., 2013), access

to capital (Mittal et al., 2020; Evans et al., 2015a) and poor data management (Thames,

Schaefer, 2017; Mittal et al., 2020; Babiceanu, Seker, 2019; Wang et al., 2017; Han,

Yang, 2019; Evans et al., 2015a) are also defined as key challenges. Finally, technological

challenges, most significantly, security and privacy are defined as notable challenges for

the implementation of CBDM by Thames and Schaefer (2017), Babiceanu and Seker

(2019) and Habl et al. (2017).

This literature review shows that literature on the implementation of CBDM, specifi-

cally, is not lacking and while only a few papers explicitly investigate the barriers to

implementation, research on this topic does exist. Despite this, several literature gaps

emerge the suggests further research is required in this area. Firstly, knowledge on spe-

cific contexts for implementation such as within companies at a high level of maturity or

low level of maturity (SMEs). Furthermore, “company culture” or “contextual factors”

are listed as barriers to entry but further insight on what specific aspects of company

culture cause limitations are lacking. Finally, barriers to implementation presented by

this sector are predominantly drawn from papers presenting implementation frameworks

as opposed to conducting investigations on the barriers specifically. Further insight from

real organisations may help provide further insight on broader implementation barriers

and from organisations in circumstances different from the norm (SMEs).
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2.2.4 SPD Implementation Challenges in Mass Collaboration Litera-

ture

In this section, literature on mass collaboration is reviewed to determine whether bar-

riers to the implementation of mass collaboration have been investigated. Literature

in this sector is varied and papers specifically investigating barriers to implementation

are limited. It is the case, however, that challenges for the implementation of mass

collaboration arise in varied types of papers, as follows:

• Implementation frameworks for mass collaboration

• Existing literature that uses mass collaboration as a method

• Investigating implementation of mass collaboration in a specific context or field

• Existing literature on activities to support mass collaboration (such as the man-

agement of big data)

Papers representing each of these types will be discussed in this section with literature

gaps identified and consolidated.

The richest sector of those outlined above is existing literature that provide implemen-

tation frameworks for mass collaboration. Through describing the importance and rel-

evance of the presented work, authors describe the challenges to the implementation of

mass collaboration. One instance of this type of research is “Intelligent Group Struc-

turing for Mass Collaboration within Engineering Design” by Ball (2020). In this thesis

Ball (2020) proposes a framework for structuring groups and organising individuals to

provide effective outcomes to mass collaboration projects. Using social network analysis

they also are able to predict performance from the organisation of a group partaking in a

mass collaboration activity. Challenges for the implementation for mass collaboration by

Ball (2020) refer exclusively to the organisation of individuals. Ball (2020) suggest that

issues such as unreliable knowledge, disorganised process and poorly managed knowl-

edge can be addressed by organisation of individuals. The main challenge highlighted

is therefore the difficulty in organising individuals in a mass collaboration activity. A

challenge that Ball (2020) addresses in their thesis. While Ball (2020) could therefore

be said to provide a solution to a key challenge, as discussed by Senghore (2016) the

dynamics of a group are varying and unpredictable suggesting organisation of a group

for mass collaboration may require approaches that regularly change.

Herrmann (2016) similarly present a method to facilitate mass collaboration for creative

e-participation. They also discuss the challenge of facilitation and coordinating large

groups for the implementation of mass collaboration as well as raising the importance

of technology for the implementation of mass collaboration. Ball and Lewis (2018) also
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provide recommendations for mass collaboration in design and in doing so provide some

challenges for the implementation of mass collaboration including the difficulty in se-

lecting appropriate projects for mass collaboration. Furthermore, there is a challenge

in matching the right collaborators to the right mass collaboration project. Other chal-

lenges raised in this sector include the difficulty in scaling mass collaboration by Elliott

(2016), managing differing distances and diversities by Fischer (2016), motivating collab-

oration by Fischer (2016), tracking progress by Fischer (2016) and managing community

by Winkler et al. (2020). Furthermore, Reichelt et al. (2019) discusses the complexity of

the crowd stating that “the crowd is a highly complex entity with an emergent nature

and inner momentum that is primarily fuelled by the affectedness of its participating

individuals”. Reichelt et al. (2019) therefore supports the notion that approaches to

manage the crowd need to adapt to the unpredictable nature of mass collaboration.

Similar literature gaps emerge from these examples; challenges to the implementation

of mass collaboration are raised through a lack of empirical research involving industry

or, challenges that are raised through empirical research are within only one industry or

one type of organisation.

Insights into the barriers for the implementation of mass collaboration were also pro-

vided by existing literature using mass collaboration as a method. In description of the

methodology, challenges and limitations for the implementation of mass collaboration

were presented. Zamiri and Camarinha-Matos (2018) discussed the use of mass collabo-

ration for learning, specifically the opportunity for increasing knowledge in participation

of mass collaboration projects such as Wikipedia. Several challenges were presented by

Zamiri and Camarinha-Matos (2018) including the impact of organizational structure.

Zamiri and Camarinha-Matos (2018) state that “organisational structure has a profound

impact on whether mass collaboration is possible” and suggests that large hierarchical

organisations struggle to implement mass collaboration effectively. Further challenges

raised by Zamiri and Camarinha-Matos (2018) include the challenge of evaluating the

quality of generated knowledge, the availability of adequate technology and the assign-

ment of such technology for appropriate use for mass collaboration. Furthermore, for the

context of learning, Zamiri and Camarinha-Matos (2018) suggest that mass collabora-

tion can result in the “dissemination of unreliable knowledge” and building a process of

prevention is a challenge to the implementation of mass collaboration. Of all literature

on the barriers to implementation of mass collaboration Zamiri and Camarinha-Matos

(2018) offer the greatest number of challenges. It is the case, however, that the chal-

lenges presented are yielded from literature and the single experience of Zamiri and

Camarinha-Matos (2018) for the specific context of learning using mass collaboration.

This suggests a further need for investigation with increased case studies and interaction

with industry to validate the challenges presented.

Senghore (2016) also use mass collaboration as a method to investigate innovation
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drivers. Barriers to implementation are therefore presented by Senghore (2016) through

the use of mass collaboration as a method. Senghore (2016) states that “despite the inter-

est and adoption rate of this type of innovation [...] the scholarly and empirical research

on mass collaboration networks are limited”. They also state that mass collaboration

networks are dynamic and that the most effective way to implement mass collaboration

is constantly changing as a consequence. They conclude that a key challenge to the im-

plementation of mass collaboration is the dynamic and unpredictable nature of a large

network of workers. Salganik et al. (2020) also yield challenges for the implementation

of mass collaboration through the use of mass collaboration as a method. Specifically,

Salganik et al. (2020) provides a template for using mass collaboration as a method for

social science research. They state that similar literature is limited but that “progress

[in mass collaboration research] might reveal other social research problems that we can

solve better collectively rather than individually”. They state that challenges for the

implementation of mass collaboration include “the need for patience” which makes mass

collaboration most suitable for longitudinal studies with large resource. Building on

this, they state that mass collaboration within the social sciences requires extensive con-

tent and ethical practises which requires significant resource. While both Salganik et al.

(2020) and Senghore (2016) provide challenges for the implementation of mass collabora-

tion they do so within small and specific contexts. Senghore (2016) studies international

hackathons while Salganik et al. (2020) study mass collaboration for the social sciences

drawing conclusions on minimal empirical research. A lack of empirical research is one

clear research gap in this sector as well as the investigation of mass collaboration in

contexts of varying levels of abstraction (i.e. engineering design hackathons vs. social

sciences in its entirety). This makes comparison and validation of the challenges for the

implementation of mass collaboration difficult.

As well as direct discussion of mass collaboration, barriers for the implementation of mass

collaboration were also presented in papers that investigated activities supporting mass

collaboration. The first example of this type of literature is by Holtz et al. (2018). Holtz

et al. (2018) “discuss several methods that can be applied to analyse the dynamic nature

of knowledge-related processes in a mass collaboration environment”. They present three

challenges associated with the implementation of mass collaboration; the challenge of

consolidating knowledge in the still unpredictable dynamics of collective action and the

challenge of the organisational adaptation that is required. This paper is specifically on

the relatively niche topic of “productive friction” and how to ”operationalise productive

friction” in mass collaboration. Slivko et al. (2016) presents similar research on the study

of causal effects in the context of mass collaboration. They specifically study how the

actions of one participant may impact another in an attempt to counter the “complex

nature of crowds”. Both of these examples represent the key challenge presented by

this sector; managing the complex crowd. While challenges are presented, the barriers
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to implementation are not specifically investigated and specific concepts are instead

explored in order to create an approach to knowledge management in mass collaboration.

The final sector of literature that presents challenges to the implementation of mass

collaboration include investigations into the implementation of mass collaboration in

a specific context or field. Cress et al. (2016) offers challenges to the implementation

of mass collaboration from a purely research perspective through an investigation not

mass collaboration in the specific context of education. For example, challenges such

as “ integrating multiple concepts and theories” and “explaining mass collaboration

as a means to overcome the digital divide”. This paper therefore does not provide

significant value for industry practitioners seeking a guide for the implementation of mass

collaboration. Scuotto et al. (2017) presents an investigation into mass collaboration

in SMEs proposing that mass collaboration and the use of social media can enhance

productivity in SMEs. They find that a lack of technology or effective implementation

of technology is the most significant challenge SMEs face in the implementation of mass

collaboration. Despite conducting empirical research to yield these findings, Scuotto

et al. (2017) acknowledge that a limitation to their research is the use of only one case

study which means the challenges identified through this work may not be applicable

for all types of organisations.

Across all literature discussing the challenges for the implementation of mass collabo-

ration, several challenges are repeated. First and foremost, authors identify the crowd

as complex and unpredictable emphasising the need for any guidance for the implemen-

tation of mass collaboration to be flexible and adaptable to varying organisations and

organisational structures. Furthermore, challenges such as the poor use or lack of use of

technology, the managing and consolidation of knowledge and the management of output

quality are also challenges by several authors in this sector. Overall, several literature

gaps emerge. Firstly, there is a distinct lack of empirical research on this topic with

investigations involving industry being limited or limited to a specific context. Compar-

ison for implementation in different types of organisations is not possible and therefore

findings are distinct for specific fields and not generally applicable. Furthermore, studies

are often either very niche, e.g. the study of productive friction in the context of mass

collaboration for engineering design, or very high level e.g. investigating the use of mass

collaboration for social sciences. This again limits the value of outputs form this sector

as a consequence of varying findings from varying contexts. Ultimately, further empirical

research comparing findings across organisational types and industries is required.

2.2.5 SPD Implementation Challenges in Crowdsourcing Literature

In this section literature that investigates barriers to the implementation of crowdsourc-

ing in a social product development context are reviewed. Similarly to literature on
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the previous tenants, there are few papers that directly investigate barriers to imple-

mentation for industry practitioners. Many authors, however, discuss the challenges

to implementation while providing background and relevance to their research. The

literature in this area can therefore be categorised as follows:

• Factors for encouraging participation crowdsourcing initiatives

• Crowdsourcing platform management

• Crowdsourcing success factors and frameworks for crowdsourcing initiative design

Research on crowdsourcing is a relatively rich field and crowdsourcing is implemented in

many sectors. Literature in this review refers explicitly to crowdsourcing used in product

design and development i.e. representative of social product development processes.

The first sector of literature that discusses barriers to the implementation of crowd-

sourcing includes investigations into factors that encourage participation. Motivating

participation is considered a challenge by existing literature and through literature re-

view and interviews with potential participants, authors provide clarification on the

barriers that exist that may limit participation and therefore implementation of crowd-

sourcing. For example, Wu et al. (2017) aim to determine the optimal level of community

involvement in crowdsourcing initiatives by conducting a case study on crowdsourcing

platform Threadless §. Furthermore, Acar (2019) raises the challenge of evaluating a

large number of poor submissions and aims to determine, by consulting the crowd, the

ideal project for high quality submissions. Acar (2019) also proposes challenges to the

implementation of crowdsourcing include the management of scale and diversity of par-

ticipants as well as the difficult process of implementing crowdsourced ideas. Kavaliova

et al. (2016) also investigates increasing motivation for participation in crowdsourcing

initiatives. They specifically seek to determine how the use of gamification on Threadless

encourages participation. These papers, and the sector they represent, raise many barri-

ers to the implementation of crowdsourcing by organisations, specifically associated with

motivation for participation. A key literature gap, however, is minimal direct discus-

sion with industry practitioners. Any investigation is focused on interviewing potential

participants or reviewing existing literature to determine why potential participants do

not participate as opposed to why organisations struggle to increase participation. For

example, while participants may cite various reasons for not participating in a crowd-

sourcing initiative, those reasons may be different depending on the actions and status

of the host organisations. It should also be noted that while papers in this sector use

industrial case studies they do so from the same platform; Threadless, which suggests

results could be biased towards crowdsourcing initiatives focused on Threadless.

§https://www.threadless.com/
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Barriers to the implementation of crowdsourcing in product development are also dis-

cussed by literature examining effectiveness of crowdsourcing platforms. Blohm et al.

(2018) conducts interviews with 26 executives of crowdsourcing platforms to provide

insight on how crowdsourcing platforms can be improved. In doing so challenges for

crowdsourcers i.e. organisations hosting a crowdsourcing initiative are discussed such as

the challenge in setting an appropriate incentive, task framing and defining submission

requirements. Niu and Qin (2017) also considers the functional aspects of crowdsourcing

platforms through a review of crowdsourcing technology for product design and devel-

opment. They find certain mechanisms such as assigning the right project to the right

participant and crowd communication mechanisms are poorly managed by platforms

and represent a challenge to organisations. Also in this sector, Coelho et al. (2018)

investigates the impact on crowdsourcing participation by studying the functionality of

crowdsourcing platform Quirky ¶. They state that platforms could do more to motivate

participation and create an accessible and enjoyable user experience. Focus is again on

the challenges to potential participants as opposed to the challenges for organisations to

implement crowdsourcing.

Barriers to the implementation of crowdsourcing are also presented in existing litera-

ture on crowdsourcing implementation frameworks and investigations into crowdsourc-

ing success factors. Ketonen-Oksi et al. (2017) present an analysis of different factors

that increase the likelihood of crowdsourcing success. Crowdsourcing success, in this

case, is defined as the ability of the model to output high quality solutions according to

the expectations of the host organisation. Ketonen-Oksi et al. (2017) conduct interviews

with crowdsourcing platforms to reveal factors that may influence crowdsourcing suc-

cess. Schemmann et al. (2016) raises the evaluation of ideas as a key challenge for host

organisations and aim to find a way to “match” potential participants with appropriate

“crowdsourcable problems”. Schemmann et al. (2016) draw their conclusions from data

on a single crowdsourcing campaign on a single crowdsourcing platform and therefore

do not consult industry professionals on the difficulties of crowdsourcing implementa-

tion. Also in this sector are papers that present frameworks for crowdsourcing initiative

design including “Using crowds in engineering design: towards a holistic framework” by

Panchal et al. (2015). Panchal et al. (2015) uses a theoretical approach to comprise a

three stage framework to support the implementation of crowdsourcing in engineering

design. As shown in other sectors, barriers to the implementation of crowdsourcing are

not derived from empirical methods involving industry professionals. They instead use

purely theoretical methods or consult potential participants or consult crowdsourcing

platform executives.

As for existing literature that directly investigates crowdsourcing challenges, there are

two types of papers. Firstly, papers including that from Forbes and Schaefer (2018)

¶https://www.quirky.com/
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discusses the challenges posed as a consequence of key literature gaps shown in aca-

demic work on crowdsourcing. Forbes and Schaefer (2018) state that a lack of a clear

crowdsourcing definition, a lack of standardisation on the types of crowdsourcing, a lack

of guidance on the implementation of crowdsourcing for industry practitioners and a

too focused examination of crowdsourcing in early-design phases represented a challenge

to industry professionals seeking to implement crowdsourcing. These challenges are de-

rived exclusively through a literature review and present only those challenges posed to

industry professionals as a consequence of a lack of academic research.

Literature on the barriers to the implementation of crowdsourcing platforms is, as

demonstrated with the other SPD tenants, limited. Similar literature gaps have emerged

such as the minimal inclusion of industry professionals in existing research. Interviews

are conducted with crowdsourcing platform professionals to understand how crowdsourc-

ing platforms can be improved, interviews are conducted with users to understand what

entices potential participants to crowdsourcing but interviews with businesses are limited

with no investigation into what barriers may limit the implementation of crowdsourcing

by a range of businesses. Specifically, discussion of the implementation of crowdsourcing

in the context of the product development process and how it can be integrated with

existing product development processes is minimal.

2.3 Literature gaps for Industrial Implementation of SPD

Table 2.1 provides an overview of the literature gaps revealed from literature on the

barriers to implementation of SPD.

Overall, there is shown to be a lack of involvement or understanding of how industry

practitioners approach the implementation of SPD and the barriers that industry prac-

titioners face. Any research addressing this gap is focused on a specific context that

means insights are not validated for general use across industries or types of organisa-

tions. There is a need for increasing empirical research in this area involving industry

practitioners from a range of industries and types of organisations.
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Table 2.1: Existing Literature on the Barriers to the Implementation of SPD: Literature Gaps according
to SPD and SPD tenants

SPD

• Very limited research on SPD in general

• Papers vary significantly according how high-level the research topic is

• Minimal inclusion of interviews or observations from industry

• Any reference to industry focuses on how to successfully complete an SPD initiative as
opposed to how to successfully implement SPD.

Open Innovation

• Very limited research on implementation of Open Innovation in industry

• Larger context of open innovation implementation rarely considered from the perspective of
industry professionals

• Research on the implementation on Open Innovation focuses on a single organisation or a
single industry with organisation types, such as SMEs, not currently considered.

Cloud-Based Design and Manufacture

• Very few papers explicitly investigate barriers to implementation of CBDM

• Those that do do so within a very focused context for a single organisation with organisation
types such as SMEs, again excluded from this body of work

• Any barriers to implementation or often presented at a high level. For example, “company
culture” is often defined as a barrier without further elaboration on the specific aspects of
company culture that may represent a barrier.

Mass Collaboration

• A lack of empirical research in general

• Any observations or case studies from industry are limited to a very specific context

• Studies are very niche e.g. the study of the concept of productive friction in mass collabora-
tion projects, or very high level e.g. mass collaboration in the social sciences.

Crowdsourcing

• Involvement of industry case studies or interviews is very limited

• Findings on the barriers to the implementation of crowdsourcing are often revealed through
reviews of existing literature or through a purely theoretical approach.
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2.4 Supporting the Implementation of Social Product De-

velopment

Having determined the barriers to the implementation of SPD, this thesis will continue to

determine how the implementation of SPD can be supported. Therefore, in this section

of the literature review, existing literature that provides research outputs to support the

implementation of SPD is reviewed. In the context of the following Primary Research

Questions:

How can the implementation of SPD be supported?

The aim in this section is to determine:

1. Does an answer to this question already exist in literature?

2. What currently exists in existing literature to support the implementation of SPD?

There are two kinds of existing literature that provide support for the implementation

of SPD. Firstly, there is literature that supports the design and implementation of SPD

initiatives (shown in section 2.4.1). Secondly, there is literature that supports the assess-

ment of SPD initiative performance to allow improved implementation for future SPD

initiatives (shown in section 2.4.2).

As shown in the previous section of this literature review, a review of literature explicitly

discussing SPD implementation will be included as well as findings from literature on

the SPD tenants. Only key papers, representing the state of literature will be discussed

in section 2.4.1 and section 2.4.2.

2.4.1 Frameworks to Support the Implementation of SPD

The aim of this literature review is to identify Social Product Development frameworks

and provide evidence for research gaps. The term “framework” is used to describe

an instructional set of principles or steps that guide the inclusion of Social Product

Development tenants in the product development process (Forbes et al., 2019). Existing

literature could therefore include a Social Product Development framework in its entirety

or a framework to guide the inclusion of a single tenant.

The term Social Product Development is sometimes used to describe the development of

social products that generate social impact. Any literature relevant to this understanding

of Social Product Development is not included in this body of work (Forbes et al., 2019;

Evans et al., 2015a). To search for relevant literature, terms such as “Social Product

Development framework” and “Social Product Development design framework” were

used. In this relatively young field, however, the number of results were expectantly
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low. “Open Innovation framework” was therefore used as a search term to widen the

search field. This term yielded literature presenting frameworks for individual tenants

as well as frameworks for the application of Social Product Development as a whole.

The authors therefore recognised that this fragmentation of SPD and the formulation

of frameworks on a lower level of abstraction is more common (Forbes et al., 2019).

As a consequence, this literature review includes first a consolidation of overall Social

Product Development frameworks and then looks at literature that discusses frameworks

for individual Social Product Development tenants. It concludes with identification of

the gaps within these individual sectors, as well as literature gaps at a higher level of

abstraction.

The search term and variances of the term “Social Product Development framework”

yielded only one result. In this paper, Forbes and Schaefer (2017) introduce the idea

of a Social Product Development framework which presents the potential impact each

SPD Tenant may have on the product development process. It is designed, however,

to be a precursor to a more refined SPD framework and does not provide any detailed

instruction to the inclusion of SPD in the product development process.

Existing literature, for individual tenant frameworks, includes the “Distributed Team

Innovation” by Larsson et al. (2003) for the use of Internet-Based Mass Collaboration in

product development. This framework is for ensuring product development, education

and research are given equal precedence in the product development process (Larsson

et al., 2003; Forbes et al., 2019). Bartl et al. (2010) present a similar framework for

the “co-creation” of products. They suggest three aspects of the product development

process require equal consideration; methods and tools, organisation and culture (Bartl

et al., 2010; Forbes et al., 2019; Evans et al., 2015a). While both of these frameworks,

offer insight into the management of the entire product development process, they are

not instructional, nor detailed enough to effectively guide the implementation of SPD.

As has been previously discussed, a large amount of insight on the implementation of

open innovation is provided through case studies within a single context. Virlee et al.

(2015) represents this type of literature, providing a framework for the implementation

of open innovation for service-based firms, as shown in Figure 2.3.

The framework shown in Figure 2.3 is representative of similar frameworks that are at

a high-level of abstraction and do not provide a prescriptive and detailed approach to

application. Peterson and Schaefer (2014), however, suggest that an “open innovation

culture” is required to foster social product development. This suggests that Open Inno-

vation frameworks could act as a precursor to a Social Product Development framework

and ensure an industrial environment is prepared to conduct an SPD approach (Forbes

et al., 2019).

The existing literature on crowdsourcing frameworks for product development is rel-
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Figure 2.3: Open Innovation Implementation Framework for Service-Based firms (Virlee et al., 2015)

atively extensive and provides several insights into both high level and detailed re-

quirements for a Social Product Development framework. Niu et al. (2019) present

a framework for the application of crowdsourcing in product development, guiding the

user through important crowdsourcing decisions. Panchal et al. (2015) also presents a

framework for the use of crowdsourcing in product development, providing a four-step

approach to crowdsourcing application. This framework includes three key steps; select-

ing crowdsourcing initiatives, making design decision and incentive design. Panchal et al.

also provides further detail regarding “incentive design” by presenting a game-theoretic

model for managing crowd participation. Similarly, Abrahamson et al. (2013) present an

“Incentives Mix Framework” for understanding crowd participation and Cullina et al.

(2016) and Gerth et al. (2012) provide in depth research on finding the “qualified crowd”

in crowdsourcing contests. Finally, Kittur et al. (2011) consider the crowdsourcing of

Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs) and “provide a systematic and dynamic way to break

down tasks into sub-tasks and manage the flow and dependencies between them”. While

a relatively rich field of research, these crowdsourcing frameworks predominantly refer

to “low-level” aspects of crowdsourcing application. For example, Cullina et al. (2016)

discusses the need to understand crowd motivation in contests which is a single factor

contributing to the successful implementation of crowdsourcing. Crowdsourcing, how-

ever, is a single tenant of Social Product Development and further high-level research

is required to understand the place of crowdsourcing in this overall framework (Forbes

et al., 2019).
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Overall, frameworks to support the implementation for SPD and SPD tenants is limited

with existing literature mostly being exploratory. Frameworks are proposed using exist-

ing literature or through purely theoretical methods. Frameworks built on the basis of

industry requirements do not exist in this body of work and therefore more is required

to support the implementation of SPD.

2.4.2 Defining Success of SPD Initiatives

Improvement and understanding of SPD initiatives relies on the ability to assess existing

initiatives and determine what went wrong, what went well and how SPD implementation

can be improved. Unfortunately an assessment process for SPD does not exist in current

literature representing a clear gap in current research. This section presents existing

literature that discusses SPD success to demonstrate this literature gap.

To identify existing literature on SPD success, search terms such as “Social Product

Development success”, “SPD performance” and “SPD effectiveness” were used. This

yielded only twelve papers. They are described in this section.

Annosi et al. (2020) “investigates how organizations can acquire, maintain, and use dif-

ferent sources of knowledge [...] to sustain social product development” using a case

study of a Dutch food-service company. They find that the success of SPD is hinged on

the management of knowledge and the management of in flows and outflows of knowl-

edge. Similarly, Wu et al. (2016a) identified two common enablers for a successful SPD

initiative as follows:

• The existence of touch-points between organisations and stakeholders

• The presence of paper knowledge-management processes (Wu et al., 2016a; Annosi

et al., 2020; Evans et al., 2015a)

Wu et al. (2016a) therefore also focus on knowledge management. Also, providing these

similar insights are Martini et al. (2017) who suggest that “internal and structured

routines and procedures play a critical role in the effective integration” of social product

development. These papers therefore discuss SPD success at a high level, not providing

any specific assessment processes, but indicating the aspects of SPD that should be

assessed for overall performance.

The other key aspect of SPD that existing literature associates with success is “actor

experience”. This refers to the experience that all stakeholders in the SPD process have.

This could mean, for example, public participants in a crowdsourcing initiative or two

organisations participating in an Open Innovation initiative. Abhari et al. (2019b) states

that “the success of SPD processes highly depends on the coordination of
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1. Social engagement and participation in ideation

2. Exchange of experience, information, and knowledge (experiential communication

and social validation)

3. Actors’ direct contribution to new product development and commercialization”

(Abhari et al., 2019b)

There is therefore again an emphasis on knowledge sharing but this time, in the context

of how this influences actor experience.

Further in regards to actor experience, Abhari et al. (2019b) presents a “classification

model to predict social actors’ co-innovation behaviour in social product development”.

They suggest that classifying and organising social actors is “beneficial in expanding

(Social Product Development) for practical application” (Abhari et al., 2019b; Forbes

et al., 2020). Similarly, Markopoulos et al. (2019) present the “structure, concepts,

methods and operations of a proposed framework that addresses” this new approach

to improve product development experience. They describe SPD as “co-evolution of a

democratic industry-society relationship between the large or small organizations and

individuals”(Markopoulos et al., 2019; Forbes et al., 2020). Abhari et al. (2019a) also

focus on actor behaviour as a key to defining SPD success stating that “predicting co-

creators’ behavioural intentions” is critical for understanding the co-creation experience.

Finally, on actor experience, Abhari et al. (2017) in the context of SPD cites the impor-

tance of “co-innovation” and states that “the success of co-innovation depends on many

factors, including the quality of co-innovation experiences (MacGregor, 2007; Abhari

et al., 2017). Gaining insights into actor experience is more critical than ever before as

companies’ investments in co-innovation community are dramatically growing (Füller,

2010; Han et al., 2012; Abhari et al., 2017). The importance of actor experience is there-

fore emphasised by literature and provides direction for future assessment frameworks.

This literature does not, however, provide any prescriptive guidance for assessment of

SPD initiatives.

Definitions and assessments of success are also presented in existing literature of indi-

vidual SPD tenants. For example, with regards to crowdsourcing, Panchal et al. (2015)

defines “modes of crowdsourcing failure” including poor quality of solutions and cost ex-

ceeding that of an in-house team. With regards to open innovation, Westergren (2011)

defines success according to the strength of “inter- organizational relationships” and

for cloud-based design and manufacture, Bohlouli et al. (2011) defines “availability and

access to knowledge” as a mark of success. Despite definitions, general metrics of suc-

cess are omitted. While individual tenants are ultimately considered to represent SPD,

definitions and assessments of individual tenant success cannot be expanded to provide

useful assessment of SPD initiatives as a whole i.e. An assessment for crowdsourcing
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success cannot be used to assess the success of a Open Innovation initiative. Authors

have included metrics of success when SPD tenant outcomes can be directly compared

to outcomes of traditional product development practises, however, these are specific to

the application. Existing literature therefore fails to provide metrics for SPD success.

Existing literature therefore provides useful indications of how SPD success could be

assessed but there are no existing frameworks or specific criteria to allow quantitative

or qualitative assessment of SPD initiatives.

2.5 Literature gaps for Implementation Support for SPD

This section has provided an overview of the two key sectors of literature relating to the

implementation of SPD; SPD frameworks to guide the implementation of SPD initiatives

and literature on the assessment of SPD initiative success or performance.

With regards to SPD frameworks, single tenant frameworks are far more numerous

than frameworks guiding the implementation of SPD as a whole. However, these tenant

frameworks are exclusively exploratory and authors propose them as part of an emerging

literature area, as opposed to with an intent to provide guidance to practitioners. A

literature gap therefore emerges:

• There a minimal SPD and SPD tenant frameworks that guide the implementation

of SPD

Furthermore, the frameworks proposed, such as Panchal et al.’s (2015) crowdsourcing

framework, are developed purely through theoretical methods. Experimental work, in-

volving industry experience, is not used to design and propose SPD frameworks.

• Existing SPD and SPD tenant frameworks are exclusively developed using theo-

retical methods

With regards to the assessment of SPD initiative success and performance, the avail-

able literature is incredibly limited. At both an SPD level and an individual tenant

level, existing literature only provides indications of what should be assessed in a future

SPD assessment process. For example, good actor experience and effective knowledge

management are presented as fundamental aspects for SPD success but no consolidated

process for assessing these in an SPD context are provided. The key literature gap is

therefore as follows:

• Existing literature provides no assessment process or specific criteria for determin-

ing whether an SPD initiative has been successful or not and to what extent
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These literature gaps in existing literature supporting the implementation of SPD or

SPD tenants is consolidated in Table 2.2

Table 2.2: Existing Literature on supporting the implementation of SPD: Literature Gaps

SPD Frameworks

• Frameworks to support implementation of SPD and/or SPD tenants are limited

• The majority of literature in this sector only propose ideas for future research

• The majority of literature in this sector is exploratory in nature

SPD Success Metrics

• Definitions of SPD success are very limited

• Definitions of SPD success and/or SPD tenant success are not standardized

• Metrics to assess SPD success do not exist

• Assessment frameworks for SPD success do not exist

2.6 Chapter 2 Summary

Chapter 2 reviews the existing literature associated with the Primary Research Questions

of this thesis. To start this review process, terms such as “social product development

challenges” and “social product development implementation” were searched in peer-

reviewed literature databases. The result of this search, however, provided only five

papers related to Primary Research Question 1 and only one paper related to Primary

Research Question 2. There was therefore a need to widen the literature search and, by

doing so, recognise that the term “social product development” is still used interchange-

ably with terms such as “collective action”, “mass collaboration” and “co-creation”. In

doing so 34 papers for Primary Research Question 1 and 27 papers for Primary Research

Question 2 were identified.

For those papers relating to Primary Research Question 1 i.e. they discuss or provide

relevant discussion related to the barriers to implementation of SPD, key aspects of

the literature are discussed according to whether they relate to SPD as a whole or

an individual SPD tenant. The majority of literature related to the barriers to the

implementation of an individual tenant as opposed to SPD as a whole. Sections 2.2.1,

2.2.2, 2.2.5, 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 all provide key findings from literature related to the barriers

to the implementation of SPD. The key literature gaps for these sections are shown in

Table 2.1.

With regards to literature relevant to Primary Research Question 2 i.e. provided or

discussed support for the implementation of SPD, this was significantly more limited.

As a consequence the literature was synthesised and analysed in two sections;
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1. Frameworks to support the implementation of SPD

2. Defining success of SPD initiatives

The literature gaps related to Primary Research Question 2 are shown in Table 2.2

The contributions presented in Chapter 1 are derived from these literature gaps and

through the addressing of the two Primary Research Questions, these literature gaps are

also addressed.

In Chapter 3, the research methodology designed to address these literature gaps is

presented.



Chapter 3

Methodology

As will be discussed further in this chapter, a key contribution of this thesis is to gain

direct insight from industry regarding the implementation of social product development

to identify the barriers that exist. As a consequence, creating support mechanisms to

overcome the barriers to implementation is highly dependent on the insight provided by

industry. It is therefore the case that while an overall approach was used to guide this

research, a detailed description of the methods used was developed after determining the

barriers to the implementation of social product development. This chapter therefore

outlines the overall approach to this research while individual methods are described in

more detail alongside the results and discussion of individual chapters.

The aim of this thesis is to address two overarching research problems:

1. What are the barriers to the implementation of social product development?

2. How can the implementation of social product development be supported?

There are several characteristics of these research aims that dictate the research method-

ology that is suitable for this addressing the research problem. Firstly, this research is

centred on fulfilling the needs of a target audience. Secondly, this research aims to pro-

vide the target audience with a solution (tool, technology or product) to support the

implementation of social product development. Finally, this research relies on specific

research objectives emerging, after input from the target audience. The proposed re-

search methodology therefore need to incorporate flexibility and the ability to adapt and

evolve based on results from earlier stages in the methodology.

For the first step in determining an appropriate methodology, existing design methods

were reviewed. For each of these requirements an existing sector of design methodology

emerges. For research centred on fulfilling the needs of the user, user-centred design

is most appropriate. For research centred on creating a product, product development

47
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frameworks such as Pahl & Beitz (Pahl et al., 2013) is most appropriate. For a research

approach that adapts both requirements and the process according to emerging results,

agile methodologies are most appropriate (McCormick, 2012).

3.1 Design Method Review

User-centred design, meso-procedural design and agile methodology is reviewed for their

appropriateness for use as a research methodology.

3.1.1 User-centred design

According to Bevan and Curson (1999), user-centred design “describes how a human-

centred design process can be used to achieve usable systems”. Where usability is a

high level quality objective defined by the solution’s effectiveness, efficiency and satis-

faction (Bevan, Curson, 1999). The “adherence to iterative, user-centred design process,

instead of the common, technology and market driven one”, according to Buurman

(1997), “leads to more useful and usable products”. Norman and Draper (1986) depicts

user centred design through an illustration of a human at the centre of a series of circles,

demonstrating the interaction of the user with every aspect of the design process and

solution (Buurman, 1997). Noyes and Baber (1999) also define user-centred design this

way stating that fundamentally “humans are at the centre of the design process”, leading

and influencing every design phase. Unlike Pahl and Beitz (2013) (see Figure 3.2), user

centred-design is not a procedural methodology and it is a macro methodology (Wynn,

Clarkson, 2018). This means prescribing to a user-centred methodology ultimately de-

scribes the relationship to the user as opposed to a specific series of instructions. Several

authors do present prescriptive user centred methodologies however, such as the one

shown in Figure 3.1 by Bevan and Curson (1999).

Buurman (1997) also presents a series of steps as follows:

1. Know your users

2. Incorporate current knowledge of users into process

3. Confront users repeatably in early design phases

4. Redesign based on user feedback if necessary

Monk (2000) also presents specific methods that should be used to yield user require-

ments including focus groups, interviews and observations. In determining whether

user-centred is appropriate to fulfill the research aim, several discussion points are raised.
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1. Plan the human
centred process

Meet requirements
2. Specify the context

of use

3. Specify user and
organisational
requirements

5. Evaluate designs
against user
requirements

4. Produce design
solutions

Figure 3.1: User Centred Design Process (Bevan, Curson, 1999)

Firstly, as presented in Section 1.2, the understanding of social product development is

limited among industry practitioners. This raises the issue of whether products or, in

this case, research, should be crafted for users of by users Eason (1995). There is an

argument that in an area of knowledge where the user is not the expert, any suggestions

could offer less value as a consequence. As Henry Ford famously exclaimed “if I‘d asked

my customers what they wanted they would have said faster horses” Alizon et al. (2009).

A second issue with the exclusive use of user-centered design is the lack of procedural

methodologies within the sector. Furthermore, those that are procedural, such as that

presented by Bevan and Curson (1999), are at a high level of abstraction and there-

fore provide minimal specific guidance for structuring research. On the other hand, the

research problem is framed entirely in the context of the needs of the target audience;

engineering practitioners. The first research aim is fulfilled only by a deep understanding

of the users’ perception of social product development and the second research aim can

only be fulfilled with user input. It is therefore the case that while user-centred design is

not appropriate to guide the full research process, elements of user-centred design must

be included in the research process.

3.1.2 Meso-procedural Design Methods

Meso-level procedural design methods correspond to the research requirement to deliver

applicable guidance (representative of a product) to the user. Meso-procedural design

methods “offer guidance throughout the whole design process and provide information

and guidance for each design phase” (Forbes et al., 2019). They therefore provide both

breadth and depth (Forbes et al., 2019). There are six meso-level procedural design

methods according to Wynn and Clarkson (2018); Evans’ Design Spiral (Evans, 1959),
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Pahl and Beitz’ Stage Model (Pahl et al., 2013) (shown in Figure 3.2), French’s Stage

Model (French et al., 1985), VDI2221 Stage Model (Richtlinie, 1993), Hubka’s Stage

model (Hubka, Eder, 1992) and Ullman’s Stage model (Ullman et al., 1988). These

methods are nuanced according to the depiction of a systematic design process but for

the purpose of guiding this research, they can be considered identical with regards to

their appropriateness.

Figure 3.2: Pahl and Beitz Product Development Process (Pahl et al., 2013)
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Meso-procedural methods offer a structured approach to product development and the

fulfillment of user requirements (Pahl et al., 2013). As shown in Figure 3.2, opportunities

for reflection and repeating tasks are incorporated but the process is ultimately mono-

directional towards completion and delivery of a product (Evans, 1959). This is aligned

to the research aim of this thesis as it guides the creation of applicable research that

can be used by practitioners and accounts for the needs of the user. It is the case,

however, that there is only opportunity to adjust the design outcome as opposed to the

design process as a consequence of user input. In the case of this research, where the key

contribution is achieved by meeting the research needs of the user, this lack of flexibility

means a meso-procedural method alone, is inappropriate to guide this research.

3.1.3 Agile Methodologies

The final product development methodology reviewed for appropriateness to guide this

research was agile. Agile is a methodology that was developed for the realm of software

development but is becoming increasingly adopted for a flexible approach to product

development (Karlström, Runeson, 2006). Agile is deemed an “alternative to ‘heavy’

traditional methods” and “suitable for an increasingly competitive world” (Nishijima,

Dos Santos, 2013). It “makes space for continued customer input” and is fundamentally

focused on “correcting errors as they happen” as opposed to creating a perfect product

on the first attempt (Duka, 2013). Yau and Murphy (?) summarise agile but the phrase

“faster, cheaper, better” emphasising agile as not only as a “collection of practises”

but also as “a frame of mind” (?). McCormick (2012) describes agile in the context of

traditional “waterfall” processes as shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Agile vs. Traditional Waterfall Process (Pham, 2009)
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McCormick (2012) describes agile as a “breaking away” from traditional “structured, sys-

tematic, bureaucratic” processes and allows more “flexible development”. Duka (2013)

states that the focus of agile is to “empower cross-functional teams” to allow “rapid

iteration”.

Agile was reviewed as part of methodology selection due to the emphasis on flexibility and

iterative improvement. In this case where flexibility is important to adapt to user needs,

it potentially provided a solution. It is the case, however, that “iterative improvement”

in the context of agile is focused on errors recognised predominantly by the organisation

as opposed to the customer. In existing agile literature the key benefits to agile focus

more on ways of working (such as with cross-discipline teams) as opposed to superior

fulfilment of customer needs and customer involvement. It is the case, therefore, that

while it offers flexibility in adapting the research process, it does not centre the process

change on the needs of the user.

3.2 User-Centred Exploratory Research Methodology

Two key issues arise from the design methods explored; the lack of flexibility and, in the

case of appropriate flexibility, not enough emphasis on user input and its impact on the

research process. This ultimately was considered to be as a consequence of the nature of

the two research problems proposed. The first research aim was to determine why SPD

has not made its way into industry while the second aim focuses on providing practical

guidance to encourage the implementation of SPD. The first aim is more conducive to

exploratory research while the second aim is more conducive to a structured approach.

It is the case, however, that the structure of the approach to fulfill the second research

aim is highly influenced by the user input provided in fulfillment of the first research

aim.

As a consequence, the research methodology to explore the first aim is described as fol-

lowing a “user centred exploratory methodology” incorporating methods of user-centred

research (as raised by Monk, 2000) in an exploratory approach. The output of this

exploratory research is a user-dictated research approach that ensures the actionable

research (fulfilling the second research aim) is truly centred on the needs of the user.

The process that resulted from this approach is shown in organisation of thesis shown

in Figure 3.4. The first method in addressing Primary Research Question 1 is described

in the following chapter.
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Figure 3.4: Thesis Organisation
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3.3 Chapter 3 Summary

In this thesis, the results from the first research method (interviews with industry shown

in Chapter 4) provide more detailed requirements for the following research chapters.

As a consequence, this thesis does not include an exhaustive methodology chapter and

instead, in Chapter 3, includes an overall approach to this research supplemented with

methodology sections related to each individual research method. An overall approach

to addressing Primary Research Questions 1 and 2 was determined, however, and this

is outlined in Chapter 3.

Several characteristics of the Primary Research Questions dictate the kind of overall

methodology this research requires as follows:

1. This research is centred on fulfilling the needs of a target audience (industry prac-

titioners)

2. This research aims to provide the target audience with a solution (tool, technology

or product) to support the implementation of social product development

3. This research relies on specific re-search objectives emerging, after input from the

target audience

The proposed overall methodology was therefore required to be flexible and adapt and

evolve based on results from the first research method (presented in Chapter 4).

To fit these requirements, three potential types of methodologies are identified; user-

centred design methodologies, procedural product development frameworks (like Pahl

and Beitz ∗) and agile methodologies. In the following sections of Chapter 3, each type

of methodology is reviewed for its appropriateness to guide this research.

It is found that two key issues arise from the design methods explored; the lack of

flexibility and, in the case of appropriate flexibility, not enough emphasis on user input

and its impact on the research process. This ultimately was considered to be as a

consequence of the nature of the two Primary Research Questions proposed. The first

Primary Research Question was to determine why SPD hasn’t made its way into industry

while the second Primary Research Question focuses on providing practical guidance

to encourage the implementation of SPD. The first Primary Research Question is more

conducive to exploratory research while the second aim is more conducive to a structured

approach.

As a consequence, the research methodology proposed for the first Primary Research

Question is described as following a “user centred exploratory methodology” incorpo-

rating methods of user-centred research in an exploratory approach. The outcomes of

∗Pahl et al. (2013)
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this initial research (presented in Chapter 4) then provides structure to addressing the

second Primary Research Question. The methodologies for which are presented in the

relevant chapters.



Chapter 4

Interviews with industry

As discussed in the Methodology (Chapter 3) to address the first Primary Research

Question (What are the barriers for the implementation of SPD in industry?) there

was a need to learn directly from the user i.e. industry practitioners operating within

product design and development. Key literature gaps, as shown in Table 2.1, for both

SPD as a whole and for individual SPD tenants are as follows:

• There is minimal use of experimental methods and specifically those including the

opinions of industry practitioners

• Any case studies or interviews conducted with industry are with single organisa-

tions or industries and do not cover a range of industry experiences

This chapter not only addresses these literature gaps by presenting the results from an

experimental method, involving a number of and range of industry practitioners, it also

informs further research presenting in this thesis.

The following section (Section 4.1) outlines the methodology for this experiment and

why this experimental method was chosen to fulfill the research requirements. The data

collection, analysis and coding process are then outlined in sections 4.2. The challenges

associated with SPD initiatives as well as the beliefs associated with the use of SPD

initiatives are presented in section 4.4 before a discussion of the results in section 4.5. The

discussion presents the interview caveats and observations along with, most significantly,

the key challenges raised by interviewees. Challenges raised by interviewees are discussed

in the context of existing literature to ensure the research directions presented, to inform

the further research presented in this thesis, had not been extensively discussed already

in literature.

The final result of this chapter is barriers to the implementation of SPD, identified by

industry practitioners, and research opportunities, presented in Table 4.4 to overcome
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these barriers. In Section 4.7, the specific Primary Research Questions addressed by this

thesis are clarified, with reasoning for their selection. Section 4.7 informs the continued

approach of the rest of this thesis, as defined by the user-centred approach discussed in

Chapter 3. In Figure 4.1 the research questions addressed in this chapter are highlighted.

Published Work Included in the Chapter

Literature from the following published work is included in this chapter:

Shergadwala, M., Forbes, H., Schaefer, D., Panchal, J., 2020. Challenges

and research directions in crowdsourcing for engineering design: An

interview study with industry Professionals. IEEE Transactions on

Engineering Management, pp.1-13.

4.1 Interview Experiment Design

One-on-one semi-structured interviews were conducted with four industry Professionals

who have discipline-specific work experience with product design processes. An interview

study was conducted as opposed to an observational study due to, firstly, the small num-

ber of organisations actively conducting SPD initiatives. Of those that were conducting

SPD initiatives, several were in highly secure environments that would not allow for

observational study with results publishable in the public domain. Secondly, interviews

were chose over an observational study to allow the researchers to learn from several

companies of varying sizes and industries in a relatively short time frame, compared to

observational studies which, in general, take longer to yield useful results from fewer

numbers of organisations. Semi-structured interviews were chosen in order to enable us

to investigate the challenges, opportunities, and research directions on the implemen-

tation of various types of SPD initiatives. There was also a motivation to capture the

interviewees’ state of belief about the feasibility of the implementation of SPD initiatives

in their respective domains. No incentives were provided to the interviewees, and it was

conducted based on their desire to contribute to this research.

Table 4.1 lists the discipline-specific experience of the interviewees, and the size of their

organisation. Two of the Professionals, labelled as Professional 1 and Professional 2, have

experience with designing SPD initiatives. Whereas, Professional 3 and Professional

4 do not have such experience. Professional 1 has experience with open innovation

and crowdsourcing for a big government organization. They have conducted “prize

competitions” which are considered to be crowdsourced engineering design contests.
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Figure 4.1: Research Question Organisation for Chapter 4

Professional 2 is a co-founder of a start-up in Silicon Valley. The start-up is founded on

providing services for data labeling and annotation through crowdsourcing raw data in

the form of microtasks. Professional 3 and Professional 4 have experience with design

consultancy to design products in various domains such as pharmaceutical and consumer

goods. None of the Professionals were aware of the identities of the other interviewees.

To the best of knowledge, the interviewees do not know each other.

The interviewees are considered expert interviewees and this study is considered an

expert interview study. Professional 1 works at a national organisation in the aerospace

sector and specifically worked to frame problems for SPD contests with the public.

Professional 1 was able to achieve the organization’s design objectives via a public contest
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Table 4.1: Professional background of the interviewees

Interviewee Label Industry

Profit
or
Non-
profit

Size of
Company

Length of
Experience
with SPD

Time
in In-
dus-
try

Professional 1 Aerospace Profit
17000 em-
ployees

5
12

Professional 2 Technology Profit 10 2
10

Professional 3 Design Profit 50 0
7

Professional 4 Design Profit 100 1
7

1 year quicker and with 10% of the budget of an internal team. Professional 2 is a a Co-

Founder of a technology start-up that has SPD activities as a core aspect of their business

activities. Specifically, Professional 2 specialises in crowdsourcing for the completion of

human intelligence tasks i.e. tasks that are hard to automate but easy for humans to

complete. Professional 3 and 4 are design experts having worked for 5+ years in design

consultancy.

4.2 Data Collection for Industry Interviews

The interviews were conducted via teleconferencing, which was audio-recorded and then

transcribed manually. Interview questions were formulated based on the former SPD

experience of the interviewees. Teleconferences lasted for an average of 16 minutes.

The structure of the interviews are shown in Table 4.2. In all the interviews, the first

question asked to the interviewee was to describe their discipline and work experience.

Then, they were asked about their knowledge and experience or interest in SPD ini-

tiatives. Based on their response, they were either asked to describe their experience

or interest in SPD initiatives. If they did not have experience with SPD, they were

asked what aspects of their work they believed could be implemented as part of an SPD

initiative. A question was asked related to the challenges they faced or would face in

implementing SPD initiatives. A requirements question was asked to understand what

tools or state-of-the-art would be required for the interviewees to overcome the discussed

challenges in implementing SPD initiatives. Additional follow up questions were asked,

if necessary, in order to acquire context-specific information from the interviewees about

the SPD initiatives, challenges, and research perspectives.
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Table 4.2: Interview structure based on interviewee’s SPD experience

Investigation
Topic

Motivation
With SPD Experi-
ence

No SPD Experi-
ence

Interviewee’s domain
and experience.

To understand the
context of their re-
sponses towards SPD
practices.

Please describe your
Professional back-
ground and work
experience.

Please describe your
Professional back-
ground and work
experience.

Interviewee’s interest
and/or experience
with SPD.

To categorize in-
terviewee’s interest
and/or experience

Could you please de-
scribe the type of
SPD initiative(s) you
have used?

What do you under-
stand by the term So-
cial Product Develop-
ment? Which SPD
initiative do you be-
lieve would be appro-
priate to utilize for
your work?

SPD Benefits

To understand the
perception towards
the advantages of
SPD initiatives.

Why did you choose
that initiative and
what are its advan-
tages?

What do you believe
are the advantages
of such SPD initia-
tives?

SPD Challenges

To investigate the
challenges faced by
industry Profession-
als.

Could you please de-
scribe the challenges
in implementing
the initiatives you
described?

Why have you not
implemented these
SPD initiatives yet?

Research Directions

To formulate re-
search directions and
avenues for further
study for effective
implementation of
SPD initiatives for
engineering design.

What would you
require to overcome
these challenges?
Are there any re-
search directions you
might suggest that
can help improve the
state of the art?

What would you re-
quire to implement
SPD initiatives?

4.3 Data Analysis for Industry Interviews

The transcribed responses of the interviewees’ are analysed through content analysis

(Krippendorff, 2018). Throughout the analysis, words and sentences were coded to

identify the product design context, the type of SPD initiative used or mentioned for

future implementation, the perceived SPD advantages, challenges, limitations, and the

state-of-the-art requirements as stated by the interviewees.

For the content analysis, a coding scheme was developed to categorize words and sen-

tences using four main criteria. These criteria are 1) Challenges, 2) Advantages, 3)

Caveat, and 4) Research Directions. The “challenges” and “advantages” criteria are self

explanatory and they are analyzed from the perspective of the challenges and advantages

of SPD as described by the interviewee. However, “caveat” and “research directions”

are inferred by the researchers and not necessarily explicitly mentioned by the intervie-

wee. Thus, the comments from the experts were coded verbatim to investigate just two

categories of codes, namely, “advantages” and “challenges” of SPD. A purely inductive
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approach was utilized to do so (Krippendorff, 2018).

The instances of the other two codes, namely, “caveats” and “research directions” were

identified through an abductive approach (Krippendorff, 2018) where the authors’ do-

main knowledge as well as the background of the experts was taken into consideration to

draw a conclusion. The “caveat” criterion was formulated by the researchers in order to

identify the context, limitations, and/or the discipline-specific conditions based on which

an interviewee perceived the benefits, limitations, and challenges to the SPD initiatives.

Also, the “research directions” were formulated as Secondary Research Questions by the

researchers based on the challenges described by the interviewees. Table 4.3 tabulates

the details of each of these criterion and provides a coded example. The coding scheme is

agnostic to the length of a particular coded instance. This implies that if the interviewee

elaborated on a particular instance such as a “challenge”, it was considered as a single

coded instance in the transcript.

In order to ensure content analysis reliability, the transcribed interviews were coded

several times by the researchers. The inter-rater reliability (IRR) was calculated by

taking the ratio of the number of agreements amongst coders for labeling each instance

of the “advantages” and “challenges” to the overall sum of agreements and disagreements

(Miles et al., 1994). A coded instance is considered as an agreement if no clarification

was requested amongst the coders towards identifying that instance and its relationship

to the coding scheme. The IRR is given by,

IRR% =
Agreements

Agreements+Disagreements
∗ 100%

Equation 4.4.1

The disagreements were resolved by the researchers through discussions, and the con-

sensus of the results are presented. However, the IRR scores include the disagreements

amongst the coders prior to the discussion aimed towards reaching a consensus. Thus,

the IRR score quantifies the reliability of utilizing the coding scheme, as illustrated in

Table 4.3. The results of the content analysis as well as the IRR scores are provided in

Section 4.4.

In the following sections, the interview results are presented and discussed. In section

4.4, the advantages and challenges of SPD initiatives, as stated by the Professionals is

presented. In section 4.5, research directions and caveats as inferred by the researchers

from the interviews, are presented and discussed with existing literature.
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Table 4.3: Coding Scheme

Criterion Details Coded Example

Challenges

This criterion refers to the challenges
that the Professionals state that they
need to overcome in order to success-
fully to implement a SPD initiative. In-
stances of this category are coded ver-
batim from the transcripts.

• “[trust] is a problem, so, for ex-
ample, it’s the same problem that
Uber faces – how do you trust a
completely new driver, who’s pick-
ing you up”

• “how to balance when you want to
decontextualize but when you also
want to make sure you can target
well enough so you want to broaden
your pool but you don’t want to
make it so vague that people don’t
see it as their problem”

Advantages

The perceived benefits of SPD initia-
tives as stated by the interviewee. In-
stances of this category are coded ver-
batim from the transcripts.

• “we got real engineering solutions
that are good and much better than
what the expert solution is. ”

• “totally business point of view,
there’s the efficiency it brings in like
for example today you have some
small microtask like data entry or
classifying some images you would
outsource it to a BPO ”

Caveat

The conditions and/or limitations iden-
tified by the researchers to the de-
scribed challenges and advantages of
SPD initiatives as described by the in-
terviewees. Instances of this category
are inferred by the researchers and not
coded verbatim.

• The interviewee does not identify
time and lack of resources as a chal-
lenge because they belong to a big
government organization

• State of belief of the Professional 2
is that any problem can be crowd-
sourced

Research
Directions

The knowledge gaps that need to be ad-
dressed based on the challenges as de-
scribed by the interviewees. Instances
of this category are inferred by the re-
searchers and not coded verbatim.

• How do we define expertise when the
crowd can belong to seemingly unre-
lated domains but still provide effec-
tive solutions?

• What are the geopolitical policy im-
plications of providing monetary in-
centives to the crowd?

4.4 Interview Analysis: Challenges and Advantages

In this section, the challenges and advantages of SPD initiatives as identified by the

Professionals are presented. The results presented in this section are coded verbatim

from the transcripts. The IRR score for the initial content analysis of the interviews

conducted with Professional 1 is 86% with 13 agreements (3 instances of advantages and

10 instances of challenges) and 2 disagreements over the instances of challenges. The

IRR score for the initial content analysis of the interviews conducted with Professional
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2 is 100% with 15 agreements (5 instances of advantages and 10 instances of challenges)

and 0 disagreements. The IRR score for the initial content analysis of the interviews

conducted with Professional 3 is 87% with 7 agreements ( 3 instances of advantages

and 4 instances of challenges) and 1 disagreement over a challenge instance. The IRR

score for the initial content analysis of the interviews conducted with Professional 4

is 100% with 8 agreements (4 instances of advantages and 4 instances of challenges)

and 0 disagreements. After a discussion regarding the interpretation of the codes, any

disagreements were resolved and the results were consolidated and are presented in the

following sections.

4.4.1 Insights on the advantages of SPD initiatives

Professional 1

Professional 1 states that SPD has traditionally focused on “crowd as more of a lay-

man”. However, they believe SPD initiatives can be utilized to “find expertise outside of

the organization”. They believe that conducting SPD initiatives is both cost and time

efficient as compared with hiring an in-house team. They mention that, “we were faster

than [the internal team]. We beat them by three times with the solution from the crowd”.

Professional 2

Professional 2 states that “we are believers of remote work in general”. They mention

that microtasks as an SPD initiative is a good starting step as the crowd can be trained

on demand to do simple tasks. They believe that SPD is increasing the efficiency of

achieving targets by disrupting traditional administrative processes and directly reach-

ing to the crowd for task completion. They also highlight the significant cost reductions

via such initiatives.

Professional 3

Professional 3 believes that SPD is a “ collaborative approach to design and using most

people’s ideas and using [their] experience [gets] the optimal solutions”. Professional 3

referred to SPD benefits for “the early ideation stages”. Professional 3 also stated that

“there are lots of people out there who are not necessarily in the field we are in and have

good ideas and [its] important to take them on board”.
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Professional 4

Professional 4 states that SPD offers value for idea generation and customer-centric

design. They state that gathering a “diverse group of opinions, problems and issues

from consumers”, would be a great benefit of using SPD. They particularly value the

access to diversity of thought that SPD offers, stating “I think as a single organization

in the U.K., the teams we have in the project aren’t necessarily in the target demographic

of our product” and that “opinions, expectations, and customer needs vary throughout

the markets we operate in”. They acknowledge that “being able to tap into knowledge

and experience from all over the world is an important part in global product design”.

4.4.2 Challenges in conducting SPD initiatives

Professional 1

Professional 1 identifies five themes with respect to the challenges with SPD initiatives.

The themes are 1) Problem framing, 2) Openness of problems, 3) Notion of expertise, 4)

Design of initiatives, and 5) Future of work. They discuss the potential questions that

need to be addressed for each of these themes.

Professional 1 discusses the time associated with formulating a problem. They state, “It

took us three years to figure out what we were actually going to do and then it took us

another year and a half to actually write the challenges”. They also discuss the need to

mentor Professionals on problem formulation for domain-specific expertise utilization.

They mention that “there isn’t good theory about how to decontextualize [a problem]

. . . but you also . . . want to broaden your pool”. Also, Professional 1 recognizes the need

to identify the characteristics of a problem that determine its feasibility. They mention

that, “I think there’s a ton of value to trying to characterize, what about a problem makes

it more openable or not.”

Professional 1 highlights the lack of clarity about the notion of expertise for SPD initia-

tives with respect to characterizing the crowd. They discuss how disruptive innovation

examples of the past have illustrated that individuals from seemingly unrelated domains

can make significant contributions to innovation. Professional 1 believes that “a refor-

mulation of a problem instead of making it context-less” would not only be easier but

could also reveal connections between seemingly unrelated domains.

Professional 1 discusses the challenge of incentivizing SPD initiatives and the complex

connections between incentives, behavior, and problem framing emerge. There is a

challenge in designing the right incentives in order to ensure motivation, participation,

and quality of design solutions. The interviewee believes that intrinsic incentives such
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as personalization of a problem to a problem-solver is connected to problem-framing.

Professional 1 also discusses the impact of the changing ways of working and the role of

Open Innovation in this change. From a US policy perspective this represents a challenge

to SPD initiatives. They state that “right now federal agencies don’t let you send the

money overseas for winning so anyone in the world can participate but only an Amer-

ican can win.” Professional 1 highlights that boosting innovation by seeking expertise

of the crowd across the globe can have strong implications for industrial policies. They

also highlight the effect of the trend of outsourcing design tasks on design firms and

consultancies “losing their core competency”. They discuss the trade off involved with

utilizing SPD initiatives and maintaining an organization’s status quo.

Professional 2

Professional 2 discusses challenges within four themes. The themes are 1) Openability

of the tasks, 2) Quality of solutions, 3) Crowd management, and 4) Lack of case studies.

Professional 2 discusses how complexity aspects of a task affect the openability of such

tasks. They state that, “ [when task complexity increased] people could no longer use

mobiles and needed laptops...we needed people to have better RAMS in their laptops and

as a small company we couldn’t provide that”. They believe that the openability of

expertise-related tasks need to be further understood.

Professional 2 discusses challenges for quality control. They discuss the need to develop

trust with the crowd. They give an example of a mechanism implemented by Uber and

state “How do you trust a completely new driver, who’s picking you up, you don’t know

anything about them?”. They discuss that Uber implemented a “rating” mechanism for

both the drivers and the riders and draw parallels to microtasks for their domain where

they implemented a similar ratings mechanism for their crowd. By doing so, however,

a further challenge emerged. They discuss that by providing ratings to the crowd, their

state of belief about the worker’s own value for executing a particular task increases.

Consequently, they demanded for greater incentives. The challenge that is raised is how

does ensuring quality influence the utilization of resources?

Professional 2 discusses the issue of crowd management. They discuss the challenges

associated with finding the right experts, ensuring communication to the participants

regarding the prerequisites for executing microtasks, and worker retention. When their

SPD initiatives witnessed an increase in participation, they switched from finding par-

ticipants to retaining them through effective management. To ensure worker retention

they needed to update their incentive structures as well as assign managerial roles to

individuals within the crowd.
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The interviewee also describes the lack of crowdsourcing literature that is easily acces-

sible to industry Professionals. The interviewee discusses the need for case studies that

should include details such as “ what things were used for SPD, how those things were

implemented, how did people think of DARPA [crowdsourcing initiatives] and what were

the after-effects of it, how did people think of finding that airplane that was lost, how

they found the debris and how people solved it, right. I need those case studies, which

are missing”.
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Professional 3

Professional 3 discusses four main themes associated with SPD initiatives which are 1)

Management of Intellectual Property 2) Incentive structures 3) Future of Work 4) Lack

of case studies.

Regarding, intellectual property (IP), Professional 3 discusses the value that their orga-

nization offers clients and how intellectual property is an important service offering for

their organization. Professional 3 stated “when we do something new, a large part of

that is IP”. If Intellectual Property is created as part of an SPD initiative, Professional

3 suggested concern at how this would be managed.

Professional 3 also raised the challenge of selecting incentives for SPD initiatives. They

recognize the importance of good incentive structures but stated “I don’t know what we

could offer back as a reward”. They also stated that creating incentives that appeal to

a range of participants is difficult.

A lack of education and a lack of case studies was raised as a challenge by Professional 3.

Regarding education, they stated “it’s a fairly new concept even for younger employees”.

Regarding a lack of case studies, Professional 3 states “there’s not much of that in our

sector”. Professional 3 states that case studies from similar organizations would increase

their knowledge on SPD and give them more confidence in using SPD.

Professional 4

Professional 4 raised challenges associated with four themes. These were 1) Crowd

Management 2) Resources and Big Data Analysis 3) Problem Framing and 4) Education

and Case Studies.

With respect to crowd management, the key challenge was how to direct crowd conver-

sations to elicit customer requirements. They state that facilitation is vital to existing

requirements elicitation activities and were concerned this could not be replicated with

SPD. They state that there “tends to be a lot of noise if there’s nobody to control the

discussion” and “it’s a worry that it would be too hard to filter out the useful things”.

Professional 4 raised the challenge of lack of resources for analysis of crowd interactions.

The interviewee states “there could be some software tools that could help us do this”.

The interviewee then specifically states the need for “keyword filtering and sentiment

analysis” to aid submission management and collection.

Regarding problem framing, Professional 4 discusses the challenge in selecting infor-

mation to share with the crowd. They also speak about the challenge in protecting
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IP when framing problems. Regarding the presentation of information in SPD initia-

tives, the interviewee states “One of the problems we have as a company that in the

focus groups customers don’t really know what they want unless you present something

to them”. This draws in the interviewee’s experience with existing requirements and

idea elicitation processes. Regarding IP, Professional 4 emphasized the importance of

confidentiality stating “We operate under very strict confidentiality procedures for our

clients so it would definitely need their approval [to do an SPD initiative]”.

A lack of education and case studies is raised as a challenge by Professional 4. They state

that their clients need convincing of the value of SPD and that a change in attitudes

could come with education. They state that education is needed to show that “SPD [is]

becoming less of a niche or a gimmick but more of a well-defined business tool”. They

also suggest case studies could accelerate this change in attitudes. The interviewee states

that “if there are a number of case studies or examples or tools that could be shown” to

clients, they would “be more willing to use SPD in business”.

4.5 Research Opportunities in SPD Initiatives for Engi-

neering Design: A Discussion

In this section, research opportunities that emerge from the challenges of SPD initiative

design are discussed. Table 4.4 shows the Secondary Research Questions that have

emerged from the interviews categorised according to the design phase of SPD initiatives.

In the following section these Secondary Research Questions are discussed in more detail

and existing literature is examined to determine whether a solution to these Secondary

Research Questions has yet to be proposed. Table 4.4 also notes whether this research

direction is explored in this thesis. The reasoning for this decision is described in Section

4.7.
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4.5.1 Interview Caveats and Observations

The caveat with the interviews were as follows. Professional 1 did not recognize manage-

ment of resources such as cost and time as a challenge possibly because they worked for

a big government organization where resource limitation was not an issue. Professional

2 did recognize management of resources such as cost and time as a challenge probably

because they belong to a start-up where unsuccessful initiatives could heavily influence

their business. Both Professional 3 and 4 recognize the need for further education and

training on the topic of SPD. However, with current state of the art, they were not

convinced that their organizations would adopt SPD.

Based on the interviews with the Professionals, it was observed that the Professionals

with experience in SPD described greater variety of challenges associated with SPD

initiatives and to a greater detail than the Professionals who lacked such an experience.

It was noted how the state of belief about the challenges of conducting SPD initiatives

can drive a Professional’s decision and by extension an organization’s decision to use SPD

or not. To influence such state of beliefs about SPD initiatives for engineering design I

believe that research needs to be pursued that addresses the challenges associated with

designing and executing SPD initiatives. In the following section, the potential research

directions based on the analysis of the interviews.

4.5.2 Investigating Design Decisions for SPD Initiatives

The interviews highlight the challenges associated with making design decisions for SPD

initiatives. Research opportunities to overcome challenges associated with each category

of decisions is discussed.

Structural Decision Making

Professional 1 suggests that currently there is a lack of understanding of how structural

decisions influence the outcomes of a SPD initiative in an engineering design context.

For example, it is currently not known how the decision of choosing a single-stage versus

a multi-stage contest impacts the quality of engineering design outcomes.

Existing literature in economics and management sciences have studied the influence of

a contest structure on contest outcomes (Taylor, 1995; Fullerton et al., 2002; Moldovanu,

Sela, 2001; Corchón, 2007; Camerer, 2011; Archak, 2010). However, current models of

contests need to be further developed to study engineering design outcomes. Structural

decisions influence activities unique to design such as concept generation, analysis, and

experimentation. For example, the decision to allow team formation can heavily influence
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how design analysis and experimentation is conducted. Current models of contests do

not account for such design activities. Therefore, research is required to quantify and

incorporate the influences of structural decisions on design activities in such models.

Within the engineering design community, the importance of SPD in engineering de-

sign has been highlighted by Gerth et al. (2012), Chaudhari et al. (2016), Burnap et al.

(2015), Panchal et al. (2017) and Sha et al. (2015). The studies range from theoretical

models to behavioral experiments that test modeling assumptions. Such studies have

provided a starting step towards developing theoretical foundations of designing SPD

initiatives for engineering design. However, further research is required to account for

the complexity of decision making in real design scenarios that involve interconnected

activities carried out by multiple agents. Thus, research opportunities exist towards

quantifying and understanding influence of structural decisions on complex design ac-

tivities and design outcomes.

Problem-related decision making

Professional 1 raises a relevant question for problem-related decision making, that is, how

to formulate a problem to motivate participants from different disciplines and domains?

Problem formulation propels innovation because it enables people to contribute to the

same problem in different ways (Schon, 1983).

Theoretical frameworks for problem framing exist such as Minsky’s frame system theory

(Minsky, 1975), Entman’s theory of framing (Entman, 1993), and Framing theory in

political science (Chong, Druckman, 2007). With respect to design studies, extensive

work has been done on understanding problem framing as an integral activity of design

thinking (Kahneman, Tversky, 2013; Klabbers, 1996; Buchanan, 1992; Schön, 1987).

Such works have described problem framing across a wide range of contexts and activ-

ities. The consensus that remains is that by considering design as a search process in

the problem space (Simon, 1996), problem framing essentially allows a reformulation of

problem space that allows for the discovery of novel solutions to the same problem. In

engineering design context, problem framing research directions need further refinement

such as the need to understand the effects of framing engineering design problems in

competitive scenarios.

Professional 1 raises another relevant problem-related decision which is to decide how to

effectively decompose a problem? Problem decomposition refers to dividing a problem

into several sub-problems (Newell et al., 1972). It is an effective technique in design

domains to solve ill-structured problems (Simon, 1973). Existing literature on prob-

lem decomposition for SPD initiatives has presented problem decomposition strategies

(Jiang, Matsubara, 2014; Garcia-Molina et al., 2016) that make assumptions about the
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overall quality of task as an aggregate quality of the sub-tasks. In context of engineering

design, such assumptions may not be valid. Ineffective problem decomposition could

lead to lower quality and even unfeasible design solutions. Recent work in systems en-

gineering has theoretically explored the trade-offs between problem-decomposition and

solution-feasibility in SPD (Szajnfarber et al., 2014). Such studies are necessary to

develop theory of problem framing for open innovation contexts. Further research is re-

quired to experimentally understand ‘decomposibility’ of problems and the effectiveness

in solution generation.

Incentive Related Decision Making

All the Professionals discuss the importance of formulating the right incentives for the

SPD initiative. Literature on designing incentive structures for SPD initiatives is vast

(Singer, Mittal, 2013; Karger et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015; Gao et al., 2014; Horton,

Chilton, 2010). It is known that incentives heavily influence crowd motivation, percep-

tion, and behavior, thereby, determining the success of an SPD initiative (Silberman

et al., 2010).

Complex connections between incentives, behavior, and initiative design decisions are

further compounded in design scenarios. It is shown that performance based financial

incentives can improve the quality of tasks (Harris, 2011). Also, mechanisms have been

suggested to prime crowd behavior (Morris et al., 2012) to influence the quality of solu-

tions. However, what constitutes as quality of a design task may be difficult to determine

a priority in engineering design contests. For example, the novelty or creativity of a de-

sign solution in a design innovation contest is difficult to estimate before the solution

is submitted. This in turn can affect a prior quantification of performance which can

hinder the decision to set up performance based incentive structure. Research is re-

quired to understand how determining what constitutes as quality in design problems

can influence incentive related decisions.

4.5.3 Implication of SPD on the Notion of Expertise

Crowds have been traditionally considered as non-experts. Engineering design problems

on the other hand require domain-specific expertise making them seemingly unfeasible

for SPD. However, all Professionals agree that SPD can be utilized for engineering tasks

which suggests the notion of expertise for engineering tasks is changing. It has been

shown that the crowd can exhibit expert-level performances (Staffelbach et al., 2015).

Moreover, SPD has been utilized for engineering tasks by organizations such as Proctor

& Gamble and InnoCentive. All the Professionals also agree that SPD can be utilized
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for engineering tasks. It is clear that the notion of expertise and who constitutes as

experts is changing. Research opportunities exist for revisiting the notion of expertise

in context of SPD for engineering design.

Research on expertise in engineering design is vast, however, the majority of research

on expertise has focused on qualitative studies resulting in subjective definitions of ex-

pertise. In context of SPD for engineering design, there lies a need for an objective

measurement of expertise in order to quantify its impact on design outcomes. Such quan-

tification would enable analytical models of contest to make better predictions about the

quality of outcomes. Such predictions would enable designers of SPD initiatives to make

better initiative design decisions. Towards quantification of expertise, Herling (Herling,

2000) argues that expertise should be defined by performance and consistency. Such a

consideration towards expertise focuses the discussion on questions such as what consti-

tutes performance, how is performance effectiveness and efficiency measured. Such an

argument for objective measurement is also supported by other design studies (Hoffman

et al., 1991; Shergadwala et al., 2016). They argue that objective measurements should

not rely on subjective behaviours but on performance. Shergadwala et al. (Shergadwala

et al., 2018) quantify domain knowledge on the basis of the requirements and perfor-

mance criteria in an engineering design problem. Such studies are a starting step towards

objective quantification of expertise but further quantitative and qualitative research is

required to understand this change in attitude.

Similarly, identification of experts using such criteria can also be a challenge when con-

sensus of good performance is formulated by the crowd itself (Burnap et al., 2015).

Further research is required towards understanding design performance, its quantifica-

tion, and relationship with expertise. From a design organization standpoint, research

is required towards understanding how SPD can influence belief about the expertise of

an organization and thus its reputation. The question that needs to be addressed from a

business and management research perspective is, how does the implementation of SPD

initiatives influence the perception of an organization’s expertise and core competency?

Such questions can have implications towards an organization’s decision to use SPD or

not. Huston and Sakkab (2006) briefly discuss the need to promote changes in attitudes

at Proctor&Gamble to redefine the perception about their research and development

organization. However, research on this topic is very limited.

Further research is required towards understanding attitudes of organizations, their em-

ployees, and customers towards SPD initiatives and its influence on the belief about the

expertise of an organization and thus its reputation. I believe that conducting qualitative

research through surveys and interviews would provide valuable results towards investi-

gating public opinions about the expertise and the reputation of various organizations

utilizing SPD initiatives. Such surveys could ultimately help inform an organization’s

decision to use SPD or not.
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4.5.4 Investigating Openability

Both Professional 1 and Professional 2 raise the concept of openability and suggest there

is value in conducting further research on this topic. Both speak of the broader chal-

lenge of determining openability and Professional 2 raises further Secondary Research

Questions regarding the specific characteristics of a task that make it openable for SPD.

The concept of openability is discussed in existing literature. Thuan et al. (2016) discuss

factors that influence the decision to crowdsource, Knop and Blohm (2016) discuss the

task characteristics of crowdsourcing and Buecheler et al. (2010) conducted a state of

the art review on the openability of tasks. The synthesization of this literature revealed a

significant disparity between the challenge described by the interviewees and the agreed

research priority stated in existing literature. Professional 1 specifies the need to de-

termine the aspects of the problem that make it openable. However, existing literature

emphasizes value in, not just openability in relation to the problem, but all factors relat-

ing to the decision to use SPD. Knop and Blohm (2016) provide a comprehensive list of

the factors influencing the decision to use SPD or not. They state that task complexity

is a key factor in this decision process, which is a statement supported by Professional

2.

Thuan et al. (2016) state that determining whether or not to use SPD initiatives “is a

complex decision making process, where multiple contingency elements should be con-

sidered”. They suggest that an organization’s capability to use SPD must be examined,

as well as the openability of a problem. To support this notion, Knop and Blohm (2016)

list a series of factors that influence the decision to use SPD which includes “strategic

perspective”. This “refers to the strategic level of SPD with regards to the competitive

advantage” and covers issues such as “the availability of internal resources”. Therefore,

this research challenge should be redefined as, not just the difficulty in determining the

openability of the task, but instead the difficulty in determining whether or not to use

SPD. The openability of a problem is one aspect of this “multi-faceted” and “complex”

decision (Thuan et al., 2016; Buecheler et al., 2010).

4.5.5 Investigating Crowd Management

The term crowd management refers to several considerations associated with managing

external participants in SPD initiatives. Both Professional 2 and 4 talked extensively

about the challenges of managing SPD participants, and it is therefore regarded as a

significant aspect of the initiative design process.

Professional 4 talks specifically about managing the contributions from SPD participants.

They mention the need to replicate existing requirements elicitation processes
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“[where] we can define exactly what we want to get out of it”. Professional 4 suggests

that without being able to “guide participants towards useful responses” SPD initiatives

would offer limited value. It could be said that Professional 4’s perspective is unique

to their client-focused organization. Regardless of this, however, it raises the issue of

whether there should be facilitation in the SPD process or whether this stifles the benefit

in external involvement.

Forbes and Schaefer (2018) also discuss the challenge that some organizations see in

balancing diversity and frequency of perspectives with deemed quality of solutions. Bur-

nap et al. (2017) suggest that all ideas should be compared to “the true objective”

and Brambilla et al. (2015) judge the success of an SPD initiative on the number of

“correct” and “precise” responses. There is a suggestion, however, that submissions that

are guided towards an “ideal solution” may not be as novel as those created with mini-

mal organization intervention (Forbes, Schaefer, 2018). This is especially the case if the

“ideal solution” is defined by an existing in-house team. In support of this notion, Howe

(2006), credited as first coining the term crowdsourcing, a key SPD tenant, suggests

that methods designed to decrease diversity in the crowdsourcing process will reduce

the value of the crowdsourcing initiative. Despite this countering argument, it is clear

from current literature and from Professional 4’s contribution, that receiving an excess

of unsuitable solutions is considered a challenge. Therefore, it is suggested, that the SPD

initiative design process (Panchal, others, 2015) should accommodate organizations that

aren’t willing to negotiate on their idea of a “high-quality solution” (Forbes, Schaefer,

2018).

Professional 2 raises the challenge of managing the amount of participation from the

crowd. Panchal also raises these challenges stating that SPD initiatives are vulnerable

to failure when “an initiative fails to attract a crowd with a suitable number of partici-

pants” (Panchal, others, 2015). Furthermore, Zheng et al. (2011) state that in order to

receive “optimal solutions from [SPD] participants, firms need to improve task design

and motivate contest solvers’ participation” (Zheng et al., 2011). Several academics have

offered a solution to this problem. For example, Zheng et al. (2011) suggest that if an

SPD initiative requires solving a problem that is “highly autonomous, explicitly speci-

fied, and less complex, as well as require a variety of skills”, the crowd will be motivated

to participate (Zheng et al., 2011). Despite these solutions, interviews with practitioners

demonstrate a lack of knowledge in this aspect of crowd management. Further research

is therefore required to transfer this knowledge to industry.

Professional 2 also raises the challenge of managing worker retention in SPD initiatives.

They describe having difficulty in retaining participants, stating that after a worker has

participated in a “certain type of [initiative] for a long time, that person expects a hike

or progression in their career”. Existing literature supports this challenge. Difallah et

al. (2014), Gadiraju et al. (2015) and Feyisetan et al. (2015) all describe the difficulty
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in retaining workers. Difallah et al. (2014) suggest that pricing schemes and incentive

structures can be adjusted to improve retention while Feyisetan et al. (May, 2015)

suggests SPD initiatives should be gamified. While existing literature has considered the

challenge of retention, work in this area is limited. The author therefore acknowledges

this as a research direction for supporting practitioners.

The challenge of worker retention, also highlights the difficulty of creating sustainable

SPD initiatives. Sustainability, in this context, is defined as the continued effectiveness

of SPD initiatives. Organizations need to ensure they are adjusting incentive structures,

effectively framing design problems and managing other key factors to ensure the crowd

remains motivated to participate. As Lin et al. state “the success of any [SPD] approach

relies on strong and long lasting motivation to attract enough crowd” (Lin et al., 2010).

Existing literature on this topic is very limited and the author therefore promote creating

sustainable SPD initiatives as another valuable research direction.

4.5.6 Implications of SPD on the Future of Work

The relationship between SPD and the future of work is a topic discussed by all Pro-

fessionals. Challenges related to this theme are all consolidated under the Secondary

Research Question; How would widespread implementation of SPD change the future of

work and what are the challenges associated with this?

Professional 1, 3 and 4 offer a pessimistic view of SPD’s influence on the future of work

while Professional 2 takes a more optimistic viewpoint. This section considers both

perspectives and the realm of experience of all Professionals that led to these differing

attitudes.

Regarding the future of work and the future of SPD, Professional 1 raises the issue

of geopolitical policy. Regarding industrial policy and SPD, existing literature is very

limited. Taeihagh et al. (2018), Mureddu et al. (2012) and Brabham (2013) discuss using

SPD as a tool for creating policies but not how SPD demands policy change. Should SPD

become a more popular way to procure services, further implications for industrial policy

may also emerge. For example, a greater proportion of workers may choose to participate

on a full time capacity, contributing the “rise of the gig economy” (Abraham et al., 2019).

As Johnes states “the creation of a spot market changes the nature of interaction between

demand and supply sides of the labour market in fundamental ways [...] which presents

challenges of relevance to businesses, workers and policy-makers” (Johnes, 2019). The

implications of widespread use of SPD on industrial policy is therefore an important

research direction in this field.

Professional 2 takes an optimistic view point on SPD and its implications for the future

of work. They state their belief that “remote tasks are going to be the future”. SPD is
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also defined by Gourdswaard et al. (2019) as an important way to democratize design,

manufacture and innovation by enabling “more ‘non-designers’ to become involved in

idea generation, development and production of products, services or processes” (Fleis-

chmann, 2015; Gourdswaard et al., 2019). For example, Professional 2 discusses how

popular their company became in India, due to offering individuals “an opportunity for

a second source of income”. Therefore, SPD cannot only benefit organizations but also

allow engagement and involvement for the benefit of the external contributors.

4.5.7 Need for Case Studies and Education

Professional 2 and 4 state a need for case studies that demonstrate the use of SPD

initiatives in design. Forbes and Schaefer also recognize this as a challenge stating that

“availability [of case studies] for the implementation of SPD in product development, is

limited” (Forbes, Schaefer, 2018). They suggest that case study literature is siloed with

authors presenting knowledge based on only specific examples without decontextualizing

advice for supporting other SPD initiatives. For example, Koch et al. present a case

study on crowdsourcing for design of government initiatives (Koch et al., 2011), Brabham

et al. present a case study for transit planning design (Brabham et al., 2010) and Dubey

and Rameshwar present a case study for disaster relief (Dubey, 2019). Furthermore,

terminology used to present SPD case studies is not yet standardized. Professional 2

expresses a need for case studies on microtasks, yet existing literature that present case

studies do not explicitly define their SPD initiative. This makes searching and accessing

case studies, to aid application, difficult for practitioners. A valuable outcome from

future research is therefore the presentation of SPD case studies that are categorized

according to both their application and the specific SPD initiative they represent. Case

studies could also be grouped according to influential factors for SPD success such as

the budget of the initiative and the time frame of the initiative. This would make case

studies more accessible for practitioners and aid the design of crowdsourcing initiatives.

4.6 Conclusions for Industry Interviews

In this study, the barriers to the implementation of SPD and therefore the research

opportunities to build theoretical foundations towards designing and conducting SPD

initiatives were identified in context of engineering design. Research gaps were identified

by interviewing four industry Professionals about the challenges experienced by them

while implementing SPD initiatives. The barriers and therefore the research opportuni-

ties are tabulated in Table 4.4 by categorizing them based on their relevance to the SPD

initiative design process.
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The coding units in the transcripts were mainly sentences and paragraphs as opposed to

single words. Thus, the identification of 15 coded instances, as in the case of Professional

1, implies 15 recognized advantages and challenges from the interview with Professional

1 alone. It is important to mention that the expectation by the author was about 3

to 5 advantages and challenges from such short interviews (15 minutes). Moreover,

it was intuitive to identify greater instances of coding for challenges/advantages from

Professionals 1 and 2 with SPD experience as compared to the Professionals 3 and 4 who

did not have that experience. Overall, more than 40 instances were identified of barriers

to the implementation of SPD initiatives in engineering design contexts which were

utilized as a basis along with corroboration from existing literature to discuss potential

research opportunities.

Overall, this interview study allowed the identification of barriers to the implementation

of SPD from a range of industry practitioners with differing experience with SPD. While

the research directions identified in Table 4.4 are not claimed to be exhaustive they do

provide the first exploration of barriers, from an industry perspective, and provide the

foundation for the further research presented in this thesis. By structuring the remaining

research according to the user (industry practitioners) identified barriers, the outcomes

of this thesis may provide value to the user themselves.

4.7 Implications for Chapter 5

As shown in Table 4.4, the research directions identified by the industry practitioners,

and not addressed in existing literature fall into five categories:

1. Determining whether to use SPD

2. Selecting an SPD initiative

3. Designing an SPD initiative

4. Post-SPD Initiative

5. General implications of SPD

Category 5 references research directions that relate to the future of SPD implementation

and general implications of SPD. Category 4 refers to challenges associated with post-

implementation and sustaining SPD initiatives after initial implementation. Categories

4 and 5 do not relate to the research directions and therefore outside of the scope of this

thesis.

The following chapters therefore relate to Categories 1, 2 and 3 in providing support to

overcome barriers to SPD and support implementation of SPD. In Chapter 5, Category 1
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and 2; determining whether to use SPD and selecting an SPD initiative are addressed by

the development of an SPD initiative selection framework. In Chapter 6, the components

of the SPD initiative selection framework are used to attempt to build an SPD initiative

selection framework to allow practitioners to determine how structural decisions influence

SPD initiative outcomes (as presented in Category 3). It is the case, however, that

Chapter 6 instead demonstrates the need for individual tenant assessment frameworks

which is explored in Chapter 7, therefore addressing Category 3 and the second Primary

Research Question. This is summarised in Table 4.5.

4.8 Chapter 4 Summary

Chapter 4 presents the research method that allows barriers to the implementation of

SPD to be identified, and therefore provides focus for addressing Primary Research

Question 2. Specifically this chapter aims to understand why industry is yet to fully

adopt SPD and address the following literature gaps:

• There is minimal use of experimental methods and specifically those including the

opinions of industry practitioners

• Any case studies or interviews conducted with industry are with single organisa-

tions or industries and do not cover a range of industry experiences

To do so, one-on-one semi-structured interviews were conducted with four industry pro-

fessionals who have discipline-specific work experience with product design processes.

Semi-structured interviews were chosen in order to enable the investigation of challenges,

opportunities, and Secondary Research Questions on the implementation of various types

of SPD initiatives. The professionals had a variety of experience with SPD initiatives

and were from a range of types of organisations. Interviews lasted an average of 16

minutes and were transcribed as part of the data collection process.

The interviews were analysed through content analysis (Krippendorff, 2018) with words

and sentences coded according to the following criteria:

• Challenges

• Advantages

• Caveats

• Research Directions
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Table 4.5: Thesis Organisation

Chapter Page
Primary Research
Question or Purpose

Secondary Research
Question(s)

Tertiary Research
Question(s)

2 19
Present existing litera-
ture and literature gaps

3 47
Present overall approach
to addressing research
questions

4 56
1 What are the barriers
to the implementation of
SPD in industry?

Secondary Research
Questions identified in
this chapter

5 82
2 How can the imple-
mentation of SPD be
supported?

2.1 How to prepare a
problem for SPD initia-
tives?
2.2 How to determine
which type of SPD initia-
tive to choose?

6 107
2 How can the imple-
mentation of SPD be
supported?

2.3 How do structural
decisions of an engineer-
ing design SPD initiative
influence its design out-
comes?

7 119
2 How can the imple-
mentation of SPD be
supported?

2.3 How do structural
decisions of an engineer-
ing design SPD initiative
influence its design out-
comes?
2.4 How do design de-
cisions of an engineering
design SPD (crowdsourc-
ing) initiative influence
its outcomes?

2.3.1 How does com-
pany reputation influ-
ence SPD success?
2.3.2 How does the num-
ber of stages in an SPD
initiative influence suc-
cess?
2.4.1 How does fram-
ing of engineering design
problems in competitive
scenarios influence its so-
lutions?
2.4.2 How can SPD ini-
tiative designers effec-
tively decompose an en-
gineering design prob-
lem?
2.4.3 How can optimal
incentive structures be
formulated for SPD ini-
tiatives?
2.4.4 How does the com-
plexity of a problem in-
fluence SPD success?

In order to ensure content analysis reliability, the transcribed interviews were coded

several times by the researchers. The inter-rater reliability (IRR) was calculated by

taking the ratio of the number agreements to the number of coded instances.

The results section provide the caveats identified as well as the advantages of SPD

initiatives and challenges of SPD initiatives as identified by each professional. In the
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discussion section the barriers to the implementation to SPD, as identified as the in-

terviewees, were discussed alongside existing literature whereby providing evidence of a

literature gap or future research direction. The main outcome of this chapter is a list

of Secondary Research Questions, as identified by the interviewees and corroborated by

individual literature reviews, that offer insight into how barriers to the implementation

of SPD can be overcome. This is shown in Table ?? and below for reference.



Chapter 5

SPD Initiative Selection

This chapter represents the start of the research addressing Primary Research Question

2:

Primary Research Question 2: How can the implementation of SPD in industry be sup-

ported?

It also represents the first areas of research addressing the Secondary Research Questions

in order to support SPD implementation, as shown in Table 1.4. These specifically are:

1. How to prepare a problem for SPD initiatives

2. How to determine which type of SPD initiative to choose

With reference to the Literature Review (Chapter 2), this section is addressing the

literature gaps pertaining to Primary Research Question 2 as follows:

• Frameworks to support implementation of SPD are limited

• The majority of literature in this sector only propose ideas for future research as

opposed to providing applicable outcomes

• The majority of literature in this section is exploratory in nature as opposed to

providing applicable outcomes

To address these literature gaps, a Social Product Development Initiative Selection

Framework was developed to support practitioners in preparing to launch a Social Prod-

uct Development initiative. A framework was chosen since it allows the user to organize

the SPD process and orient SPD initiative development by intended outcomes rather

than in an exploratory sense, as has been done in previous literature.

82
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The following section, Section 5.1 details the methodology to conceiving this framework.

The next sections show the framework realisation process followed by Section 5.4 which

presents the full SPD Initiative Selection Framework. This includes further description

of the tenant selection phase and an example of the framework in use. Finally, this

section finishes with a validation process in Section 5.6 and conclusions in Section 5.7.

The research questions addressed in this chapter are shown visually in Figure 5.1

Published Work Included in the Chapter

Literature from the following published work is included in this chapter:

Forbes, H., Schaefer, D., Panchal, J. and Han, J., 2019. A Design Framework

for Social Product Development. IEEE Transactions on Engineering

Management.
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Figure 5.1: Research Question Organisation for Chapter 5

5.1 Initiative Selection Framework Methodology

To construct the methodology for conceiving a Social Product Development framework,

the authors sought literature for “designing a design framework”. It was found, however,

that the conception process of design frameworks was rarely documented. For example,

Panchal’s (2015) framework for the design of crowdsourcing contests presents a frame-

work as a “step towards addressing this research gap” and the conception process is not

described. Larsson et al. (2003) present a framework for developing products with dis-

tributed teams that was conceived using an ethnographical study of practitioners. While

the results of the ethnographical study are presented and analysed in this literature, the
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specific process of using the experimental findings to conceive the presented framework

is not described (Larsson et al., 2003; Evans et al., 2015b). In an attempt to find a

described and validated framework conception process, the authors looked beyond the

field of design, using search terms such as “conceiving a framework” and “designing a

framework”. Mior et al. (2005) discuss the process taken to conceive a framework for

the “delivery of collaborative musculoskeletal care”. The process taken was user-centric,

with several rounds of requirements analysis including different stakeholders. Boydell

et al. (2004) also followed a similar approach described as a “multi-stage user consul-

tation” for the conception of an “evaluation framework” for paediatric telepsychiatry.

In both processes, the outcome of this in-depth requirements analysis were key themes

that were carried into the conception of a design framework. In both circumstances,

however, how the “key themes” were processed to form a framework, was not described.

Finally, Reeves et al. (1998) design a framework for the professional development of

school leaders and managers by analysing and synthesising literature in their field. Ex-

isting literature, therefore, does not provide a prescriptive approach for the complete

construction of a design framework. In the absence of a methodical approach to the con-

ception of a design framework, the authors choose to adapt an existing design approach.

In the following sections, existing design methods are compared and selected for use in

this context. The selected method(s) are then adapted to produce a high-level Social

Product Development framework.
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5.2 Design Method Selection

In this section, established design methods are examined, selected and compared for use

as an SPD initiative selection framework.

5.2.1 Narrowing the Design Method Pool to Procedural Methods

Wynn and Clarkson (2018) present extensive and comprehensive literature on design

methods. Their organizational framework, shown in Figure 5.2 categorises all develop-

ment and design methods according to the method’s scope and the type of method.

Figure 5.2: Wynn and Clarkson Design Methods (Wynn, Clarkson, 2018)

In order to reduce the design method pool the authors began by considering which of the

categories, presented by Wynn and Clarkson (2018) would be appropriate for an SPD

framework.
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It was first determined that a procedural design method would be required. This is due

to statements by Wynn and Clarkson and other academics on its suitability, above other

types, for actual implementation. Wynn and Clarkson state procedural methods “convey

best practices intended to guide real-world situations” (Wynn, Clarkson, 2018) and

Harmsen and Saeki (1996) state that procedural methods are “most relevant to practical

situations”. Furthermore, analytical methods are described as “better positioned to

provide support in specific contexts” (Wynn, Clarkson, 2018) while abstract methods

are “not able to provide insights for implementation” (Wynn, Clarkson, 2018). Social

Product Development tenants are used to solve a breadth of design problems which

means methods designed for specific circumstances are not appropriate.

Having now refined the design method pool to procedural methods, the authors looked

further into the distinction between micro, meso and macro-procedural methods and

which was most appropriate for an SPD framework. As stated by Wynn and Clark-

son (2018), micro-level, meso-level and macro-level, in this context, are defined as the

following:

1. Micro-level: Focuses on individual process steps and their immediate contexts

2. Meso-level: Focuses on end-to-end flow of tasks as the design progresses

3. Macro-level: Focuses on project structures and/or the design process in context

Micro-level procedural methods offer a step-by-step process that can be easily applied

to a variety of contexts. They do not, however, provide adequate guidance for the

full design process and are instead useful for application in individual design phases or

tasks. Macro-level procedural methods offer high-level guidance for the design process

and beyond, providing step-by-step guidance for organisational and managerial tasks as

well as design tasks. As a consequence, however, neither provide adequate nor detailed

information on how to conduct the design phases. Meso-level procedural design methods,

however, offer guidance throughout the whole design process and provide information

and guidance for each design phase. They are therefore the most suited for this context,

providing both breadth and depth in design process support.

5.3 Selecting a Meso-Level Procedural Method

With reference to Figure 5.2, there are six meso-level procedural design methods. These

are Evans’ Design Spiral (Evans, 1959), Pahl and Beitz’ Stage Model (Pahl et al., 2013),

French’s Stage Model (French et al., 1985), VDI2221 Stage Model (Richtlinie, 1993),

Hubka’s Stage model (Hubka, Eder, 1992) and Ullman’s Stage Model (Ullman et al.,
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1988). To select between them, the authors consulted design method selection litera-

ture. Both López-Mesa and Thomspon (2003) and Braun and Lindemann (2003) suggest

comparing the elementary tasks of the approach with the elementary tasks of the design

task to determine compatibility. In order to conduct this comparison, the authors first

identified tasks vital for the application of SPD. These were identified using a combina-

tion of existing literature on SPD initiatives and form the industry interviews presented

in Chapter 4.

These are presented in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Elementary tasks for an SPD framework

Elementary Task Description

Problem Clarification
Users are required to clarify and de-contextualise the design task they
are interested in solving with an SPD tenant.

Requirements Analysis
Users are required to identify why existing practises aren’t working,
and why.

Concept Generation
Users should have an understanding of which SPD tenants are available
to them.

Concept Evaluation
Users then need to evaluate the available SPD tenants and select one
to solve their design problem.

Following Concept Evaluation, the user will need to conduct a detailed design phase for

the selected SPD tenant. The specific steps required as part of this process, however,

are likely to be dictated by the chosen SPD tenant. They are therefore not included in

Table 5.1. Studying each of the proposed design methods alongside Table 5.1 provides

further insight into the compatibility of each design method. The design methods are

distinguished in three key ways:

1. By the way in which they guide the design realisation process

2. By their level of detail

3. By their content

First, Evan’s Design Spiral (Evans, 1959) is not appropriate for this design task due to the

process of design realisation. Unlike the other five design methods, Evan’s Design Spiral

requires an initial identification of “the overall arrangement” (Evans, 1959; Evans et al.,

2015b) before developing the design through the realisation of relationships between the

constituent components of the design. This process is not appropriate for the selection of

design of SPD tenants because very little is known about the overall format or structure

of the SPD tenant prior to use. The design realisation process of Evan’s Design Spiral

in comparison to the other five methods, is illustrated in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Design realisation in meso-level procedural methods

French’s stage model (French et al., 1985) was deemed inappropriate for this design

task because of its lack of detail relative to the other design methods. Furthermore,

some important elementary tasks, as shown in Table 5.1, such as requirements analy-

sis and concept generation are not included in French’s model. Hubka’s model is also

deemed inappropriate for this reason. The first step in Hubka’s model is “Given De-

sign Constraints” (Hubka, Eder, 1992) which means important steps including problem

clarification and requirements analysis are omitted.

The design method pool was therefore refined to three methods; Pahl and Beitz (Pahl

et al., 2013), VDI 2221 (Richtlinie, 1993) and Ullman’s Stage Model (Ullman et al.,

1988). While each of these methods provide slightly different content and are presented

in slightly different formats, it was deduced that, especially in the case that the final

method would be adapted, choosing between them was not necessary. The next section

therefore demonstrates how a combination of these methods was created and selected

for use.

5.4 The Social Product Development Initiative Selection

Framework

An adaptation of these three meso-procedural design methods are used to create the

SPD framework. The elemental tasks, as described in Table 5.1, are incorporated and

represented as Task Clarification, Requirements Specification, and Tenant Selection and

Evaluation. For SPD tenant application, the early design phases are focused on the

selection of an SPD tenant. Detailed Form Design then prompts decision-making on
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the content and structure of the selected SPD tenant. The final design phases prompt

the launch of the SPD tenant and a Results Processing phase to determine whether the

SPD tenant produced an appropriate solution to the design problem. The framework

is designed to support design team leads and product designers to incorporate the SPD

framework. It is therefore designed with the expectation that the user understands and

uses design processes. The SPD Framework is shown in Figure 5.4. In the following

sections the tool used for the Tenant Selection and Evaluation Phase is presented.
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5.4.1 Tenant Selection and Evaluation

A key task in the early design phases of the application of SPD, is the selection of

an SPD tenant. Social Product Development is represented by a group of tenants,

as defined in Table 5.2, which are united by their use of Web 2.0 technologies. As

individual tenants, however, they are applied to product development in different ways.

For example, Open Innovation is defined as “the use of purposive inflows and outflows of

knowledge to accelerate internal innovation” where “external knowledge plays an equal

role to [..] to internal knowledge” (Chesborough, 2003; Chesbrough et al., 2006; Evans

et al., 2015b). IBMC, however, is defined as the collective action of members of a large

group (Fathianathan et al., 2009). Actors in IBMC, therefore, could be within the same

organisation while Open Innovation specifies the involvement of knowledge external to

the organisation.

Table 5.2: SPD Tenant Definitions

SPD Tenant Definition Example

Crowdsourcing

Crowdsourcing is defined as the “the act of tak-
ing a job, traditionally performed by a designated
agent [. . . ] and outsourcing it to a [. . . ] large
group of people” (Unterberg, 2010; Panchal, oth-
ers, 2015). It is most regularly used in concept
generation and concept evaluation of the prod-
uct development process, and social networking is
used to reach the intended crowd (Forbes, Schae-
fer, 2018).

Organisation publishes and
advertises a new product
brief online and requests
submissions

Open Innovation

Open Innovation is defined as using knowledge in-
flows and outflows to fuel innovation (Chesbrough
et al., 2006). Web 2.0 technologies such as social
networks act as channels between internal teams
and external knowledge sources.

Technology organisation
publishes their code for a
new app in an open-source
community

Cloud-Based Design
and Manufacture

Cloud-Based Design and Manufacture “is a type
of parallel and distributed system consisting of
a collection of inter-connected physical and vir-
tualized service pools of design and manufactur-
ing resources (e.g., parts, assemblies, CAD/CAM
tools) as well as intelligent search capabilities for
design and manufacturing solutions.” (Wu et al.,
2012; Piorkowski et al., 2013). A plethora of
Internet-based communication tools are used in-
cluding cloud-based software and CBDM process
can include any number of actors.

CAD model is stored in
cloud-based CAD software.
Two mechanical engineers
edit different parts of the
model online and simultane-
ously

Mass Collaboration

Mass collaboration is a form of “collective action”
where a large number of parties work together on
a project (Elliott, 2016; Panchal, Fathianathan,
2008). Each party makes a significant contri-
bution to the project and all contributors are
regarded as important (Panchal, Fathianathan,
2008). Internet-based communication tools such
as VoIP, file-sharing software and instant messag-
ing are employed, and the number of actors must
be over 25 (Elliott, 2016).

Thousands of individuals
around the world contribute
expert knowledge to create
an online encyclopaedia
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5.4.2 Selecting SPD Tenants According to Three Common Variables

To select between the SPD Tenants their similarities and differences were identified.

They are united through their use of social computing technologies Peterson, Schaefer

(2014) and their involvement in the product development process, as defined in Table 5.2.

They differ, however, through the method they facilitate communication in the product

development process. Specifically they differ through the number of participants they

connect, the distance of those participants from each other and the distance of those

participants from the organisation Forbes et al. (2020). The differences between the SPD

tenants can be represented by three core variables, outlined in Table 5.3. Proximity is

defined as “nearness in space, time and/or relationship” (Stevenson, 2010).

Table 5.3: SPD Variables: Scale and definitions

Variable Scale Definition

Organisational
Proximity, Po

1 - 10

1 = the actor or involved party is an external organisation that
has minimal knowledge beyond what is in the public domain

5 = the actor or involved party is within the same industry as
the organisation

10 = the actor or involved party is within the same organisation
but not within the same location as the project lead (Web 2.0
technologies are therefore required for involvement)

Actor Prox-
imity, Pa

1 - 10

1 = the actors or involved parties do not have a relationship and
do not collaborate with each other

10 = the actors or involved parties are within the same organ-
isations each other and have at least professional relationships
with each other

Number of
Participants,
N

1 - ∞
This refers to the number of people involved in the activity or
the number of people with the opportunity to be involved in the
activity

The main SPD tenants are assigned a variable range in Table 5.4. These numbers have

been derived from the definitions of the SPD tenants given above.

Table 5.4: SPD Tenants and Variable Values

SPD Tenant Pa Po N

Crowdsourcing 1 - 5 1 - 5 25 - ∞
Open Innovation 1 - 5 1 - 5 25 - ∞
Cloud-Based Design and Manufacture 1 - 10 1 - 10 1- ∞
Mass Collaboration 1- 10 1 - 10 25 - 100

To illustrate this, the scales given in Table 5.4 are represented as three axes. The
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Number of Actors is assigned the y axis, Organisational Proximity is assigned the x axis

and Actor Proximity is assigned z axis. Placing the assigned values shown in Tables 5.3

and 5.4 on these axes yields Figures 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8.
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5.4.3 The Quadrants of Social Product Development

Figures 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 present the eight quadrants of Social Product Development.

What these quadrants mean, beyond the context of the graphical representation, is

described in Table 5.5.
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5.5 Using the Tenant Selection Tool as part of the SPD

Framework

In the Task Clarification and Requirements Specification phases, the user derives the

values for N , Pa and Po representing their preferences and capabilities relating to their

design problem. The user then maps these variables on the axis, as shown in Figures 5.5

to 5.8, allowing their SPD Quadrant to be revealed. The case study shown in Table 5.7

below, demonstrates this process. As shown, the framework is followed by the design

team lead. Such individual also makes the decision to move onto the next phase of the

framework when the requirements of the phase have been fulfilled.
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5.6 Validation of the Social Product Development Frame-

work

Validation of engineering research has traditionally demanded formal, rigorous and quan-

titative validation (Seepersad et al., 2006). There are some areas of engineering research,

however, that rely on subjective statements which makes quantitative validation prob-

lematic (Munzner, 2009). The SPD framework presented in this thesis exists within this

realm of engineering research. The authors, therefore sought validation methods that

offered rigorous and formal validation of design methods.

Seepersad et al. offer one such validation approach defined as The Validation Square

(Seepersad et al., 2006), as shown in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9: The Validation Square

Fundamental to this approach “is a process of building confidence in its usefulness with

respect to a purpose” (Seepersad et al., 2006) consisting of four validation stages. The

first two stages examine the structural validity of the design method determining whether
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the construction process is both effective and efficient. The latter two stages examine

the performance of the design method, determining whether the design method provides

effective and efficient design solutions. How these validation stages are defined in the

context of the validation of the Social Product Development framework, is shown in

Table 5.9.

Table 5.9: The Validation Square in the context of validation of the Social Product Development Frame-
work

Validation Stage Definition

Theoretical Structural Va-
lidity

Has a rigorous and methodical application of theory been used to con-
struct the framework?

Empirical Structural Valid-
ity

Has the theory used to construct the framework been proven to offer
effective design solutions?

Theoretical Performance
Validity

Demonstrate that the design method can provide a design solution in
an efficient way.

Empirical Performance Va-
lidity

Use the design method to demonstrate that the design method can
provide effective design solutions.

Theoretical Structural Validity

The validity of the SPD framework, in this stage, is judged according to the process

chosen to construct the SPD framework. In the absence of an existing construction

method, the authors chose to use an existing design method. Existing design methods

were chosen from a recent, “detailed and comprehensive” presentation of design meth-

ods, as provided by Wynn and Clarkson (2018), and design methods were rejected over

a series of detailed evaluation stages.

Empirical Structural Validity

The validity of the SPD framework, in this stage, is judged on the validity of the under-

pinning theory to provide useful design solutions. In this case, the design methods most

similar to the SPD framework are prescriptive design methods such as Pahl and Beitz

(Pahl et al., 2013), Ullman’s Stage Model (Ullman et al., 1988) and VDI2221 (Richtlinie,

1993). Each of these design methods, as described by Wynn and Clarkson, “convey best

practices intended to guide real-world situations” (Wynn, Clarkson, 2018) and have been

rigorously validated by the design community.

Theoretical Performance Validity

To demonstrate theoretical performance validity of the Social Product Development
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framework, a case study was presented in Table 5.7. This demonstrates the framework’s

use for the theoretical generation of a design solution.

Empirical Performance Validity

Within the time constraints of this research, it was not possible to conduct an empirical

performance validity. This form of validation would have required industry practitioners

to commit to launching an SPD initiative and allocate the budget and resources to

do so. Furthermore, to gauge the effectiveness of the design method, results from this

SPD initiative would then have to be collected and assessed. As discussed in Chapter

4, identifying organisations open to conduct SPD initiatives was difficult, even for the

involvement in an interview study. Other research presented in this thesis was therefore

prioritised over the attempted completion of an empirical performance validity activity.

5.7 Conclusions from Chapter 5

The main contribution of this chapter is a Social Product Development Initiative Selec-

tion framework that allows practitioners to prepare for SPD implementation and identify

the SPD tenant that most suits their organisation.

In the absence of existing prescriptive literature on the designing of a design framework,

an existing design method was adapted from Pahl and Beitz (Pahl et al., 2013), Ullman’s

Stage Model (Ullman et al., 1988) and the VDI2221 Stage Model (Richtlinie, 1993). In

the SPD framework, Concept Generation and Evaluation is instead Tenant Selection and

Evaluation and incorporates the use of a Tenant Selection and Evaluation tool titled The

Quadrants of Social Product Development. The derivation of this tool presents three

variables that all SPD tenants can be defined by; the number of actors, N , the proximity

of the actor to the organisations, Po, and the proximity of the actors to each other, Pa.

The emergence of these common variables allows the selection of an SPD tenant for

application, according to the needs and capabilities of the user.

A case study, demonstrating the use of this selection tool, is presented and represents

one of the three validation phases included in this thesis. For further development of this

SPD framework, existing limitations of the framework can be addressed. The Detailed

Form Design phase of the framework requires design decisions regarding the SPD tenant

to be made but the literature guiding these specific decision processes is currently lacking.

This SPD framework, therefore, is a high-level design process for the application of SPD

tenants and offers an indicator of future research directions, that will aid the application

of SPD tenants.
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5.8 Implications for Chapter 6

With reference to Table 5.10, the following section 6 aims to address the lack of assess-

ment frameworks for SPD initiatives. Having supported the initial implementation of

SPD with the framework presented in Figure 5.4, there was then a need to allow practi-

tioners to understand the impact of their structural and design decisions in implementing

SPD.

The following section, aims to define assessment metrics using the three variables pre-

sented in the previous section; Number of participants, N , Actor Proximity, Pa and

Organisational Proximity, Po. By doing so, practitioners would be able to understand

how their SPD initiative would perform and therefore improve prior to implementation.

5.9 Chapter 5 Summary

This chapter represents the start of the research addressing Primary Research Question

2:

How can the implementation of SPD in industry be supported?

It also represents the first areas of research addressing user-identified Secondary Research

Questions in order to support SPD implementation. Specifically, this chapter addresses

the following Secondary Research Questions:

1. How to prepare a problem for an SPD initiatives?

2. How to determine which type of SPD initiative to choose?

This chapter starts with a description of the methodology of creating the SPD Tenant

Selection Framework. It is found that a methodology to “design a design framework”

does not exist and there is therefore a need to adapt an existing design method to

structure the SPD Tenant Selection Framework.

By starting with Wynn and Clarkson’s (2018) organizational framework, which is ex-

haustive of all design methods, the appropriate design methods are identified through

elimination. Methods are first eliminated due to their level of abstraction i.e. whether

they are micro-level, meso-level or macro-level. Meso-level was identified as the appro-

priate level due to providing strcuture for the full product development process (unlike

micro-level) but providing adequate detail to guide the process (unlike macro). Proce-

dural methods were also identified to be most appropriate in order to provide instruction

and guide th eproduct development process.
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Table 5.10: Thesis Organisation

Chapter Page
Primary Research
Question or Purpose

Secondary Research
Question(s)

Tertiary Research
Question(s)

2 19
Present existing litera-
ture and literature gaps

3 47
Present overall approach
to addressing research
questions

4 56
1 What are the barriers
to the implementation of
SPD in industry?

Secondary Research
Questions identified in
this chapter

5 82
2 How can the imple-
mentation of SPD be
supported?

2.1 How to prepare a
problem for SPD initia-
tives?
2.2 How to determine
which type of SPD initia-
tive to choose?

6 107
2 How can the imple-
mentation of SPD be
supported?

2.3 How do structural
decisions of an engineer-
ing design SPD initiative
influence its design out-
comes?

7 119
2 How can the imple-
mentation of SPD be
supported?

2.3 How do structural
decisions of an engineer-
ing design SPD initiative
influence its design out-
comes?
2.4 How do design de-
cisions of an engineering
design SPD (crowdsourc-
ing) initiative influence
its outcomes?

2.3.1 How does com-
pany reputation influ-
ence SPD success?
2.3.2 How does the num-
ber of stages in an SPD
initiative influence suc-
cess?
2.4.1 How does fram-
ing of engineering design
problems in competitive
scenarios influence its so-
lutions?
2.4.2 How can SPD ini-
tiative designers effec-
tively decompose an en-
gineering design prob-
lem?
2.4.3 How can optimal
incentive structures be
formulated for SPD ini-
tiatives?
2.4.4 How does the com-
plexity of a problem in-
fluence SPD success?

Individual meso-level procedural methods were then further eliminated after conducting

an elementary task analysis on the requirements for an SPD Tenant Selection Framework.

This resulted in three remianing methods; Pahl and Beitz (Pahl et al., 2013), VDI2221

(Richtlinie, 1993) and Ullman’s Stage Model (Ullman et al., 1988) which would be com-

bined to form the SPD Tenant Selection Framework. This is shown in Figure 5.4 and

repeated below for reference.
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Figure 5.10: Adapted design method for SPD tenant selection
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Following presentation of the overall framework, a specific stage was elaborated on;

tenant selection and evaluation.

The difference between the SPD tenants can be represented by three core variables:

• Organisational Proximity (Po): The nearness of the actors in relationship to the

host organisations

• Actor Proximity (Pa): The nearness of the actors in relationship to other actors

• Number of Participants (N)

In this part of Chapter 5, each tenant is shown in relation to these core variables and

the process for selecting the appropriate tenant is described. A validation process for

the framework as well as a case study demonstrating how the framework may be used

is included in this chapter.

The main contribution of this chapter is a Social Product Development Initiative Selec-

tion framework that allows practitioners to prepare for SPD implementation and identify

the SPD tenant that most suits their organisation.

In the following chapter, the three variables presented in this chapter are tested for their

suitability for an SPD success assessment framework.



Chapter 6

Assessing SPD Performance

This chapter represents a continuation of the research addressing Primary Research

Question 2:

Primary Research Question 2: How can the implementation of SPD in industry be sup-

ported?

It also represents further research addressing Secondary Research Questions in order to

support SPD implementation, as shown in Table 1.4. This is shown visually in Figure

6.1.

With reference to the Literature Review (Chapter 2), this chapter intends to address

the literature gaps pertaining to Primary Research Question 2 as follows:

• Definitions of SPD success are very limited

• Definitions of SPD success and/or SPD tenant success are not standardized

• Metrics to assess SPD success do not exist

• Assessment frameworks for SPD success do not exist

Each of the Social Product Development tenants are related by and can be distinguished

by three core variables. These variables are actor proximity (Pa), organizational prox-

imity (Po) and the number of participants (N). As described by Abhari et al. (2017)

the involvement of external participants and how they relate to both each other and the

leading organization is integral to Social Product Development success. In Chapter 5,

Table 5.3 shows the scale and definitions of each variable and and Table 5.4 shows the

variable values for each tenant. They are shown again in Table 6.1 and 6.2 for reference

below.

107
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Table 6.1: SPD Variables: Scale and definitions

Variable Scale Definition

Organisational
Proximity, Po

1 - 10

1 = the actor or involved party is an external organisation that
has minimal knowledge beyond what is in the public domain

5 = the actor or involved party is within the same industry as
the organisation

10 = the actor or involved party is within the same organisation
but not within the same location as the project lead (Web 2.0
technologies are therefore required for involvement)

Actor Prox-
imity, Pa

1 - 10

1 = the actors or involved parties do not have a relationship and
do not collaborate with each other

10 = the actors or involved parties are within the same organ-
isations each other and have at least professional relationships
with each other

Number of
Participants,
N

1 - ∞
This refers to the number of people involved in the activity or
the number of people with the opportunity to be involved in the
activity

Table 6.2: SPD Tenants and Variable Values

SPD Tenant Pa Po N

Crowdsourcing 1 - 5 1 - 5 25 - ∞
Open Innovation 1 - 5 1 - 5 25 - ∞
Cloud-Based Design and Manufacture 1 - 10 1 - 10 1- ∞
Mass Collaboration 1- 10 1 - 10 25 - 100

Having proposed these three variables and demonstrated how each of the SPD tenants

can be represented by them, a hypothesis is presented.

If these variables can define and describe the different tenants of SPD, they can be used

to assess the performance of these variables.

The following section (Section 6.1) outlines the methodology for testing this hypothesis.

The results are then presented in Section 6.2 followed by a discussion in Section 6.3 and

conclusions in Section 6.4.
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Published Work Included in the Chapter

Literature from the following published work is included in this chapter:

Forbes, H., Schaefer, D., Han, J. and De Oliveira, F.B., 2020. Investigating

Factors Influential on the Success of Social Product Development

initiatives. Procedia CIRP, 91, pp.107-112.

Figure 6.1: Research Question Organisation for Chapter 6
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6.1 Expert Analysis Experiment Methodology

In order to test the hypothesis, an experiment was conducted to determine whether

existing understanding of tenant success encompassed or was related to one or any of

the variables. Metrics of success for crowdsourcing, open innovation, cloud-based design

and manufacture, and mass collaboration are yet to be presented in these relatively new

research fields, however, so definitions of success were instead used.

Definitions in existing literature are regularly used in design research to represent a

consensus of understanding of a term (Micheli et al., 2019). For example, Han et al.

(2019) use definitions of creativity in design to understand the relationship between

functionality, aesthetics and creativity. Vital in this approach, however, is the use of

a large number of definitions from leading journals in the field. Using Scopus, Web

of Science and ScienceDirect as literature databases, keywords such as “crowdsourcing

success” and “success in crowdsourcing” were used to yield 63 “statements of success”.

These statements were identified from existing literature as describing conditions or

requirements for success for each tenant. Example success statements from each tenant

are shown in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3: SPD Tenant Success Statements

SPD Tenant Example Success Statement

Crowdsourcing
We suggest workers working collaboratively develop better
crowdsourcing solutions

Open Innovation
Open innovation success is dependent on knowledge sharing with
external participants

Cloud-Based Design and Manufac-
ture

For cloud-based design and manufacture success customer ex-
pectations must be considered

Mass Collaboration Individual personality traits influence mass collaboration success

To determine whether these success statements described a relationship between the

success of the tenant and any of the variables, expert researchers were asked to tick any

or none of the variables associated with the success statement. This survey is shown in

Table 6.4. The use of expert researchers in similar analysis exercises is common in design

research with authors such as Sarkar and Chakrabarti (2011), Chulvi et al. (2012) and

Cropley and Kaufman (2019) using multiple expert researchers to establish an expert

consensus in similar experiments.
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Table 6.4: Analysis Experiment Participant Sheet

Success Statement Pa Po N

We suggest workers working collaboratively de-
velop better crowdsourcing solutions

Open innovation success is dependent on knowl-
edge sharing with external participants

For cloud-based design and manufacture success
customer expectations must be considered

Individual personality traits influence mass col-
laboration success

Expert researchers were asked to tick the corresponding box if they thought the success

statement related to the variable. Multiple variables or “None” could be selected for

each success statement.

6.2 Experiment Process and Results

Five expert researchers, with a mean age of 29.6 (Standard Deviation, σ = 4.0) and a

mean research experience of 4 years (σ = 0.6), were involved in this analysis experiment.

The experts were all research professionals with PhDs at a Univeristy based in the UK.

The experts participated in the evaluation voluntarily with intrinsic motivations (Han

et al., 2019). Although the number of experts seems low, there are no common agree-

ments on the number of experts required for an evaluation (Lai et al., 2006). Comparing

with general evaluators, the required number of expert evaluators is far less (Achiche

et al., 2013).

To determine whether a variable was related to the success of a tenant, each success

statement was given a “relatability metric” for each variable. This metric represented the

number of researchers that marked the variable as relating to the success statement. For

example, if three researchers deemed the variable to be related to the success statement,

a value of 0.6 was listed. These values were then averaged across all success statements

for each tenant. According to List (2001), a value of 0.75 or above is required to indicate

expert consensus. Table 6.5 below shows that the expert researchers determined only

one relationship, of the nine tested, to represent a consensus (∗). The expert researchers

determined open innovation success to be related to organizational proximity (Po) but

determined no other relationships between tenant success and three variables as outlined

in the hypothesis.

To determine internal consistency in the expert researchers results, Fleiss’ Kappa coef-

ficient was used. Fleiss’ Kappa is a generalization of Scott’s pi statistic (Fleiss, Cohen,

1973), a statistical measure of inter-rater reliability and works for any number of raters
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Table 6.5: SPD Success Experiment Results

SPD Tenant
Relatability Metric

Pa Po N

Crowdsourcing 0.186 0.243 0.286

Open Innovation 0.156 0.756* 0.011

CBDM 0.108 0.215 0.123

Mass Collaboration 0.4 0.313 0.075

Table 6.6: SPD Success Kappa Results

SPD Tenant
Kappa Metric

P Pe κ

Crowdsourcing 0.736 0.253 0.646a

Open Innovation 0.816 0.463 0.657a

CBDM 0.646 0.380 0.429b

Mass Collaboration 0.671 0.291 0.535b

giving categorical ratings, to a fixed number of items. To calculate Fleiss’ Kappa all

possible outcomes must be mutually exclusive. If one researcher marked the statement

as relating to Pa and another marked the statement as relating to Pa and Po this was

marked as a disagreement with “Pa” and “Pa + Po” being listed as two mutually exclu-

sive events. Fleiss’ Kappa coefficient is calculated using the equation below and Table

6.6 shows the results for each tenant.

Kappa, κ = (P− Pe)÷ (1− Pe)

Equation 6.3.1

Fleiss’ Kappa is interpreted according to Table 6.7 below by Landis and Koch (1977).

This defines the internal agreement between assessors as above moderate agreement for

all tenants and substantial agreement for crowdsourcing and open innovation.

Table 6.7: Fleiss’ Kappa Interpretation (Landis, Koch, 1977)

κ Interpretation

<0 No agreement

0.01< κ < 0.20 Slight agreement

0.21< κ < 0.40 Fair agreementa

0.41< κ < 0.60 Moderate agreementb

0.61< κ < 0.80 Substantial agreement

0.81< κ < 1.00 Almost perfect agreement
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6.3 SPD Success Discussion

The results show that only one relationship, between open innovation and organizational

proximity (Po), was defined by consensus by the researchers. All other relationships were

deemed non-existent by at least three out of five assessors. These results, supported by

moderate (0.4 < κ < 0.6) and substantial agreement (0.6 < κ < 0.8), disprove the

hypothesis and suggest that organizational proximity (Po), actor proximity (Pa) and

the number of participants (N) are not influential in the success of Social Product

Development (SPD) tenants and cannot be used to assess the performance of SPD

initiatives.

A reason for these results could be due to the fact that most success statements focused

on the outcomes as defining success as opposed to the dynamics of an SPD initiative and

how that initiative was regarded as a success as a consequence. This is perhaps reflective

of an existing approach to SPD tenants, by considering them as a “means to an end”

without considering the design of the SPD initiative to influence the outcome. The

use of “success statements” for this experiment could have also led to these results by

introducing several uncertainties. In the absence of success metrics, definitions of success

are often consolidated and used as a replacement (Micheli et al., 2019). In the case of this

emerging field, however, definitions are often inconsistent and ambiguous. For example,

Striukova and Rayna (2015), define “increasing involvement” as a factor for success

in open innovation. While expert researchers, offered substantial agreement on this

statement, “involvement” could refer to effort by existing participants or “increasing”

number of participants. The results indicated a relationship between open innovation

and organizational proximity (Po). The authors suggest that this result emerged from a

consistent theme among open innovation success statements that included references to

organizational relationships. Based on the limitations discussed in this chapter, to truly

establish whether this relationship exists, further research into this relationship should

be conducted.

As well as ambiguity in the resulting “success statements”, existing literature presented

different interpretations and perspectives on success that were inconsistent. For exam-

ple, Warner (2011) states that “most critical crowdsourcing success is that participants

felt their input was considered and acted upon” while Westergren (2010) states “defined

roles within an organization” is vital to open innovation success. It was therefore not

only differing opinions on the factors for success but differing opinions on from what per-

spective success should be determined. Furthermore, with open innovation literature,

some authors described creating a “successful open innovation environment” as opposed

to “successful outcomes of open innovation”. In addition, while most statements consid-

ered dynamics of the tenants that influenced success, in some cases, particularly within

CBDM, “practical” aspects such as “reduce latency” were presented which were not
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within the realm of success factors originally considered or accounted for by the au-

thors. Furthermore, while the authors aimed to ensure the success statements could be

interpreted outside of the context of their origin, it may have been the case that a lack

of context could result in different interpretations of the statement. The key issue is

that, with work on SPD tenants in its infancy, the definitions of “SPD success” are still

emerging and it could be said that this experiment should be conducted when success

definitions are more widely known and used.

These definitions of success also encourage further consideration of the term SPD and

whether tenants of differing dynamics can be usefully grouped and studied under one

term. As defined in this thesis, Social Product Development tenants either individually

or in concert contribute to the democratization of design, manufacture and innovation.

The authors questions whether the broad subject of Social Product Development can

be investigated when individual tenants, as demonstrated by definitions of success, vary

significantly. It is considerations such as this which encourage deeper research to develop

the field of individual tenants as opposed to consider Social Product Development as a

whole.

6.3.1 SPD Success Limitations

Despite adequate agreement to validate the results, more expert researchers would im-

prove the value of these results. Furthermore, the standard deviation of the experience

of the participants (σ = 0.6) showed a limited variety of experience levels which is an-

other limitation to these results. Furthermore, while years of experience is not a strict

measurement of expertise, an average experience level of 4 years is considered low in

comparison within other design research (Chulvi et al., 2012). Increasing the number of

design experts, varying levels of expertise with a higher average level of expertise, limit

the results of this study.

Another limitation refers to the interpretation of Fleiss’ Kappa (Fleiss, Cohen, 1973)

by Landis and Koch 1977. While this is most widely used to interpret Fleiss’ Kappa

results, it has been criticized for inaccuracies in the case of more than three variables

(Sim, Wright, 2005). While the study included three variables, the ability to answer with

multiple variables led to more than three mutually exclusive events for testing agreement.

In general, academics suggest that agreement interpretation for larger variables is too

harsh with the Landis and Koch interpretation (Sim, Wright, 2005). It is therefore the

case that, if adjusted for the inconsistencies, these results would demonstrate higher

agreement and the reliability of the results would not be compromised.

Finally, the success statements were collected exclusively from literature relating to the

SPD tenants and therefore exclusively used this terminology. This was done to ensure
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consistency within the scope of the analysis study. It is the case, however, that other

research areas within design will contain other success statements relating to the SPD

tenants. For example, extensive research within “collaborative design” may inform the

success metrics for “mass collaboration” and success statements for “open source” may

inform success metrics for “crowdsourcing”. These success statements were not included

to limit length and complexity of the study for participants but may provide additional

findings in future work.

6.3.2 SPD Success Future Work

Definitions of success for each tenant are complex but understanding the dynamics of

success could allow the design industry to capture the benefits of Social Product Devel-

opment. To demonstrate the complexity of the dynamics of SPD success, crowdsourcing

is considered successful when it has lots of high-quality solutions. However, if there are

too many solutions, the cost of evaluation may cause the initiative to be more expensive

than an in-house team. This then defines the crowdsourcing initiative as a failure (Pan-

chal, others, 2015). Valuable further work, relating to each of the tenants, could include

investigating the dynamics for success then supporting practitioners in making effective

design decisions.

Furthermore, designing SPD tenants has been proven important in extracting value

from external participants (Panchal, others, 2015) but limited research exists in this

area. Striving to create success metrics for Social Product Development should be sup-

ported by frameworks to aid the methodical design of SPD tenant initiatives. Designing

SPD tenant initiatives involves a series of decisions such as which communication plat-

form to host a crowdsourcing contest on or the incentivisation of involvement in an

open innovation initiative. Recognition of this decision-making process as well as an

understanding of how these decisions impact the success of an SPD tenant initiative will

support practitioners in capturing the benefits of applying Social Product Development.

6.4 Conclusions for Chapter 6

Existing literature is yet to present metrics for success for Social Product Development

Initiatives. In this thesis, three variables were presented and proposed as metrics of

success; actor proximity (Pa), organizational proximity (Po) and number of participants

(N). To determine whether these variables were related to success, a study was con-

ducted with expert researchers analyzing SPD tenant “success statements”.

The results showed that only one relationship; organizational proximity and open inno-

vation reached the 0.75 relatability metric required to indicate researcher consensus. The
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researchers showed moderate to substantial agreement, therefore indicating the results

were reliable. As a consequence, the three variables were deemed to not be adequate

metrics for SPD success. As well as offering insights into the best approach for allocating

success metrics for SPD, this study also raises the challenge of studying a term repre-

sentative of four very different tenants. This study also demonstrates the limitations of

using definitions of success for analysis in an emerging field and the need to simultane-

ously develop design frameworks to support methodical design of SPD tenants as well

as establish success metrics.

6.5 Implications for Chapter 7

The conclusions of this chapter, support the use of individual assessment framework for

SPD tenants, as opposed to SPD as a whole.

It is therefore the case that this chapter did not address the literature gaps as outlined

in the introduction to this chapter but instead provide evidence to support the creation

of individual tenant frameworks.

As shown in Table 6.8, the following chapter aims to address the same literature gaps

but for the SPD tenant of crowdsourcing, as opposed to SPD as a whole.

6.6 Chapter 6 Summary

This chapter represents a continuation of the research addressing Primary Research

Question 2. It also represents further research addressing Secondary Research Questions

in order to support SPD implementation:

• How do structural decision of an engineering design SPD initiative influence its

design outcomes?

• How can SPD initiatives be assessed as successful or not?

This chapter builds on the knowledge created in the previous chapter with regards to

the three SPD variables. Having proposed these three variables and demonstrated how

each of the SPD tenants can be represented by them, a hypothesis is presented:

If these variables can define and describe the different tenants of SPD, they can be used

to assess the performance of these variables
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Table 6.8: Thesis Organisation

Chapter Page
Primary Research
Question or Purpose

Secondary Research
Question(s)

Tertiary Research
Question(s)

2 19
Present existing litera-
ture and literature gaps

3 47
Present overall approach
to addressing research
questions

4 56
1 What are the barriers
to the implementation of
SPD in industry?

Secondary Research
Questions identified in
this chapter

5 82
2 How can the imple-
mentation of SPD be
supported?

2.1 How to prepare a
problem for SPD initia-
tives?
2.2 How to determine
which type of SPD initia-
tive to choose?

6 107
2 How can the imple-
mentation of SPD be
supported?

2.3 How do structural
decisions of an engineer-
ing design SPD initiative
influence its design out-
comes?

7 119
2 How can the imple-
mentation of SPD be
supported?

2.3 How do structural
decisions of an engineer-
ing design SPD initiative
influence its design out-
comes?
2.4 How do design de-
cisions of an engineering
design SPD (crowdsourc-
ing) initiative influence
its outcomes?

2.3.1 How does com-
pany reputation influ-
ence SPD success?
2.3.2 How does the num-
ber of stages in an SPD
initiative influence suc-
cess?
2.4.1 How does fram-
ing of engineering design
problems in competitive
scenarios influence its so-
lutions?
2.4.2 How can SPD ini-
tiative designers effec-
tively decompose an en-
gineering design prob-
lem?
2.4.3 How can optimal
incentive structures be
formulated for SPD ini-
tiatives?
2.4.4 How does the com-
plexity of a problem in-
fluence SPD success?

This hypothesis is tested by an expert analysis experiment which is conducted to deter-

mine whether existing understanding of tenant success encompassed or was related to

one or any of the variables. Expert researchers were asked to tick any or none of the

variables associated with the success statements.

Expert researchers were asked to tick one, several or none of the boxes represented each
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variable to state whether or not they believe the variables were related to the success

statement.

IRR found the experts to show moderate to good agreement and therefore it was deter-

mined that these results provided evidence that the three SPD variables could not be

used to assess or predict SPD initiative performance. This is because only one relation-

ship (Open Innovation and Organisation Proximity, Po) was shown to be significant.

Further insight into these results and limitations to the experiment are described in

later sections of this chapter, along with further research avenues and conclusions. This

chapter therefore does not address the primary or Secondary Research Questions but it

does provide evidence for the use of individual tenant assessment frameworks, instead of

assessment frameworks for SPD as a whole which, in itself, is a contribution to the field.

The following chapter (Chapter 7) aims to address the same literature gaps as intended

in this chapter but from an individual tenant standpoint.

In the following chapter, having determined that SPD success assessments should be

isolated to individual tenants, a SPD success assessment framework is derived and pre-

sented for crowdsourcing.



Chapter 7

Crowdsourcing Success Factor

Experiment

There is a need to provide practitioners with a way to understand the impact of their

design decisions when implementing SPD initiatives. As shown in the previous chapter,

this is most effectively provided by research on individual tenants. The individual tenant

of crowdsourcing was therefore chosen to explore.

The reasons for choosing crowdsourcing is as follows:

1. The interviewees that provided Secondary Research Questions for this thesis, mostly

had experience with crowdsourcing and therefore their insights are most relevant

to this tenant

2. Crowdsourcing is usually time-bounded and therefore it is difficult to improve

during a crowdsourcing initiative and implementing initially correctly is imporant

3. Crowdsourcing can be an unpredictable process and crowdsourcing failure is com-

mon

In this chapter a new literature review (Section 7.2.1) identifying specific gaps in the

context of crowdsourcing (as opposed to SPD as a whole) is presented. As part of this

section, potential crowdsourcing influential factors are identified. Data analysis and re-

sults follows in Section 7.4 then a validation is presented in Section 7.5 and a discussion

in Section 7.6. This chapter finished with a discussion of the limitations and further

work associated with this research. The research questions addressed in this chapter is

shown visually in Figure 7.1.

119
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Work Pending Publication Included in the Chapter

Literature from the following published work is included in this chapter:

Forbes, H. and Schaefer, D., 2021. Investigating Factors Influential on the

Success of Crowdsourcing Contests.

Figure 7.1: Research Question Organisation for Chapter 7
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7.1 Introduction to Crowdsourcing Success Factor Exper-

iment

Crowdsourcing is an application of open innovation methods that involves the outsourc-

ing of a task to the crowd (Shergadwala et al., 2020; Howe, 2006). In an engineering

design context, successful high profile case studies include Procter and Gamble’s “Con-

nect and Develop” (Huston, Sakkab, 2006), and DARPA’s Adaptive Vehicle Make (AVM)

(Shergadwala et al., 2020). The results of these studies demonstrate the power of en-

gaging a diverse crowd in design phases such as requirements elicitation, ideation, and

concept evaluation (Shergadwala et al., 2020).

While there is clear evidence of the benefits of crowdsourcing, it is also known that not

all crowdsourcing initiatives are equally effective or successful (Panchal et al. 2015).

Modes of crowdsourcing failure include a lack of participation, a lack of quality sub-

missions and overspending on the initiative as to make the crowdsourcing process more

expensive than in-house task completion. Crowdsourcing failure is common (Khanfor

et al., 2017) and while existing literature provides some insight into influential factors

for crowdsourcing success, further investigation into factors such as problem complexity,

problem framing, company reputation, platform and non-monetary incentives is required

to support practitioners in achieving crowdsourcing success.

In Chapter 7.2, existing crowdsourcing success factor literature is reviewed and gap anal-

ysis is presented along with the research aim and objectives for this thesis. The chapter

continues with identification of all influential factors as raised by existing literature,

which will be used as a starting point for the experimental work presented in this thesis.

7.2 Literature Review for Crowdsourcing Success

In this section, existing literature on crowdsourcing, within and outside the context of

engineering design is reviewed. This review has two outputs; firstly the recognition of

literature gaps in this sector and secondly, a consolidated list of the influential factors

presented by existing literature. Existing literature can be consolidated into the following

sectors:

• Experimental work on crowdsourcing success factors and identification of literature

gaps

• Investigations into problem framing in context of crowdsourcing

• Investigations into motivation and incentives in context of crowdsourcing

• Investigations into platform design of crowdsourcing platforms
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• Investigations into company reputation and crowdsourcing

• Investigations into problem complexity and crowdsourcing

• Investigations into IP ownership and initiative design

7.2.1 Experimental work on success factors & Identification of Litera-

ture Gaps

While academic work on crowdsourcing success factors is limited there are a few publi-

cations that present similar experimental investigations into crowdsourcing success fac-

tors. In the context of engineering design, Chaudhari et al. (2018) analyze participant

behaviour in design crowdsourcing contests. In determining influential factors on crowd-

sourcing success they collect and analyse data from GrabCAD (GrabCAD, 2020) as

well as proposing game-theoretic models for participant behaviour. They state that in

order to yield insights into crowdsourcing success it is “necessary to understand how

the outcomes of crowdsourcing contests are affected by sponsor-related, contest-related,

problem-related, and individual-related factors”. Problem-related factors include those

such as “task size”, “technical difficulty” and “feasibility”. Contest-related includes

aspects of contest design such as the “number of stages” and sponsor-related includes

factors related to the platform hosting the initiative such as InnoCentive, Chaordix or

GrabCAD (GrabCAD, 2020; Chaordix, 2020; InnoCentive, 2020). Individual-related

factors relate to participant behaviour and are not included as part of this experiment.

They include factors such as “effort made by participant” and “likelihood of partici-

pant success”. The relevant factors regarded as influential on crowdsourcing success by

Chaudhari et al. are presented in Table 7.1.

Zheng et al. (2011) conducted an investigation into design contests hosted in the crowd-

sourcing site Taskcn (2020). Specifically, they were interesting in understanding the

relationship between the characteristics of the presented task, motivation and partici-

pation in the contest. They highlighted five contest-related factors; autonomy, variety,

tacitness, analyzability and variability of the contest problem (as shown in Table 7.1).

Li et al. (2013) investigate factors of software design contests that result in high quality.

Factors investigated include the average quality score of the platform, the number of

contemporary projects, the length of component document, the number of registered

developers, the maximum rating of submitted developers, and the design score (shown

in Table 7.1.)

Panchal (2015) presents a framework for crowdsourcing initiative design. The design

decisions presented in this framework, as shown in Figure 7.2, represent factors influential

on the success of a design crowdsourcing campaign. Panchal (2015) includes structural

decision, problem-related decisions, and evaluation and incentive-related decisions. The
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specific factors included in these sectors are outlined in Table 7.1.

Figure 7.2: Framework for the Design of Crowdsourcing Initiatives Panchal, others (2015)

Franke et al. (2014) suggest that random and not deterministic factors result in crowd-

sourcing success. They hypothesise that a lack of repeated results in existing experimen-

tal investigations on crowdsourcing success factors suggest that viewing crowdsourcing

success as deterministic is the core of this problem. As discussed earlier, however, sev-

eral key factors such as brand reputation are yet to be considered in existing literature.

We therefore suggest that it is too early in the development of the field to arrive at the

conclusion that crowdsourcing success is based on randomness. As part of their investi-

gation, Franke et al. (2014) did test several potentially influential success factors which

are included in Table 7.1.

7.2.2 Problem Complexity and Crowdsourcing

Mahr et al. (2015) discuss “the role of creative and deliberate problem-solving styles” in

crowdsourcing success. Mahr et al. (2015) suggest that the type of problem-solving style

as well as the extent of contextualisation impacts crowdsourcing success. Furthermore,

Bragg and Weld (2018) consider problem framing to be vital for crowdsourcing success.

They state that “effective task design underlies nearly every reported crowdsourcing

success, yet remains difficult to accomplish”. They present a framework to support

problem solving for crowdsourcing and highlight some aspects of problem framing that

support crowdsourcing success. These suggested influential factors are shown in Table

7.1.

Romanczuk et al. (2017) considers crowdsourcing alongside other methods used to en-

hance defense acquisition. The thesis includes comparison of a “confluence of technolo-

gies holding the key to faster development time linked to real warfighter evaluations.”

Semi-structured interviews with a panel of defence acquisition experts were conducted

to determine the critical success factors for all methods, including crowdsourcing. Some
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outcomes are specific to the context of defence acquisition such as “mission space charac-

terization” but others are applicable to other contexts and included in Table 7.1. Gefen

et al. (2016) investigate problem description length and its impact on crowdsourcing

success. Specifically, they aim to determine how problem description length impacts

participation in software crowdsourcing initiatives. The proposed influential factors,

stated by Gefen et al. (2016) are included in Table 7.1.

7.2.3 Motivating Participation and Incentives in Crowdsourcing

As defined by Panchal (2015), lack of participation is defined as a mode of failure and

for organisations with small communities or minimal awareness, attracting participation

can be difficult. Several authors provide insight into attracting participation and by

doing so present influential factors for crowdsourcing success.

Zheng et al. (2011) use theories of extrinsic and intrinsic motivations to develop a re-

search model to explain participation in crowdsourcing contests. Zheng et al. (2011)

found that with respect to extrinsic motivation, participators were more interested in

recognition than financial reward, and initiative designers should therefore engage fi-

nancial reward strategies as opposed to offering a single monetary reward. The type

and number of incentives therefore influences crowdsourcing success. Zheng et al. (2011)

also discussed the importance of sponsor (or initiative designer) interaction with par-

ticipants and potential participants, to encourage participation. This is dependent on

platform design and how GrabCAD and Innocentive each “facilitate communication with

participants” Zheng et al. (2011).

With regards to intrinsic motivation, Zheng et al. (2011) found that task attributes had

a significant impact on participation due to inclusion or exclusion of intrinsic motiva-

tors. For example, Zheng et al. (2011) found that task autonomy was important to

participants and initiative designers should ensure contestants have sufficient flexibility

in their problems to allow creativity. “Sponsors should not publish contests that include

simple and repetitious activities, which may be boring to solvers” Zheng et al. (2011).

Kaufmann et al. (2011) also state that intrinsic motivation significantly impact partici-

pation in crowdsourcing contests stating “task autonomy” and “skill variety” as highly

valued by potential participants. Problem framing is therefore included in Table 7.1 as

an influential factor that dictates motivation and therefore crowdsourcing success.

Chandler and Kapelner (2013) “explore the relationship between the “meaningfulness”

of a task and worker effort”. They define “meaningfulness” as the impact a participant

solution may have. For example, a solution that is directly used in the fight to cure

cancer is considered more “meaningful” than a solution that is not pursued further by

the organisation. Chandler and Kapelner (2013) found that when a task was “framed
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more meaningfully” participation was increased and the quantity of output was also

increased. Problem framing, specifically according to how “meaningful” the problem is

considered to be is an influential factor in crowdsourcing contests.

Rogstadius et al. (2011) hypothesise that while extrinsic motivations such as “increased

monetary reward generally increase workers’ willingness to accept a task or the speed

at which a task is completed, but do not improve the quality of the work”. They in-

stead investigate the role of intrinsic motivations in improving quality. Rogstadius et al.

(2011) find that contrary to their hypothesis, both intrinsic and extrinsic motivations in-

crease output quality but intrinsic motivations, as predicted in their hypothesis have the

greatest positive impact. As listed in their hypothesis, extrinsic motivators considered

influential factors are increase in monetary reward and intrinsic motivators are listed as

work for a not-for-profit organisation. These are therefore included as influential factors

in Table 7.1.

7.2.4 Platform Design and Behaviour

Presswire (2020) investigate the behaviour of the platform and the behaviour of the

“campaign host” or company. They state that success in crowdsourcing depends on

the platform and campaign host provide “pro-active” and “reactive attention”. Orga-

nizations should “give to get” and “show [they] care” be communicating with potential

participants before and during the campaign. Furthermore, Vignieri (2020) explore the

drivers of success associated with crowdsourcing platform design. They emphasise the

presence of the “network effects” triggered by the crowdsourcing platform that could

impact the success of a crowdsourcing initiative. Figure 7.3 by Vignieri (2020) shows

these network effects at play and the outlined influential factors are shown in Table 7.1.

Romanczuk et al. (2017) considers crowdsourcing alongside other methods used to en-

hance defense acquisition. The thesis includes comparison of a “confluence of technolo-

gies holding the key to faster development time linked to real warfighter evaluations.”

Semi-structured interviews with a panel of defence acquisition experts were conducted

to determine the critical success factors for all methods, including crowdsourcing. Some

outcomes are specific to the context of defence acquisition such as “mission space char-

acterization” but others describe aspects that Romanczuk et al. (2017) consider to make

a successful crowdsourcing platform.

Dissanayake et al. (2015) “inspect the social network structure within self-organized

virtual teams that compete in online crowdsourcing contests involving rewards”. They

aim to understand how team work and collaboration impacts the quality of solutions in

crowdsourcing contests. Specifically, they seek to determine how a team’s social capital

and intellectual capital influences their performance in crowdsourcing contest. While
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Dissanayake et al. (2015) do not provide suggestions for influential factors for initiative

design, instead studying team performance, they allude to the need for collaboration for

crowdsourcing. This suggestion is therefore included in Table 7.1.

Figure 7.3: Causal Loop Diagram of Crowdsourcing Platforms Vignieri (2020)

7.2.5 Company Reputation and Crowdsourcing

Company reputation and its relationship with crowdsourcing success has not been dis-

cussed extensively in crowdsourcing literature. It is the case, however, that in areas of

existing literature, company reputation or brand awareness (considered synonymous for

this exercise) have been connected to crowdsourcing success.

Gatautis and Vitkauskaite (2014) discusses the use of crowdsourcing as a marketing

activity, suggesting that smaller organisations can use crowdsourcing to “increase brand

awareness” and large companies can “leverage their existing customer base”. By making

the distinction between these types of companies, Gatautis and Vitkauskaite (2014, 2016)

suggests that large companies with an existing following may entice more participation

and therefore a higher number of submissions. Furthermore, Hossain (2012) states that

the “influential extrinsic motivational factors are reputation, status, peer pressure, fame,

community identification and fun”. Hossain (2012) refers to both the reputation of the

individual and reputation of the company as influential factors. The reputation of an

individual winner of a crowdsourcing contest is to be increased with a greater sponsor

reputation.
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Zolkepli et al. (2015) considers a quantitative measure of brand awareness through con-

sidering the number of Instagram followers (Instagram, 2020) in the context of crowd-

sourcing. Their study outlines important constructs that should be considered “as an-

tecedents of participative behaviour of crowdsourcing”. They state that social media

followers can “be used as a blueprint to maximize efforts in strengthening brand value

through crowdsourcing”. Zolkepli et al. (2015) therefore cite company reputation, specif-

ically the number of social media followers, as an influential factor for crowdsourcing

success.

7.2.6 Intellectual Property and Crowdsourcing

Intellectual property in crowdsourcing contests is a thoroughly debated topic. There

are some that believe crowdsourcing is exploitative by organisations of individual tal-

ent while others believe organisations give crowdsourcing participants a platform. As

discussed in previous sections, motivation to participate is often a consequence of po-

tential recognition or reputation gained from participation. It is therefore the case that

how credit for ideas is advertised and awarded is likely to influence participation in

crowdsourcing contests.

Beer de et al. (2017) discuss the legal implications of crowdsourcing and management of

intellectual property. They discuss the important of managing crowd expectations and

clearly defining intellectual property procedures before encouraging participation. They

define intellectual property management as a significant factor in crowd engagement

and emphasise the importance of intellectual property to potential crowd participants.

Mazzola et al. (2018) provide a “study on the determinants and consequences of alter-

native intellectual property rights” stating that there is a lack of understanding between

sponsors and solvers on how intellectual property should be managed. Beyond just com-

munication of intellectual property rights “we are no closer to understanding what guides

seeker firms in deciding the level at which to acquire rights from solvers”. Furthermore,

the effect that this decision has on the performance of crowdsourcing contests is also not

understood. Mazzola et al. (2018) conclude in their study that the type of intellectual

property does impact crowd participation. As a consequence, they also suggest further

research in problem framing to ensure expectations regarding intellectual property are

clearly communicated to potential participants. Furthermore, Kannangara and Uguc-

cioni (2013) state that if the crowd have the ability to “generate intellectual property”

through a crowdsourcing contest engagement will be increased.

Intellectual property management has therefore been raised as an influential factor on

crowdsourcing success and is included in Table 7.1. All influential factors as presented

by this literature review are shown in Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1: Factors influential to the success of crowdsourcing initiatives according to existing literature

References Success Factors

Chaudhari et al. (2018)

Problem-related: Task size, technical difficulty, variability of re-
quired skills, uncertainty in solution, feasibility
Sponsor-related: Sponsor interaction, feedback to participant’s
questions, trust worthiness, reputation popularity
Contest-related: Number of prizes, Monetary amount of prizes,
number of stages

Zheng et al. (2011)

Contest-related: Autonomy, variety, tacitness, analyzability, vari-
ability, number of incentives, type of incentive, platform (facilita-
tion of communication with participants), problem framing (task
autonomy and variety)

Panchal (2015)

Structural decisions: Number of stages, restrictions to entry, dura-
tion and team formation
Problem-related decisions: System decomposition and information
shared
Evaluation and Incentive-related decisions: quality assessment,
choice of winners, distribution of rewards

Mahr et al. (2015)
Problem-related: Required problem solving style (creative or delib-
erate) and extent of contextualization of problem statement

Franke et al. (2014)
Organization of tournament: incentives, interaction, task framing
Situation: external support, motivation, time spent, timing of tour-
nament

Presswire (2020)
Platform-related: Ease and facilitation of communication with par-
ticipants and potential participants

Bragg and Weld (2018)

Problem-related: number of required affordances, ambiguity of the
problem, contextulaization of the problem
Platform-related: Opportunity for workers to receive feedback, op-
portunity to ask questions over ambiguous problem statement

Vignieri (2020)

Platform-related: Facilitation of communication between partici-
pants, facilitation of feedback from platform, facilitation of feedback
from organization, facilitation of clarification questions (regarding
problem)

Romanczuk et al. (2017)
Platform-related: Accessibility of crowdsourcing problem, support
from organisation, responsibility of evaluation, feedback available
to solvers, collaboration available between solvers

Gefen et al. (2016)
Problem-related: Length of project description
Design-related: Duration of initiative

Zheng et al. (2011)
Number of incentives, type of incentive, platform (facilitation of
communication with participants), problem framing (task auton-
omy and variety)

Kaufmann et al. (2011) Problem framing (skill variety and task autonomy), type of incentive

Chandler and Kapelner
(2013)

Problem framing (meaningfulness of task)

Rogstadius et al. (2011) Sponsor (profit or not-for-profit), monetary reward

Gatautis, Vitkauskaite
(2014), Gatautis,
Vitkauskaite (2014), Hos-
sain (2012)

Company reputation

Zolkepli et al. (2015) Company reputation (Number of social media followers)

Beer de et al. (2017), Maz-
zola et al. (2018), Kannan-
gara, Uguccioni (2013)

Intellectual property management
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7.2.7 Gap Analysis for Crowdsourcing Success Literature

The consolidation of crowdsourcing success factor literature, presents several literature

gaps. Firstly, problem complexity is measured by only Chaudhari et al. (2018) despite

acknowledgment of the importance of problem-related factors by other authors. Further-

more, problem complexity in Chaudhari et al. (2018) is a single assigned value. There is

therefore an opportunity to include a more detailed consideration of problem complexity

and its influence on crowdsourcing success.

Secondly, problem framing is not included in other crowdsourcing success factor litera-

ture, therefore, consideration of sentiments, problem description length and other prob-

lem framing metrics will be, for the first time, considered in the context of crowdsourcing

success.

With regards to incentives, the influence of non-monetary rewards is not considered in

existing literature. As stated by Forbes et al. (2020), non-monetary rewards are more

attainable for smaller organisation and by considering non-monetary rewards in further

detail, crowdsourcing initiatives may be more accessible to SMEs.

In addition, existing crowdsourcing success literature does not compare two or more

platforms. Considering projects from two platforms offers insight into whether findings

from an experiment are truly representative of all crowdsourcing initiatives or are unique

to a single platform. Furthermore, several other factors such as “communication with

sponsors” and “feedback” are facilitated on GrabCAD but not Innocentive. By including

projects on both platforms, additional success factors are indirectly included in this

experiment through comparison of the two platforms.

Finally company reputation is currently not considered in crowdsourcing success factor

literature. As discussed by Forbes et al. (2020), the size of the organisation, the com-

pany’s reputation and therefore awareness of the brand can make a significant difference

in terms of crowdsourcing participation. An individual participant may be a lot more

motivated to participate in a NASA (Forbes et al., 2020; Zammit et al., 2016) crowd-

sourcing contest as opposed to an organisation they are not familiar with, despite the

incentive.

7.2.8 Research Aim and Objectives for Crowdsourcing Success Exper-

iment

The aim of this chapter is to yield new insights on what influences crowdsourcing par-

ticipation and success. In addressing the literature gaps outlined above, the objectives

of this thesis are as follows:

• Compare two crowdsourcing platforms to determine whether insights are unique
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to one platform or potentially representative of all crowdsourcing initiatives

• Include an investigation into company reputation vs. Number of submissions

• Include an investigation in non-monetary incentives vs. Number of submissions

• Derive a metric for problem complexity and its influence on crowdsourcing success

• Include an investigation into problem framing vs. Number of submissions

7.3 Data Collection for Crowdsourcing Success Experiment

To fulfill the research aim of this chapter, an experimental approach was adopted. Data

was collected from 219 successfully completed projects on two platforms; Innocentive

and GrabCAD. “Successfully completed” is defined as projects that stated a successful

winner was chosen. The assumption is made that they therefore received the quality of

solutions that was required and projects can be differentiated in terms of “how successful

they” by the number of submissions. The dependent variable is therefore the number

of submissions (also listed on the platforms as the number of solvers and the number

of entries). In this section, existing literature is reviewed to determine the appropriate

metrics to fulfill the research aim of this chapter.

Table 7.1 shows the first iteration of dependent and independent variables. Having listed

all influential success factors, for each factor it was determined whether it could be mea-

sured and, if so, what were the metrics. In doing this further literature sectors are

explored to uncover appropriate metrics. For example, in considering how the nature of

the proposed problem impacts participation, literature on task attributes and participa-

tion can be explored. In Table 7.6 the influential factors and their metrics are listed. In

the following sections, some factors that required literature exploration are discussed in

more detail.

7.3.1 Measuring Problem Complexity

Existing literature provides many definitions and characteristics of problem complexity.

According to Salado and Nilchiani (2014) there are three types of system complexity:

• Structural complexity: Complexity resulting from physical interconnection of com-

ponents

• Functional complexity: Complexity resulting from interconnectivity of system

functions
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• Organizational complexity: Contractual interconnectivity of different organisations

developing the system

According to existing literature, problem complexity influences crowdsourcing success.

In this context, problem complexity refers to the complexity conveyed by the problem

brief. This is essentially measuring the complexity of the expected solution suggested by

the brief. Organizational complexity can therefore not be considered in this context but

the structural complexity and the functional complexity of the expected solution can

be measured from the brief alone. While these terms allow for more focused literature

searching, they remain at too high a level of abstraction to be measured as part of this

crowdsourcing experiment.

In the context of engineering design, Ameri et al. (2008) state that ”complexity can be

defined as a quality of an object with many interwoven elements and attributes which

make the whole object difficult to understand in a collective sense”. The measures of

complexity stated by Ameri et al. (2008) are as follows:

• Entropy (Mina et al. (2006))

• Randomness (Grassberger (1991))

• Predictability (Boffetta et al. (2002))

These three factors have been used to measure design problem, design product and

design process. In the context of crowdsourcing, the complexity of the design problem

is the influential factor. Ameri et al. (2008) provide two empirically derived equations

that can determine the complexity of the design problem.

PC =

k∑
j=1

∗Fj ∗ j

where

PC = Problem Complexity

Fj = Number of functions at level j

k = Number of levels in the function tree

Equation 7.3.1.1

E = a ∗ PCb ∗ SRc

where
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E = Effort for the Design problem

SR = Severity of the requirements

PC = Problem complexity

Equation 7.3.1.2

From these equations, several potential metrics emerge. Firstly “severity of require-

ments”, which is represented by an arbitrary value of 1, 2 or 3. Secondly, the “number

of functions” and the “number of levels in the function tree” is used as a measure of

functional complexity. The overall function tree of a solution is difficult to be determined

prospectively from a design brief. However, “Severity of requirements” and “number of

functions”, can both be used to measure the problem complexity presented by a design

brief, and are included in Table 7.2.

Bashir and Thomson (2001) also propose models for estimating design effort and time.

The proposed models are based on product functional decomposition and list the follow-

ing as core metrics:

1. Product complexity

2. Technical difficulty: Severity of requirements and use of new technology

3. Experience, Skill and Attitude of Team Members

4. Team structure: Team size and methods of communication

5. Use of design assisted tools

6. Existence of formal design process

“Severity of requirements”, and the assigned arbitrary values, is again raised as a metric

for judging problem complexity. “Use of new technology” and “use of design assisted

tools” demonstrates the tools required to complete the task dictate the complexity of a

deign brief. These three metrics, are included in Table 7.2. Points 3, 4 and 6 demon-

strate the influence of team experience and process on design effort. In the context of a

crowdsourcing design problem, the behaviour of the solver or solver’s organisation is not

included in judging complexity of the brief and therefore is not appropriate for metrics

in this experiment.

Bashir and Thomson (2001) discusses problem complexity “predominantly in the con-

text of a systematic design process”. Therefore, problem complexity in the context of

axiomatic design is also considered. Maier and Fadel (2006) defines complexity as “a

measure of uncertainty in achieving the specific functional requirements”. Suh (1999)
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presents a similar definition of “real complexity”; “uncertainty associated with the known

possibility of a solution not completely satisfying the desired objective”. Braha and Mai-

mon (1998) also defines functional complexity using the probability of success as the core

metric.

F = log2(
1

P
)

where

F = Functional design complexity

P = Probability of success

Equation 7.3.1.3

P = Prob[a ≤ r ≤ b]

Equation 7.3.1.4

P = Prob[a ≤ r ≤ b]

=

∫ b

a
f(r)dr

⇒ F = log2

[
1∫ b

a f(r)dr

]

Equation 7.3.1.5

In considering the use of uncertainty and probability in the context of crowdsourcing,

one can understand how “design a running shoe for use on Mars” would be deemed more

complex than ”design a running shoe for use in London” due to the greater uncertainty

of Mars’ environment and surface. In the context of crowdsourcing design problems,

however, where the relative uncertainty associated with a proposed solution is a lot less

obvious and difficult to determine prospectively, the uncertainty associated with a single

design brief. This is also true for the concept of affordances and complexity, as discussed

by Braha and Maimon (1998). Braha and Maimon (1998) state that “the concept

of affordance is more appropriate for measuring complexity in design than function”.

Similarly to uncertainty in achieving the solution, how a design property dictates the

usage of the object is difficult to measure from the design brief. Therefore, neither

uncertainty, probability or affordance are included as metrics in this experiment.

Dixon (1987) states that problem complexity is based upon the coupling between design

targets and design variables. The more coupled the design problem, the more complex
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it is. For example, if each design variable impacts only one design target this is of lower

complexity than is each design variable impacted several design targets.

A linear equation can be used to quantify coupling. The number of design targets

and design variables, and therefore the coupling ratio, can be identified from a design

problem brief and these metrics are therefore appropriate for use in this crowdsourcing

experiment (as shown in Table 7.2).

Braha and Maimon (1998) also presents complexity measurement equations based on

variables and targets defined as “operators” and “operands”. An operand is a variable

or a construct and an operator is an entity that can alter either the value of an operand or

the order in which it is altered (Braha, Maimon (1998)). Braha and Maimon (1998) first

describe the level of abstraction as a clear indicator of complexity and yield equations

using the number of operators and operands.

where

ρ = Number of unique or distinct operators appearing in the design form

N = Number of unique or distinct basic operands appearing in he design form

N1 = Total number of occurrences of the operators in the design form

N2 = Total number of occurrences of the operands in the design form

η = ρ+N

where

η = Number of operators and operands

Equation 7.3.1.6

L = N1 +N2

where

L = Length of the design form

Equation 7.3.1.7

An important characteristic of a particular level of abstraction is its size. Whenever a

given design is translated from one abstraction level to another the size changes.

H = Llog2η

= (N1 +N2)log2(ρ+N)
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Equation 7.3.1.8

where H∗ denotes the parameters of the design in the design’s most compact form

H∗ = L∗log2η
∗

= (2 +N∗)log2(2 +N∗)

Equation 7.3.1.9

therefore

A =
H∗

H

where

A = Level of abstraction

Equation 7.3.1.10

Several potential metrics emerge through presenting the above derivation. Firstly, the

number of operators and operands. While operators and operands are normally identified

from a design form, depending on problem formulation these could be yielded from the

design brief and are therefore considered as metrics for this experiment (as shown in

Table 7.2). Level of abstraction, as derived from the number of operators and operands,

is also shown to be a measure of complexity and therefore is also included in Table 7.2.

Braha and Maimon (1998) further demonstrates the use of level of abstraction (A) to

yield design effort and design time.

where

E = Design effort

T = Design time

S = The rate at which the brain makes elementary mental discriminations

E =
1

A
∗H

T =

(
1

S ∗A

)
∗H

=
H∗

H ∗ S
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Equation 7.3.1.11

According to Stroud (1956) the rate at which the brain makes elementary mental discrim-

ination (S) “is about one-tenth of a second, but can be varied somewhat by experimental

operations”. Design effort (E) and design time (T) can therefore be derived providing

the number of operators and operands can be defined from the design brief.

Table 7.2 consolidates the potential metrics that can be used to determine problem

complexity of a crowdsourcing design brief. In the following section, the data collection

process of the metrics in Table 7.2 are considered.

Table 7.2: Problem Complexity Dimensions from Existing Literature

Problem Complexity Components References

Severity of requirements* Ameri et al. (2008)

Number of functions* Ameri et al. (2008)

Severity of requirements Bashir, Thomson (2001)

Use of new technology Bashir, Thomson (2001)

Use of assisted design tools Bashir, Thomson (2001)

Number of target variables Dixon (1987)

Number of design targets Dixon (1987)

Coupling ratio Dixon (1987)

Number of operators Braha, Maimon (1998)

Number of operands Braha, Maimon (1998)

Level of abstraction Braha, Maimon (1998)

Having consolidated the potential metrics presented by existing literature. Further con-

sideration of these metrics in the context of crowdsourcing and the process of measure-

ment.

Number of operators and operands are the metrics that dictate several other potential

metrics such as design effort and level of abstraction. The detail of the design brief

for the crowdsourcing projects dictates whether the number of operators and operands

can be consistently and accurately yielded from the design brief of the Innocentive and

GrabCAD projects. The projects included in this can be consolidated into several types

as shown in Table 7.3.
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Table 7.3: Project types in the Innocentive and GrabCAD data set

Project
Type

Attributes
Example
Project
Title

Condensed Project Brief

Visionary
Limited constraints,
large number of target
variables

Take a bite
out of malaria

Your challenge is to design a solution to
help eradicate Mosquitoes. According to
the World Health Organization, close to
one in seven people in India are at risk
of contracting Malaria. India aims to be
Malaria free by 2027. The goal of the chal-
lenge is to create an original and unique
way to combat the malaria problem in
places like India. Your design should be
able to positively impact the general pop-
ulation by eradicating mosquitoes, the pri-
mary carrier of malaria.

Technical
Large number of target
variables, several techni-
cal constraints

Strain mea-
surement
of Kevlar
Webbing

The research team suffered from a 3-year-
old problem for how to test Kevlar webbing
for its durability in the trying conditions in
space. No existing method of testing works
for all scenarios, since the best available
method would fail at high temperatures.
Due to competing priorities, the team no
longer had enough time to give the problem
the time and attention it needed.

3D Model
Design a 3D model, con-
straints are bed size and
dimensions

Extreme Re-
design

Open to students worldwide, Extreme Re-
design is an annual 3D printing challenge
created by Stratasys, Inc. that invites stu-
dents to design an original piece of art, jew-
elry or architecture, or to make an existing
design better.

Retrofit or
Redesign

Replace or upgrade com-
ponents in existing sys-
tems, large number of
constraints

Design a new
gas pedal
for a po-
tentiometric
sensor.

The goal of this challenge is to design an
innovative yet robust passenger automo-
bile accelerator pedal assembly and inter-
face for a new Microtechnologies potentio-
metric sensor. The system is intended for
use in emerging market automotive appli-
cations. Automotive companies in China,
India and South America could be using
this gas pedal in the next generation of
economy cars.

Technical
Skills Chal-
lenge

Model or drawing of
complex part

Make The
Unmakeable
Challenge

Fathom’s Make the Unmakeable Chal-
lenges of 2015 will demonstrate an original
way 3D printing can enhance the product
development process.
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For a “Retrofit or Redesign” project some operators and operands can be yielded from

the brief. For example, this project brief, by Rabaconda allows this (operators and

operands bolded).

“Rabaconda challenges you to create portable folding work desk for dirt bike riders and

racing teams to be used at the track and garage for servicing the vehicles. This challenge

is about designing compact, portable and collapsible working desk, mainly focused for

motorcycle riders needs, but could also be used in other areas. The desk should be easy

to set up, has holders for tools, spray cans and paper roll, drawer(s) for

tools, small spare parts and goggles. The desk can be used instead of tool case and

has also clean working surface. It should have feet for setting up outdoors and also a

possibility to easily fix on a wall.”

On the other hand, “Visionary” projects, such as the example below, do not provide a

large number of constraints or functional requirements.

“Your challenge is to design a solution to help eradicate Mosquitoes. According to the

World Health Organization, close to one in seven people in India are at risk of contracting

Malaria. India aims to be Malaria free by 2027. The goal of the challenge is to create an

original and unique way to combat the malaria problem in places like India. Your design

should be able to positively impact the general population by eradicating mosquitoes, the

primary carrier of malaria.”

Due to the varying types of projects presented in the dataset, it is not possible to

include the number of operators, operands or level of abstraction in this experiment as

identification of operators and operands are sometimes not possible and if so, could be

collected inconsistently and innaccurately.

The term “severity” is considered to represent “intensiveness” or “difficulty”. In the

context of requirements this could mean the severity of individual requirements and how

difficult they are to fulfill or the number of requirements and overall how difficult all the

requirements are to fulfill. In considering the definition of “severity” to be how difficult

an individual retirement is to fulfil, Ameri et al. (2008) and Bashir and Thomson (2001)

propose an arbitrary scale (of 1 to 3) which requires the data analyst to distinguish

between project descriptions on this basis. As shown in Table 7.3 the “severity” of

requirements, with regards to ease of fulfilment is relatively difficult to determine from

the project brief alone. For example, what could be considered more “severe” between

“making a desk collapsible” and “ making a desk portable”. An alternative way to

consider “severity” is by considering the number of submission requirements that have

to be fulfilled to allow submission. In the context of this crowdsourcing experiment, this

is possible to determine from the project briefs and allows “severity” to be more easily

compared between projects. “Severity” of requirements is therefore included in this

experiment but not by using the arbitrary but instead by counting the number of tasks
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required for submission. In both GrabdCAD and Innocentive, submission requirements

are listed in bullet points allowing easy manual counting.

Use of new technology and design tools - all GrabCAD projects require submission using

CAD so individual GrabCAD projects are not comparable. Furthermore, Innocentive

project briefs in some cases do not define the specific tools required for submission. Use

of new technology and use of design tools are therefore not included in this experiment.

To determine whether number of design targets, variables and therefore coupling ratio

could be determined, a similar examination of the project brief, as used for operators

and operands, was completed. The key difference between operators and operands, and

target and constraints is that the former is making an assumption of the form of the

design, while the latter is yielded directly from the design brief. As a consequence, the

number of targets and constraints, could be counted in the design brief and included in

this experiment.

The final metrics to include a measurement of problem complexity are therefore as

follows:

• Number of target variables: Counted from the design brief

• Number of constraints: Counted from the design brief

• Coupling ratio: Calculated (Number of design targets/constraints)

• Number of tasks: Counted from the design brief

7.3.2 Problem Framing

Despite framing of the project brief having been presented as an influential factor in

existing literature, other success factor literature does not include problem framing met-

rics. Instead, problem framing and problem complexity are consolidated into problem

related metrics. For example, Panchal (2015) includes “information shared” and “sys-

tem decomposition” as problem-related factors and Koh (2020) includes “design effort”

required by the brief as a metric but assigns an arbitrary value to selected briefs. Fur-

thermore, Sha et al. (2015) provides a high level discussion on problem framing and

how it may impact solution quality but includes “problem complexity” as a metric in

the experiment. In this experiment, problem framing and problem complexity are two

distinct factors. Problem framing describes to the way the problem brief is communi-

cated and problem complexity, as shown in Section 7.3.1, describes the complexity of

the problem. Problem framing metrics directly measure the contents of the brief while

problem complexity metrics are measuring the problem.
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Since, existing crowdsourcing success factor literature did not provide specific problem

framing metrics, literature external to this sector was reviewed. Birch (2005) provides

in-depth guidance on language analysis and defines the following as the three “pillars”

for analysing text:

• Dimensions of text (length)

• Meaning of words

• Feeling of words

The metrics to represent the “dimensions of text” on this experiment are simply the

number of words and the number of characters. The number of words shows length

while the number of characters allows the average length of words used to be found.

In the context of design, Blyth and Worthington (2010) define several requirements for

an effective design brief including “planning for future change”, “understanding of un-

derlying agendas” and “defining the process”. One of their requirements, “clear and

concise communication”, refer specifically to the language of the design brief and em-

phasises the need to limit “business jargon” and use words “understood by the layman”.

In considering jargon, there is reference to the “meaning of words”, how they are inter-

preted and if they are understood. Should a crowdsourcing brief use lots of technical

jargon they are likely to limit the number of potential participants that understand the

brief to the extent that allows submission. Studies have shown that a reader needs to

understand 98% of vocabulary in a text to adequately comprehend the content (Hu, Na-

tion, 2000; Zammit et al., 2016). The use of jargon therefore may reduce the number of

submissions. To represent the “meaning of words”, as proposed by Birch (2005), a tool

called “De-jargonizer” by Rakedzon et al. (2017) is used to count the number of words

considered jargon, mid-frequency words and common words. A “De-jargonizer score”

is also assigned to the text. “The De-Jargonizer is an automated jargon identification

program aimed at helping scientists and science communication trainers improve and

adapt vocabulary use for a variety of audiences” (Rakedzon et al., 2017; Zammit et al.,

2016). It works by evaluating inputted text to a database generated by “crawling 9

million words from all BBC News articles from 2012 to 2019” (Rakedzon et al., 2017).

“Frequently used words may receive thousands of appearances and jargon may have only

few appearances: e.g. season, pressure, and current received over 10,000 appearances,

pollution 1,608 appearances, gene 389 appearances and specifications, 90 appearances”

(Rakedzon et al., 2017). De-Jargonizer was used to determine the percentage of common

words, percentage of mid-frequency words, the percentage of jargon and the de-jargonizer

score for every project brief for the Innocentive and GrabCAD projects.

Finally, the “feeling of words” needed to be represented in this experiment. “In recent

years, the computational linguistics community has turned its attention toward the mod-
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eling of the subjectivity and sentiment of language” (Birch, 2005). One tool to measure

the “sentiment” of language is Text Analytics, a tool provided by Microsoft. Text An-

alytics is a natural language processing tool that provides insight through “sentiment

analysis, key phase extraction, language detection and named entity recognition”. For

sentiment analysis it works by “by analyzing raw text for clues about positive or nega-

tive sentiment” and then returning a score between 0 and 1. Text Analytics was used

to provide the sentiment, the sentiment magnitude and corresponding sentiment score

and whether the text was positive, negative or neutral. This sentiment analysis was

performed for all project briefs in the GrabCAD and Innocentive database.

The final metrics to include a measurement of problem framing are therefore as follows:

• Sentiment score

• Number of words

• Number of characters

• Percentage of common words

• Percentage of mid-frequency words

• Percentage of jargon words

• De-jargonizer score

7.3.3 Company Reputation

Existing crowdsourcing experiments have not considered how company reputation im-

pacts the number of crowdsourcing submissions. However, literature on crowdsourcing

suggests company reputation does impact participation in crowdsourcing initiatives. In

this section, existing literature on company reputation is presented to identify potential

metrics for use in this crowdsourcing experiment.

Schwaiger (2004) presents several “tools to measure cooperate reputation” used consis-

tently to rank global companies. The most well-established is Fortune’s AMAC (Amer-

ica’s Most Amazing Companies) that presents an ORS (Overall Reputation Score) which

is the arithmetic mean of the attributes interviewees provided on eight 11-point scales.

Attributes include economic performance, risk, advertising expenditure, size, institu-

tional ownership, market-book ratio, yield, visibility, beta, favourability and charity

work.
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Fombrun et al. (2015) define seven dimensions of reputation:

• Product or services

• Innovation

• Workplace

• Governance

• Citizenship

• Leadership

• Performance

Also listed is further attributes associated with these dimensions such as “Meets con-

sumer needs” for “Product of Services”.

Aaker (1996) use the term “brand equity” to discuss company reputation and define ten

measures:

• Price of product or services

• Satisfaction of product or service

• Perceived quality

• Leadership

• Perceived value

• Brand personality

• Organizational associations

• Brand awareness

• Market share

• Price and distribution indices

Several other similar studies to Schwaiger (2004), Aaker (1996) and Fombrun et al.

(2015) list various dimensions that dictate company reputation. These are consolidated

in Table 7.4.
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Table 7.4: Company Reputation Dimensions from Existing Literature

References Company Reputation Dimensions

Schwaiger (2004)

Economic performance, risk, advertising expenditure,
size, institutional ownership, market-book ratio, yield,
visibility (Media exposure), Beta, Favouribility (Media
exposure), Charity and Foundations

Fombrun et al. (2015)
Product or services, Innovation, Workplace, Governance,
Citizenship, Leadership and Performance

Aaker (1996)

Price of product or services, Satisfaction of product or
service, Perceived quality, Leadership, Perceived value,
Brand personality, Organizational associations, Brand
awareness, Market share, Price and distribution indices

Wiedmann et al. (2007)
Emotional appeal, products and services, financial per-
formance, vision and leadership, workplace environment,
social responsibility

Schwaiger (2004)

Quality of employees, Quality of management, Financial
performance, Quality of products and services, Market
leadership, Customer orientation, Attractiveness, Social
responsibility, Ethical Behavior, Reliability

Lewis (2001)
Quality of products or services, customer service, treat-
ment of staff, financial performance, quality of manage-
ment, environmental responsibility, social responsibility

Caruana, Chircop (2000)

Quality of products, Cleanliness of work place, Quality
of advertising, Public or private ownership, transparency,
employer perception, strong management, care of em-
ployees, care of employee family, customer service, tra-
dition, brand awareness

Feldman et al. (2014)

Generating positive feelings in people, discretionary so-
cial responsibility practises, good workplace environ-
ment, practice standards in ethics, good relation in con-
sumers,having good products and services, leadership
and innovation

Puncheva-Michelotti, Michelotti (2010)
Management excellence, social responsibility, customer
value, economic performance, patriotic appeal, consumer
impact, emotional appeal, credibility

Schwaiger (2004)
Emotional appeal, products and services, financial per-
formance, vision and leadership, workplace environment,
social responsibility

The various dimensions presented by existing literature and as showing in Table 7.4 can

be consolidated into the headline dimensions/categories as shown in Table 7.5.
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Table 7.5: Company Metric Categories

Category Company Reputation Dimensions from Existing Literature

Financial performance

• Economic performance

• Advertising expenditure

• Performance

• Market share

• Price and distribution indices

• Financial performance

• Market leadership

Brand awareness

• Emotional appeal

• Credibility

• Brand awareness

• Attractiveness

• Reliability

Employee satisfaction

• Workplace environment

• Employer perception

• Quality of employees

• Treatment of staff

• Care of employees

• Care of employee family

Management reputation

• Vision and leadership

• Management excellence

• Leadership and innovation

• Strong management

• Quality of management

• Leadership

Quality of products or ser-
vices

• Products and services

• Having good products and services

• Quality of products

• Price of product or services

• Satisfaction of product or service

• Perceived quality

The categories shown in Table 7.5 should be represented in this crowdsourcing exper-

iment in order to include company reputation. The existing literature shown in Table

7.4 used interviews with the general public to assign values to the company reputation

attributed listed. In this case, forming company reputation values from participants is

not possible, so existing and publicly available metrics must be used.
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Online ratings such as from Glassdoor, LinkedIn and Crunchbase have been used exten-

sively to rank companies according to their reputation. Suen et al. (2020) use Glassdoor

ratings as a company reputation metric in investigating Fortune 500 companies in the

US, Gadgil and Sockin (2020) use Glassdoor ratings as a company reputation metric in

assessing impact of company scandals and Dalle et al. (2017) used Crunchbase for de-

termining economic performance of large organisations. Glassdoor especially was used

as a metric for representing company reputation.

Glassdoor is “an open community that allows employees and employers to create free

accounts in order to read, post and respond to company reviews, salary data and more”.

It is a value yielded from crowdsourced employee review data, salary data, data on

management and data on company performance. Input data is curated by “existing

employees, past employees and company leadership”. As stated by Landers et al. (2019),

“provide evidence that overall Glassdoor ratings of satisfaction within US federal agencies

correlate moderately with aggregated FEVS overall ratings (r = .516), supporting the

validity of the overall Glassdoor rating”. It is therefore used in this experiment to

represent two of the required attributes shown in Table 7.5; employee satisfaction and

management reputation.

The remaining categories are financial performance and brand awareness. There are

several possible indicators of financial performance such as profit, revenue and investment

portfolio (Gamra, Plihon, 2011). Since there are not-for-profit organisations included in

the crowdsourcing dataset, profit should not be used. Furthermore, the investments

of individual organisations are not always publicly and completely available. Revenue

(£p.a.) is therefore used to represent financial performance. Brand awareness, as shown

by Aaker (1996) and Caruana and Chircop (2000), can be determined by interviews

of the general public but without experimental results is difficult to determine except

numerically. Brand awareness is therefore represented by the number of employees and

number of Twitter followers. The final metrics to include a measurement of company

reputation are therefore as follows:

• Glassdoor rating: Inputted from Glassdoor.com

• Revenue (£p.a.): Inputted from Crunchbase

• Number of Twitter followers: Inputted from Twitter

• Number of employees: Inputted from Glassdoor and LinkedIn
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7.3.4 Basic Campaign Details & Incentives

The final metrics included in this experiment were the basic campaign details (as shown

in Table 7.6 and incentives. Basic campaign details and offered incentives for GrabCAD

were scraped using Scraper Bot and Task Hub. For Innocentive, basic campaign details

and the incentives were manually collected. Having collected the incentives offered, fur-

ther metrics were yielded including the number of incentives, the percentage of monetary

incentives and the value of the top incentive. The value of non-monetary incentives, if

not explicitly stated, were found by searching for retail value of an item. In the few

cases where a monetary value could not be found e.g. “get your 3D model printed with

the GrabCAD logo”, a value was assigned. The assigned values were used consistently

if other projects had the value and any assigned values were considered relative to other

assigned values. Since Innocentive provides only one monetary incentive split between

one or more winners, non-monetary incentives could not be investigated. As shown in

Table 7.6, GrabCAD allows consideration of non-monetary value and distribution of

reward while Innocentive does not. The final metrics i.e. independent and dependent

variables are shown in Table 7.6.

7.3.5 Influential Factors removed from Experiment

Influential factors from the literature table that were not included (e.g. IP ownership)

Of the influential factors presented by existing literature and shown in Table 7.1, some

were directly included in the experiment, some were indirectly included in the experiment

(for example, quality of platform was included by using data from two platforms) and

some were excluded. Those excluded and their reasoning for exclusion is outlined below:

1. Attributes of the task such as “autonomy”, “variety” and “tacitness” (Zheng et al.

(2011)) were excluded due to the subjectivity of these statements. The researcher

could assign arbitrary or relative values to aim to quantify these statements but

the usefulness of this measurement was considered minimal.

2. Panchal (2015) stated “team formation”, “quality assessment” and “choosing of

winners” as influential factors. These were excluded because data on these fac-

tors were not available or not available consistently in the public domain. If a

team submitted a solution as opposed to an individual, it was not clear from the

single submission. In addition, the judgement criteria was sometimes included on

individual projects but this was inconsistent and often incomplete.

3. External support and time spent was provided by Franke et al. (2014) and similarly

to the factor in the above point, these were not measurable since information was

not available in the public domain
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Finally, Intellectual Property was not included in this experiment. Despite being consid-

ered important by the researcher and in existing literature, the data was not available in

the public domain to allow consistent and accurate measurement of intellectual property

management for individual projects. Many, for example, stated that the management

of IP “would be discussed on awarding of the winners”. This meant that any incentive

associated with IP ownership was ineffective at the point of submission and projects

could not be compared according to IP management.

7.3.6 Final List of Dependent and Independent Variables

Table 7.6: Influential Factors and their Metrics

Influential Factor Metrics

Problem Complexity

• Number of Target Variables

• Number of Constraints

• Coupling Ratio

• Number of Tasks

Problem Framing

• Sentiment Score

• Number of words

• Number of characters

• Percentage of common words

• Percentage of mid-frequency words

• Percentage of jargon words

• De-jargonizer score

Company Reputation

• Glassdoor rating

• Revenue

• Number of Twitter followers

• Number of Employees

Incentives

• Incentive(s)

• Number of Incentives

• Percentage of non-monetary incentives

• Top Reward Value

• Total Monetary Value

Basic Campaign Details

• Days Active

• Number of Stages
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7.4 Data Analysis and Results for Crowdsourcing Success

Experiment

The purpose of this experiment was to yield new insights on crowdsourcing success by

determining whether a range of factors influenced the number of crowdsourcing submis-

sions and therefore crowdsourcing success. As shown in Table 7.6, a total of 22 data

variables were collected. The number of solvers is the dependent variable and several

others were not directly included in the analysis. Firstly, data was analysed for the two

platforms separately for comparison so “Platform” was not included in analysis with all

other variables. Furthermore, the following variables were included for indexing reasons

and are not included in the analysis:

• Campaign Title

• Company

• Data collected

• Start date

• End date

“Company” is included via company reputation metrics such as “Glassdoor rating” but

individual companies are not considered. This leaves a total of 22 independent variables

to be analysed with reference to the dependent variable, the number of submissions.

Multiple regression analysis is used to predict the value of a variable based on the value of

two or more other variables (Edwards, 1985). It has been proven to be a robust method

for experiments of this kind with other authors using multiple regression analysis in

crowdsourcing factor experiments (Chaudhari et al., 2018). Multiple regression analysis

works by aiming to optimize a response (dependent variable) by finding the best levels for

different variables (Celik, Ozdemir, 2020). In general, the multiple regression equation

of Y (dependent variable) on X1, X2, . . . , Xk is given by:

Y = b0 + b1X1 + b2X2 + .....+ bkXk

Equation 7.4.1

According to Edwards (1985) “many difficulties tend to arise when there are more than

twelve independent variables in a multiple regression equation”. As a consequence, there

is a need to reduce the number of variables to be tested before use in multiple regressions

analysis. Principle Component Analysis is therefore used prior to Multiple Regression

Analysis.
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Principle Component Analysis is used to “identify a smaller number of uncorrelated

variables, called “principal components”, from a large set of data” (Wold et al., 1987).

It works by reducing each dimension of data into a best-fit line with a gradient known

as a “principle component”. The gradient shows which dimension (or by which variable)

the data is being most influenced. This allows variables that are most representative of

the spread of the data to be highlighted and used in further analysis. In Section 7.4.1,

principle component analysis is used to identify the independent variables that are most

representative of the spread of the data.

7.4.1 Principle Component Analysis Results

A principle component analysis was first conducted on the full set of data from GrabCAD

and Innocentive, to determine whether any variables could be immediately identified, or

whether categorical PCA was required.
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Figure 7.4: Scree Plot for Full GrabCAD PCA
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Figure 7.5: Scree Plot for Full Innocentive PCA

The lines shown in Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5 provide a visual representation of the

percentage of variance that each principle component is responsible for. Ideally, Figure

7.4 and Figure 7.5 should show the early principle components as being responsible

for upwards of 75% of the variance of data. This would then allow further principle

components to be removed, while leaving a dataset that is mostly representative of data

variance. However, Figures 7.4 and 7.5 show that the combination of later principle

components represent a large amount of data variance. This means that judging this

data, and therefore removing certain variables, on PC1 and PC2, for example, would

limit the accuracy of further analysis.

As presented in Section 7.2.7, there are several literature gaps that this research looks

to address as follows:

1. Compare two crowdsourcing platforms to determine whether insights are unique

to one platform or potentially representative of all crowdsourcing initiatives

2. Include an investigation into company reputation vs. Number of submissions

3. Include an investigation in non-monetary incentives vs. Number of submissions

4. Derive a metric for problem complexity and its influence on crowdsourcing success

5. Include an investigation into problem framing vs. Number of submissions
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With reference to points 2 to 5, an investigation of company reputation, incentives,

problem complexity and problem framing are vital to fulfill the aim of this research.

There is therefore a natural need to perform Principle Component Analysis on each of

these categories of metrics, with the hope that at least one metric from these categories

can be included in the final regression analysis. Each category of variables and the PCA

is included in the following sections.

GrabCAD

The following sections show the following for each category:

1. A Scree plot and Principle Component (PC) Eigenvalues to show which PCs are

most responsible for variance in the data

2. A Loading plot and PC Eigenvectors to show the magnitude of each variable in

each dimension

3. The weighted magnitude values and plot showing overall influence of each variable

weighted according to the influence of the principle components

The purpose of examining each category of variables is to allow variables to be selected to

represent a category. For example, in incentive metrics, the total monetary reward may

be shown to represent the majority of data variance of the other metrics and therefore is

selected to represent “Incentive” in the multiple regression analysis. After each results

section, interpretation of the results will be presented along with any decisions regarding

the exclusion of variables.

Problem Complexity

Table 7.7: GrabCAD Problem Complexity PCA: Eigenvalues

Eigenvalue 1.5712 1.3495 0.8780 0.2012

Proportion 0.393 0.337 0.220 0.050

Cumulative 0.393 0.730 0.950 1.000

Table 7.8: GrabCAD Problem Complexity PCA: Eigenvectors

Variable PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4

Number of Target Variables -0.587 0.531 0.055 -0.608

Number of Constraints 0.143 0.785 -0.304 0.520

Coupling Ratio -0.717 -0.140 0.326 0.600

Number of Tasks 0.347 0.286 0.893 -0.004
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Figure 7.6: GrabCAD Problem Complexity PCA: Scree Plot26/08/2020 mss-output-pane-print-13D7730F-7A91-43F7-ADF6-DE22DEA19681.html
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Figure 7.7: GrabCAD Problem Complexity PCA: Loading Plot
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Table 7.9: GrabCAD Problem Complexity PCA: Weighted Eigenvectors

Variable Total Weighted Eigenvector

Number of Target Variables 0.452

Number of Constraints 0.414

Coupling Ratio 0.401

Number of Tasks 0.429

Interpretation of Results: Problem Complexity PCA

In Table 7.13 it can be seen that PC1 and PC2 are responsible for 73% of data variance,

with PC1 responsible for 39.3% and PC2 responsible for 33.7%. The visual representa-

tion in Figure 7.6 shows an almost linear movement from PC1 to PC4.

This means that limiting the data based on PC1 or PC1 and PC2 alone would exclude a

large amount of data variance, and therefore any decisions made to nominate variables

for multiple regression, would like significantly impact the overall findings from this data.

Furthermore, Figure 7.7 shows each variable to impact the variance of the data by a

similar magnitude and across a wide range of directions. This means clustering the data

would be innaccurate. It is therefore not appropriate to nominate any variables based

on individual values from PC1 or PC2.

Principle component analysis therefore provides inadequate evidence to nominate or

exclude problem complexity variables for GrabCAD data. Further discussion over the

nomination of variables for this category will be discussed in Section 7.4.2.

Problem Framing

Table 7.10: GrabCAD Problem Framing PCA: Eigenvalues

Eigenvalue 4.1363 1.9174 1.4606 0.8441 0.527 0.1048 0.0046 0.0027 0.0025

Proportion 0.46 0.213 0.162 0.094 0.059 0.012 0.001 0 0

Cumulative 0.46 0.673 0.835 0.929 0.987 0.999 0.999 1 1
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Figure 7.8: GrabCAD Problem Framing PCA: Scree Plot

Table 7.11: GrabCAD Problem Framing PCA: Eigenvectors

Variable PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 PC7 PC8 PC9

Score 0.005 -0.654 -0.281 0.124 -0.045 -0.689 0.008 -0.013 0.003

Magnitude 0.136 -0.154 0.392 -0.875 0.089 -0.176 -0.002 0 0.004

Sentiment 0 -0.683 -0.178 -0.099 0.014 0.701 -0.002 0.013 -0.001

Words 0.438 -0.052 0.188 0.107 -0.514 0.016 -0.655 0.234 -0.103

Characters 0.437 -0.054 0.21 0.114 -0.493 0.033 0.665 -0.226 0.104

Common 0.411 0.133 -0.404 -0.129 0.157 0.004 0.153 0.081 -0.761

Mid-Frequency 0.066 -0.233 0.667 0.393 0.429 -0.007 -0.021 -0.165 -0.36

Jargon -0.464 0.003 0.008 -0.117 -0.431 0.007 -0.145 -0.624 -0.418

DJizer score 0.459 0.069 -0.219 -0.01 0.296 0.017 -0.288 -0.686 0.309
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Figure 7.9: GrabCAD Problem Framing PCA: Loading Plot

Table 7.12: GrabCAD Problem Framing PCA: Weighted Eigenvectors

Variable Weighted Eigenvector for PC1, PC2 and PC3

Score 0.187124

Magnitude 0.158866

Sentiment 0.174315

Words 0.243012

Characters 0.246542

Common 0.282837

Mid-Frequency 0.188043

Jargon 0.215375

DJizer score 0.261315

Interpretation of Results: Problem Framing PCA

Figure 7.8 represents a greater proportion of variance attributed to early principle com-

ponents. As can be seen in Table 7.10, PC1, PC2 and PC3 represent 85% of the variance

of the data and can therefore be used to nominate or exclude variables for the multiple

regression analysis.
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Table 7.12 shows the weighted eigenvectors for variables and the italicized values show

the variables that represent the most variance in the data. Jargon, de-jargonizer score,

the number of common words, the number of characters and the number of words are

most representative of the variance of this data. However, as can be seen by Figure 7.9,

Score Sentiment is responsible for large variable in the second principle component (or the

second dimension) while common words, de-jargonzier score, the number of characters

and the number of words are clustered and therefore represent similar variance.

As a consequence, sentiment score is nominated for multiple regression, jargon is nom-

inated for multiple regression, and number of characters is nominated for multiple re-

gression. Three aspects of problem framing are therefore nominated: interpretation of

words, length of description and sentiment (Birch, 2005).

Company Reputation

Table 7.13: GrabCAD Company Reputation PCA: Eigenvalues

Eigenvalue 2.1191 0.88 0.6761 0.3249

Proportion 0.53 0.22 0.169 0.081

Cumulative 0.53 0.75 0.919 1
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Figure 7.10: GrabCAD Company Reputation PCA: Scree Plot
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Table 7.14: GrabCAD Company Reputation PCA: Eigenvectors

Variable PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4

Glassdoor Rating 0.383 -0.766 0.496 -0.143

Number of Employees 0.576 -0.128 -0.448 0.671

Revenue 0.583 0.190 -0.359 -0.704

Number of Twitter Followers 0.426 0.600 0.651 0.183
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Figure 7.11: GrabCAD Company Reputation PCA: Loading Plot

Table 7.15: GrabCAD Company Reputation PCA: Weighted Eigenvectors

Variable Total Weighted Eigenvector for PC1 and PC2

Glassdoor Rating 0.37151

Number of Employees 0.33344

Revenue 0.35079

Number of Twitter Followers 0.35778

Interpretation of Results: Company Reputation PCA

As visually represented by Figure 7.10 and presented in Table 7.13, PC1 and PC2 are

largely responsible for the variance in data, representing 75% of data variance.
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However, in considering the eigenvectors for each variable, as shown in Table 7.17, the

variables responsible for data variance is less clear. Figure 7.11 shows no clustering of the

data and Table 7.15 shown similar weighted eigenvector values for each variable. Further

discussion in Section 7.4.2 is therefore required to nominate or exclude variables.

Incentives

Table 7.16: GrabCAD Incentives PCA: Eigenvalues

Eigenvalue 2.0373 1.1201 0.7491 0.0936

Proportion 0.509 0.28 0.187 0.023

Cumulative 0.509 0.789 0.977 1
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Figure 7.12: GrabCAD Incentives PCA: Scree Plot

Table 7.17: GrabCAD Incentives PCA: Eigenvectors

Variable PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4

Number of Incentives -0.081 0.818 -0.562 -0.093

Percentage of non-monetary ince -0.348 0.51 0.785 0.047

Top Reward Value 0.66 0.149 0.237 -0.697

Total Monetary Value 0.661 0.22 0.107 0.709
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Figure 7.13: GrabCAD Incentives PCA: Loading Plot

Table 7.18: GrabCAD Incentives PCA: Weighted Eigenvectors

Variable Total Weighted Eigenvectors for PC1 and PC2

Number of Incentives 0.270269

Percentage of non-monetary ince 0.319932

Top Reward Value 0.37766

Total Monetary Value 0.398049

Interpretation of Results: Incentives PCA

As visually represented by Figure 7.12 and presented in Table 7.16, PC1 and PC2 are

largely responsible for the variance in data, representing 78.9% of data variance.

Figure 7.13 shows top reward and total monetary value are clustered and therefore show

similar variance while number of incentives and percentage of non-monetary incentives

are separated with regards to the variance in PC1 and PC2.

Table 7.18 shows that Total Reward Value represents a slighter greater proportion of

variance and therefore Total Monetary Value is excluded while Total Reward Value,

Percentage of Non-Monetary Incentives and Number of incentives are nominated for

Multiple Regression.
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Innocentive

The following sections show the categorial principle component analyses for the data

collected for Innocentive.

Problem Complexity Metrics

Table 7.19: Innocentive Problem Complexity PCA: Eigenvalues

Eigenvalue 1.902 1.141 0.7605 0.1965

Proportion 0.475 0.285 0.19 0.049

Cumulative 0.475 0.761 0.951 1
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Figure 7.14: Innocentive Problem Complexity PCA: Scree Plot

Table 7.20: Innocentive Problem Complexity PCA: Eigenvectors

Variable PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4

Number of Target Variables 0.489 -0.582 -0.366 0.537

Number of Constraints -0.359 -0.786 0.032 -0.503

Coupling Ratio 0.657 0.121 -0.307 -0.678

Number of Tasks 0.447 -0.171 0.878 0.005
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Figure 7.15: Innocentive Problem Complexity PCA: Loading Plot

Table 7.21: Innocentive Problem Complexity PCA: Weighted Eigenvectors

Variable Total Weighted Eigenvectors

Number of Target Variables 0.493998

Number of Constraints 0.425262

Coupling Ratio 0.438112

Number of Tasks 0.428125

Interpretation of Results: Problem Complexity PCA

Showing similar results to the GrabCAD data for problem complexity (Section 7.4.1),

the loading plot for this data (Figure 7.7) shows no clustering of data and the total

weighted eigenvectors, in Figure 7.7, are similar. The PCA for this data is therefore

inconclsuive and further discussion in Section 7.4.2.
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Problem Framing

Table 7.22: Innocentive Problem Framing PCA: Eigenvalues

Eigenvalue 5.6714 1.8106 0.8625 0.4876 0.1194 0.0419 0.0037 0.002 0.001

Proportion 0.63 0.201 0.096 0.054 0.013 0.005 0 0 0

Cumulative 0.63 0.831 0.927 0.981 0.995 0.999 1 1 1
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Figure 7.16: Innocentive Problem Framing PCA: Scree Plot

Table 7.23: Innocentive Problem Framing PCA: Eigenvectors

Variable PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 PC7 PC8 PC9

Score -0.151 0.657 0.134 0.163 0.706 0.05 -0.013 0.013 -0.005

Magnitude 0.388 0.136 0.118 -0.39 0.08 -0.811 -0.017 0.02 0.015

Sentiment -0.148 0.663 0.065 0.19 -0.697 -0.111 0.013 -0.01 0.004

Words 0.387 0.191 0.1 -0.37 -0.069 0.417 -0.686 -0.072 0.113

Characters 0.387 0.183 0.136 -0.364 -0.046 0.391 0.701 0.062 -0.126

Common 0.361 0.086 -0.497 0.26 0.015 0.005 -0.1 0.681 -0.271

Mid-Frequency 0.238 -0.177 0.789 0.416 -0.037 -0.003 -0.087 0.196 -0.263

Jargon -0.403 0.009 0.037 -0.401 -0.019 -0.005 -0.143 0.05 -0.808

DJizer score 0.395 0.038 -0.255 0.338 0.032 -0.026 -0.001 -0.697 -0.42
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Figure 7.17: Innocentive Problem Framing PCA: Loading Plot

Table 7.24: Innocentive Problem Framing PCA: Weighted Eigenvectors

Variable Total Weighted Eigen Vectors for PC1 and PC2

Score 0.227187

Magnitude 0.271776

Sentiment 0.226503

Words 0.282201

Characters 0.280593

Common 0.244716

Mid-Frequency 0.185517

Jargon 0.255699

DJizer score 0.256488

Interpretation of Results: Problem Framing PCA

Figure 7.14 shows an almost exponential curve, representing a large proportion of data

variance attributed to earlier principle components. PC1 and PC2, as shown in Table

7.22, represent 83% of data variance.

Examination of Figure 7.17 shows number of words, number of characters, magnitude of
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sentiment, number of common words, number of mid-frequency words and de-jargonzier

score to be clustered while sentiment, sentiment score are clustered and jargon represents

a separate direction of variance. Furthermore, magnitude of sentiment, number of words,

number of characters, jargon and de-jargonzer, in Table 7.24, are shown to be most

representative of data variance.

As a consequence, and with a similar approach to teh decision on GrabCAD problem

framing data. The nominated variables correspond to the three aspects of language anal-

ysis; feeling, length and content (Birch, 2005). The nominated variables are sentiment

score, jargon and number of words.

Company Reputation

Table 7.25: Innocentive Company Reputation: Eigenvalues

Eigenvalue 2.7059 0.9749 0.2738 0.0453

Proportion 0.676 0.244 0.068 0.011

Cumulative 0.676 0.92 0.989 1
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Figure 7.18: Innocentive Company Reputation: Scree Plot
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Table 7.26: Innocentive Company Reputation: Eigenvectors

Variable PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4

Glassdoor Rating 0.547 0.024 0.832 0.09

Number of Employees 0.547 -0.388 -0.274 -0.689

Revenue 0.583 -0.048 -0.454 0.672

Twitter Followers 0.247 0.92 -0.161 -0.258
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Figure 7.19: Innocentive Company Reputation: Loading Plot

Table 7.27: Innocentive Company Reputation: Weighted Eigenvectors

Variable Total Weighted Eigen Vectors for PC1 and PC2

Glassdoor Rating 0.375628

Number of Employees 0.464444

Revenue 0.40582

Twitter Followers 0.391452

Interpretation of Results: Company Reputation PCA

Figure 7.18 and Table 7.25 show that 92% of data variance can be attributed to PC1 and

PC2, with PC1 representing 67.6% of variance and PC2 representing 24.4% of variance.
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With such a large proportion of variance attributed to PC1, it would be possible to

nominate or exclude variables based on PC1 alone. However, with reference to Table

7.26, both Glassdoor rating and number of Employees share the eigenvector of 0.547 and

Revenue is very close with an eigenvector of 0.583.

Table 7.27 was therefore generated to show the weighted eigenvector for PC1 and PC2.

Table 7.27, shows Number of Employees to be most representative of the variance of

data and it is therefore nominated for use in the Multiple Regression analysis. The other

three variables have eigenvectors that are very close in magnitude and therefore, with

reference to Figure 7.19, clustering is considered. Glassdoor rating, Revenue and Number

of Employees are clustered and therefore represent the similar variance in data while

Twitter followers is separate. Therefore, the number of Twitter followers is nominated.

Two variables, one being an attribute of the company’s size and the other being an

attribute of the company’s awareness by the public, is nominated for use in the multiple

regression analysis.

Incentives

Innocentive offers a different structure of incentives compared to GrabCAD. While Grab-

CAD allows sponsors to offer some non-monetary rewards at different tiers, Innocentive

only allows sponsors to present one monetary reward to a disclosed number of winners.

There is therefore only two variables for incentives in the Innocentive data; total re-

ward value and number of incentives. These are both included in the multiple regression

analysis.

Consolidated Results from PCA from Innocentive and GrabCAD

Table 7.28: PCA Results

Platform Category Results

GrabCAD

Problem Complexity PCA inconclusive

Problem Framing Jargon, Number of Characters and Sentiment Score nominated

Company Reputation PCA inconclusive

Incentives Number of Incentives, Percentage of Non-Monetary Incentives and Total Reward Value nominated

Innocentive

Problem Complexity PCA inconclusive

Problem Framing Jargon, Number of Words and Sentiment Score nominated

Company Reputation Number of employees and Twitter followers nominated

Incentives Number of incentives and Total Reward Value nominated

7.4.2 Multiple Regression Analysis

Final selection of metrics

For the GrabCAD data, eight metrics (including campaign details of days active and

number of stages) have been nominated for multiple regression analysis with metrics
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representing problem complexity and company reputation requiring further discussion.

For the Innocentive data, nine metrics (including campaign details) have been nominated

for multiple regression analysis with metrics representing problem complexity requiring

further discussion.

For both Innocentive and GrabCAD, four metrics were collected from problem com-

plexity; number of target variables, number of constraints, coupling ratio and number

of tasks. Including the number of target variables without including the number of

constraints (and vice versa) removes significant context that defines the complexity of

a problem. A problem may present many constraints but the complexity of a prob-

lem varies significantly depending on whether there are many or few target variables.

Coupling ratio is derived from both the number of target variables and the number of

constraints and therefore should be nominated as inclusion in the multiple regression

analysis. For Innocentive, three more variables can be included therefore both number

of tasks and coupling ratio is nominated for multiple regression analysis.

Principle Component Analysis was inconclusive for GrabCAD data but conclusive for

Innocentive data on company reputation with Number of employees and number of

Twitter followers nominated for the Innocentive multiple regression analysis. These two

metrics represent an attribute of the firm’s size (number of employees) and an attribute

of the firm’s public popularity (number of Twitter followers). A similar approach should

be taken for GrabCAD data therefore number of Twitter followers should be nominated.

With reference to Table 7.15, Glassdoor rating represents the greatest variance in the

data and encompasses several other measurements such as leadership quality, quality of

product and public perception (considered significant in defining company reputation as

discussed in Section 7.3.3 (Fombrun et al., 2015). The final metrics for each multiple

regression analysis are shown in Table 7.29.
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Table 7.29: Metrics for Use in Multiple Regression Analysis

Platform Nominated Metrics

GrabCAD

1. Coupling Ratio

2. Number of Tasks

3. Jargon

4. Number of Characters

5. Sentiment Score

6. Glassdoor Rating

7. Number of Twitter Followers

8. Number of Incentives

9. Percentage of Non-Monetary Incentives

10. Total Reward Value

11. Days Active

12. Number of Stages

Innocentive

1. Coupling Ratio

2. Number of Tasks

3. Jargon

4. Number of Words

5. Sentiment Score

6. Number of employees

7. Number of Twitter Followers

8. Number of Incentives

9. Total Reward Value

10. Days Active

11. Number of Stages

Multiple Regression Analysis Results

For both Innocentive and GrabCAD, a multiple regression analysis with the twelve listed

variables was conducted. Unfortunately, despite taking guidance from existing literature

there were several issues with using the full number of variables. Firstly, only one or

two variables are shown to be statistically significant which, considering the adequate

sample size (Chakraborty et al., 2020), suggested the linear regression model does not

fit this data. Furthermore, the R2 values shown in Tables 7.32 and 7.30 also suggest

this with the R2 predictor value, which determines whether the assumptions can apply

to new observations, at 0.00%.
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Table 7.30: GrabCAD Multiple Regression Results with 12 Variables

S R-sq R-sq(adj) R-sq(pred)

103.498 7.18% 0.00% 0.00%

Table 7.31: Innocentive Multiple Regression Results with 12 Variables

S R-sq R-sq(adj) R-sq(pred)

250.406 56.89% 46.35% 0.00%

As a consequence, the number of variables needed to be reduced further. Existing

literature also suggests five variables as the optimum number of variables to do for

multiple regression (Chakraborty et al., 2020). Since there were five categories to be

included; problem complexity, problem framing, company reputation, incentives and

basic campaign details, one variable from each category is nominated. To determine

which variable from each category should be nominated each variable combination was

tested to determine which variables fitted the model most closely and therefore offered

the most useful associations between the independent and dependent variables. An

excerpt of the results of this process are shown in Table 7.32.

Table 7.32: Innocentive Multiple Regression Fit Test with 5 variables (Excerpt)

Problem
Complexity

Problem
Framing

Company
Reputation

Incentives
Basic
Campaign
Details

R2

Coupling
Ratio

Number of
Employees

Sentiment
Score

Number of
incentives

Days Active 61.72%

Coupling
Ratio

Number of
Employees

Sentiment
Score

Number of
incentives

Number of
stages

8.62%

Coupling
Ratio

Number
of Twitter
Followers

Jargon
Total Re-
ward Value

Number of
Stages

71.08%

Coupling
Ratio

Number of
Employees

Sentiment
Score

Number of
Incentives

Number of
Stages

8.62%

Coupling
Ratio

Number
of Twitter
Followers

Sentiment
Score

Number of
Incentives

Days Active 61.72%

Number of
Tasks

Number
of Twitter
Followers

Sentiment
Score

Number of
Incentives

Days Active 61.72%
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The following variables were shown to best fit the multiple regression model for Inno-

centive with an R2 value of 84.93%. The relationship between Y and the X variables is

statistically significant (p < 0.05).

• Problem complexity: Coupling Ratio

• Company Reputation: Number of Employees

• Problem Framing: Number of Words

• Incentive: Total Reward Value

• Basic Campaign Details: Number of Stages

The resulting equation is as follows:

S = −13344 + 9699X1 + 1.298X2 − 8.13X3 + 0.00595X4 + 13709X5

−0.000032X2
2 + 0.00447X3

2 − 2.55X1X3 − 9078X1X5

+0.000083X2X3 − 0.987X2X5 + 6.20X3X5 − 0.00449X4X5

Equation 7.4.2.1

where

S = Number of Submissions

X1 = Coupling Ratio

X2 = Number of Employees

X3 = Number of Words

X4 = Total Reward Value

X5 = Number of Stages
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Figure 7.20: Innocentive: Relationships between Independent Variables and Number of Submissions
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Figure 7.21: Innocentive: Influence of Variables

The following variables were shown to best fit the multiple regression model for Grab-

CAD with an R2 value of 70.08%. The relationship between Y and the X variables is

statistically significant (p < 0.01).

• Problem complexity: Coupling Ratio

• Company Reputation: Twitter followers

• Problem Framing: Jargon

• Incentive: Number of incentives

• Basic Campaign Details: Number of stages

S = −111.1 + 97.3X1 + 36.90X2 + 5.48X3 + 1375X4 − 0.000582X5

−2.669X2
2 + 0.1455X3

2 − 907X1X4 + 0.000293X1X5

−0.646X2X3 − 58.8X3X4 + 0.000009X3X5 + 0.001061X4X5

Equation 7.4.2.2

where

S = Number of Submissions

X1 = Number of Stages

X2 = Number of Incentives

X3 = Coupling Ratio

X4 = Jargon

X5 = Twitter Followers
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Figure 7.22: GrabCAD: Relationships between Independent Variables and Number of Submissions
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Figure 7.23: GrabCAD: Influence of Variables

7.5 Validation for Crowdsourcing Success Experiment

To validate the prediction equations, ten of the most recent completed projects from

GrabCAD and Innocentive, not included in the original database, were used. The most

recent projects were used to provide the most accurate indication of how the tool would

perform on future projects. These projects represent open contests on both Innocentive

and GrabCAD and each consist of a problem statement, sometimes with accompanying

material, that participants are encouraged to submit solutions for. For Innocentive,

the number of submissions, the coupling ratio, number of employees, number of words,

total reward value and number of stages were collected. For GrabCAD, the number

of submissions, the number of stages, the number of incentives, the coupling ratio, the

percentage of jargon and the number of Twitter followers were collected. Data was

collected in the same way as data was collected for the success factor experiment. The

number of submissions, the number of stages and the number of incentives were scraped

with a data scraping tool while the coupling ratio, the percentage of jargon, the number

of Twitter followers and the number of words were calculated manually or with other

websites such as Glassdoor and Jargonizer. Table 7.33 and Table 7.34 show the results

from the validation.
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Table 7.34: GrabCAD Validation

Project X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 Y Real Y Calculated Diff (%) ABS

GrabCAD 1 4 0.22 0.04 9289 108 26.67 26.67 26.67

IDSA 2 2 0.67 0.04 32600 132 8.25 8.25 8.25

Stratysys 1 2 0.57 0.04 3500 68 -39.02 39.02 39.02

Stratysys 1 3 0.57 0.04 3500 91 -1.63 1.63 1.63

Stratysys 1 4 0.57 0.04 3500 109 -20.78 20.78 20.78

Massachusetts General Hospital 2 4 0.50 0.06 416 162 -24.03 24.03 24.03

NASA 1 3 0.25 0.11 500000000000 -85019876 -26160061.96 26160061.96 26160061.96

Grundfos 2 2 0.80 0.06 7295 121 19.07 19.07 19.07

GrabCAD 1 3 0.57 0.02 9289 81 -17.14 17.14 17.14

ASME 2 4 1.50 0.04 27700 174 18.12 18.12 18.12

Stena Teknik 1 4 0.67 0.01 3461 96 -12.33 12.33 12.33

Accurate Within (%) 20.78

Table 7.33: Innocentive Validation

Project X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 Y Real Y Calculated Diff (%) ABS

ICL 0.13 10000 124.00 10000 1 219.00 262.57 19.90 19.90

MISO 1.33 1000 382.00 15000 1 139.00 141.83 2.03 2.03

Anonymous 0.25 0 227.00 1000 2 214.00 13011.63 5980.20 5980.20

Seoul Institute of Technology 0.11 10000 338.00 1000 1 348.00 388.56 11.66 11.66

NOVO Nordisk 0.13 10000 288.00 25000 1 411.00 350.34 -14.76 14.76

Corteva Agriscience 1.40 10000 674.00 50000 1 110.00 100.43 -8.70 8.70

Enel Green Power 0.33 10000 209.00 30000 1 340.00 313.50 -7.79 7.79

Anonymous 1.50 0 210.00 30000 2 178.00 1588.18 792.23 792.23

Decathlon 0.43 10000 168.00 25000 1 397.00 335.40 -15.52 15.52

Enel 1.20 5000 258.00 50000 2 310.00 310.89 0.29 0.29

Anonymous 1.40 0 222.00 25000 2 58.00 2534.15 4269.22 4269.22

Accurate Within (%) 10.08
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As highlighted in Table 7.33, the model is shown to be incorrect for challenges where

the sponsor is anonymous and therefore the “Number of employees” is zero. Table 7.34

is shown to be incorrect for companies with a significant number of Twitter followers

(in this case 5 million from NASA). As additional cases are completed on the GrabCAD

platform, further validation will be required to determine the number at which the model

ceases to function.

With removal of these outliers, the Innocentive model is shown to be accurate within

an average of 10.08% of the true number of submissions and the GrabCAD model is

shown to be accurate within an average of 20.78%. This means that organisations can

input values in the above variables and get a predication within an average of 10.08%

for Innocentive and 20.78% for GrabCAD.

7.6 Discussion for Crowdsourcing Success Experiment

In this section, there are three areas of discussion. Firstly, the relationships between each

variables and the number of submissions, for both platforms, are discussed. Secondly,

the results from both platforms are compared and a discussion on whether crowdsourcing

platform is an influential factor is presented.

7.6.1 Relationships shown for Innocentive

With reference to Figure 7.20, the results from the regression analysis show how each

variable is related to the number of submissions. The Number of Stages (X5) is shown

to have an almost linear and positive relationship with the Number of Submissions (Y ).

This means that when sponsors introduce an increased number of stages of submissions

before selecting a winner, the number of submissions is higher. This is counter to the

findings of Chaudhari et al. (2018) who find that design effort does not have a linear

relationship with the number of submissions. It could be the case that when introducing

multiple stages, sponsors should be mindful of the design effort required at each stage.

A first stage with a low level of effort may allow greater access, which may result in

higher submissions, with further stages increasing the effort required and therefore the

quality of submissions. Further work, is therefore required to consider how submissions

from the first to the final stage vary and whether this provides further insight into why

increasing the number of stages increases the number of submissions.

The Total Reward Value (X4) is shown to have a linear positive relationship with the

Number of Submissions (Y ). This means that when sponsors provide incentives with

a larger overall value, they receive an increased number of submissions. In the specific

context of Innocentive, total reward value refers to the total monetary reward offered
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and shows that an increased monetary incentive increases submissions. Furthermore,

with reference to Figure 7.21, Total Reward Value is shown to be the most influencing

variable and responsible for over 30% of the information in the model. This means that

the other relationships presented in Figure 7.20, are highly influenced by the reward

value presented by the sponsor. This ultimately shows the importance of increasing the

Total Reward Value as a priority in comparison to increasing the Number of Stages or

the Number of words.

The Number of Employees (X2) also shows a positive linear relationship with the Number

of Submissions. This suggests that the larger a company, with regards to the number

of variables, the higher the number of submissions and suggests company reputation

influences crowdsourcing success. With reference to the Company Reputation PCA for

Innocentive (Figure 7.19 and Table 7.27), the Number of Employees is clustered with

Revenue and Glassdoor rating, and is representative of the majority of data variance.

This suggests that the relationship with Number of Employees is representative of the

relationships between Number of Submissions and both Revenue and Glassdoor Rating.

Therefore, the better a company’s reputation, as quantitatively defined by Glassdoor,

their Revenue and the Number of Employees, the higher the number of submissions. It

should be noted that this excludes the influence of Twitter followers as this metric was

not included in the same cluster as the other company reputation metrics. Furthermore,

it should also be noted that the influence of Number of Employees on the other variables

(see Figure 7.21) and the overall results are small suggesting the influence of the Number

of Employees when isolated, and therefore company reputation, are not significant.

The Number of Words (X3) has a non-linear relationship with the Number of Submis-

sions (Y ) as shown by the hockeystick graph shown in Figure 7.20. This suggests that

there is a slight dip in submissions from short project descriptions but then a significant

increase in submissions with longer project descriptions. This provides several potential

insights, depending on the assumptions made regarding the change in content with an

increase in length. It could be said that longer project description provide more detail

on the potential solution and therefore an increased length results in an increase in un-

derstanding for potential solvers and therefore an increase in submissions. Alternatively,

it could be assumed that longer project descriptions represent projects which require

more effort. Alternatively, it could be assumed that longer project descriptions repre-

sent more complex problems, therefore suggesting that projects that appeal to higher

qualified potential solvers get more submissions. The need for these assumptions shows

the need for further insight to draw additional conclusions from this finding, but spon-

sors should consider increasing the length of their project description to increase the

number of submissions.

Number of Words, with reference to the Innocentive PCA for Problem Framing (see

Figure 7.17 and Table 7.21) is representative of several of problem framing variables
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including De-jargonizer Score and the Number of Common words. Furthermore, Table

7.24 shows the Number of Words to be most representative of all problem framing data

for Innocentive. This suggests that the relationships yielded for the Number of Words

vs. the Number of Submissions could be representative of the relationship between

other Problem Framing variables. However, with reference to Figure 7.15 Sentiment

and Jargon are not included in the main cluster of data. This suggests that Number of

Words (representative of length of text Birch (2005)) should not be used to represent the

feeling of text (Sentiment) or the comprehension of the text (Jargon). Further insight

into how the feeling and comprehension of text influences the number of submissions

should be considered in future work on this topic.

Coupling Ratio (X1) is shown to have a negative and linear relationship with the Number

of Submissions (Y ). Coupling Ratio is the Number of Target Variables divided by the

Number of Constraints. This means that for a single constraint, an increasing number

of target variables reduces the number of submissions and for a single target variable,

an increasing number of constraints increases the number of submissions. This suggests

that problems with an open design solution space, with regards to constraints, but

with a large number of required objectives are less popular than problems with a small

design solution space, due to a higher of number of constraints, that have relatively few

targets to fulfill. With reference to Table 7.3 (Page 137), this suggests that Visionary

Project invite less submissions than Retrofit or Redesign projects. Potential solvers

prefer to work on a problem within a well-bounded set of constraints as opposed to

find a new solution, from a large solution space, that has to fulfill a number of target

variables. The principle component analysis for problem complexity for Innocentive

data was inconclusive therefore this relationship is not representative of the relationship

between the Number of Submissions and the Number of Target Variables, the Number

of Constraints or the Number of Tasks. It is the case, however, that the coupling ratio

as described by Chaudhari et al. (2018), can be used to represent problem complexity as

a whole. Problem complexity therefore increases the number of submissions decreases,

therefore suggesting that complex projects are not as suitable for crowdsourcing.

7.6.2 Relationships shown for GrabCAD

Figure 7.22 shows the Number of Stages (X1) to have a non-linear negative relationship

with the Number of Submissions (Y ). It shows there to be no changes in the Number

of Submissions between Stage 1 and Stage 2 but a linear decrease in the number of

submissions for initiatives with three stages. This suggests that potential solvers have a

limit to the number of stages they are open to participating in before increasing stages

begins to reduce the pool of potential solvers. The data set only includes contests with

a maximum of three stages, therefore further work on how solvers respond to initiatives
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with more than three stages, is required to determine whether this relationship remains

linear after two stages.

Number of Incentives (X2) is shown to have a non-linear relationship with Number of

Submissions (Y ) with the Number of Submissions increasing then decreasing with the

Number of Incentives. This suggests that there is an optimal Number of Incentives at

approximately six, that encourages submissions. Number of Incentives is not representa-

tive of the influence of Incentives on the Number of Submissions, as a whole. As can be

seen in Table 7.18 (Page 159), Number of Incentives is responsible for the least amount

of data variance and is not closely clustered with any other variables (see Figure 7.13).

It is the case however that the vast majority of projects that offer more than three incen-

tives, include non-monetary rewards. This therefore suggests that including an optimal

number of additional non-monetary rewards, can increase the number of submissions.

Further work should consider how the top reward value and the distribution of reward

value across incentives influences number of submissions.

Figure 7.22 illustrates a positive linear relationship between the Number of Twitter

Followers (X5) and the Number Submissions (Y ). It is also the case, with reference to

Figure 7.23, that it has the most influence. This suggests that an increased Number

of Twitter followers can significantly influence the number of submissions a sponsor

can expect, demonstrating the importance of online presence in crowdsourcing. With

reference to Figure 7.11 and Table 7.15 (Page 157), the Number of Twitter Followers

is not representative of a significant proportion of data variance and therefore cannot

be used to determine a relationship between Company Reputation as a whole and the

Number of Submissions.

Jargon (X4) is shown to have a non-linear positive relationship with the Number of

Submissions (Y ). As the amount of jargon in a project description increases the num-

ber of submissions increases. This suggests that appealing to a more “qualified crowd”

through domain-specific language increases the number of submissions. By tailoring a

project description to appeal to those with domain expertise, you increase the engage-

ment with a project. This not only shows the importance of language but also shows that

in the context of crowdsourcing creating exclusivity through domain-specific language

increases success as opposed to refining a project description for accessibility. This raises

a further discussion regarding the use of crowdsourcing as a vehicle for the democrati-

sation of design. If increasing the barrier to entry through the use of jargon increases

the number of submissions, crowdsourcing is not necessarily increasing access to design

but instead matching experts across the world to organisations. Jargon, as shown by

Figure 7.9 (Page 155), is not clustered with any other problem framing variables and

therefore cannot be used to show the influence of any other problem framing variables

on the number of submissions. It is the case, however, that Jargon is responsible for

a relatively large amount of data variance (see Table 7.12) and it could be said that
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the influence of Jargon (as shown in Figure 7.23) is representative of the influence of

problem framing on the number of submissions.

Coupling Ratio (X3) is shown to have a negative non-linear relationship with the Number

of Submissions (Y ). It is shown to have an increasingly negative gradient with an increase

in coupling ratio. This suggests that as the Number of Target Variables increases relative

to the Number of Constraints, the number of submissions decreases increasingly quickly.

With reference to Table 7.3 (Page 137), this again shows that solvers prefer projects with

a larger number of constraints relative to target variables (such as Retrofit projects) over

projects with a larger number of target variables relative to the number of constraints

(such as visionary projects). The Innocentive Problem Complexity PCA (Page 152)

is shown to be inconclusive and, therefore, this result is not representative of other

problem complexity variables and their relationship with the number of submissions nor

the relationship between problem complexity and the number of submissions as a whole.

7.6.3 Comparison of Platforms

There are several results that can be used to compare the platform data and determine

whether crowdsourcing platform is influential on success. By doing so, a conclusion

on whether all or either of the platform results are representative of all crowdsourcing

platforms or only the corresponding platform.

Firstly, the Principle Component Analysis for each set of data can be considered. By

considering Innocentive Problem Complexity data with GrabCAD Problem Complexity

data, and so on, similarities in the data can be seen. For example, for both problem

complexity results, a wide spread in PC1 and PC2 is shown for both and both PCA

were considered inconclusive as a consequence. In the company reputation data, both

sets of data show minimal clustering with significant movement by all variables in the

direction of PC1. Finally, in the problem framing data, a cluster of the number of words,

characters, common words, mid-frequency words and the de-jargonizer score is seen in

both with jargon and sentiment being separated from the rest of the data. The PCA

therefore demonstrates similarity in the variance of both data sets and therefore suggests

that the platforms propose similar results that are representative of crowdsourcing in

general.

When considering the multiple regression results, however, further differences in the data

emerges. Table 7.35 consolidates the results for each relationship for each platform.
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Table 7.35: Comparison of category and variable relationships for each platform

Category Variable
Relationship

Innocentive GrabCAD

Basic Campaign Details No. of Stages Non-linear positive Non-linear negative

Incentives Total Reward Value Linear positive

Number of Incentives Normal curve

Company Reputation Number of Employees Linear positive

Number of Twitter Followers Linear positive

Problem framing Number of Words Non-linear (hockeystick)

Jargon Linear positive

Problem Complexity Coupling Ratio Linear negative Non-linear negative

There are two categories that allow direct comparison of the results; basic campaign

details with the number of stages, and problem complexity with the coupling ratio.

Coupling ratio show similar outcomes with Innocentive presenting a linear negative re-

lationship and GrabCAD presenting increasing negative relationship. These results sup-

port each other in suggesting how users respond to different project types. On the other

hand, the relationship between the number of stages and the number of submissions are

directly conflicting with Innocentive presenting a non-linear positive relationship and

GrabCAD presenting a non-linear negative relationship. Several conclusions could be

drawn from these conflicting results:

1. The solvers on GrabCAD and the users on Innocentive respond differently to the

Number of Stages of a project

2. GrabCAD and Innocentive or the sponsors on each platform divide projects into

rounds in different ways

3. There are other differences between the platforms (such as the submission process)

that cause this difference

4. The results for one or either are inaccurate due to limitations of the model

In addition, Figures 7.21 and 7.23 show different categories as the most and least in-

fluential. For example, the Number of Employees is shown to be the most influential

variable for Innocentive results but the Number of Twitter followers is shown to be the

least influential factor for GrabCAD results. This difference between platforms as well

as the other differences between category variables shown in Table 7.35, ultimately show

that further work is needed to ascertain which of the above explanations is correct. As

a result of the differences between the results, it cannot be said that either or both of

these results are representative of crowdsourcing in general and it highlights the impor-

tance of considering the influence of the platform on crowdsourcing experiments and

crowdsourcing success.
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7.7 Limitations for Crowdsourcing Success Experiment

The limitations of this model relate to three areas of work; the data collection, the fit of

the multiple regression model and the validation of the model. Firstly, with regards to

data collection, the limited range and type of data that is publicly available represen-

tations some limitations. For the collection of the number of employees, LinkedIn was

used. As a consequence, the exact number of employees was not available and instead

LinkedIn provides only a range. For this data, the top end of the range was taken mean-

ing, firstly, the exact value was not included for each company and secondly, the variance

of the data was limited. This means for companies with the number of employees within

the same bracket, the results may not vary as significantly as they should do. Secondly,

data for problem complexity; specifically the number of target variables and the number

of constraints, could be considered arbitrary and subject to interpretation. For exam-

ple, some data collectors may consider a statement such as “it would be useful if the

weight was reduced” to represent a target variable while others may not. The same data

collector was used for interpretation of target variables and constraints to reduce the

impact of this limitation but this may impact the repeatability of these results. Thirdly,

assigned values for the monetary value of non-monetary rewards is likely to have intro-

duced innaccuracies due to the subjective nature of this process. The monetary value

of “we’ll give your idea credit in our newsletter”, for example, is likely to be different

depending on the solver. One researcher was used for these assignments but this again

may impact the repeatability of these results. A significant limitation of the model is

represented by the model fit. The Innocentive model fit with 84.93% of the data and the

GrabCAD model fit with 70.08% of the data. While these are high enough R2 values

for the relationships to be considered significant, a fit lower than 100% shows potential

inaccuracies in the model may arise with real-world use. Furthermore, the validation of

the model shows that results provided by the Innocentive model are, on average, within

10.08% and results provided by the GrabCAD model are, on average, within 20.88% of

the true number of submissions. More importantly, these figures are based on exclusion

of outliers as follows:

• The Innocentive model does not allow prediction of submissions if the Number of

Employees is not provided (i.e. the sponsor is anonymous)

• The GrabCAD model provides an innaccurate value for the number of submission

(of 1000% of the true value or more) for very high Twitter followers

These both represent limitations of the model and further work is required to understand

the extent of these limitations. For example, GrabCAD was shown to be innaccurate

for NASA with a Twitter following of 5 million but all other companies had a following
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of fewer than 100,000. It is therefore not clear at what number of Twitter followers the

model becomes innaccurate.

7.8 Further work for Crowdsourcing Success Experiment

There are several research opportunities that have emerged as a consequence of both

the findings and limitations of this model. Firstly, the difference in the results from

both data sets (as consolidated in Table 7.35) show that the crowdsourcing platform

influences the relationships between the factors and crowdsourcing success. It is therefore

the case that crowdsourcing success factor experiments that use data from only one

crowdsourcing platform cannot be deemed representative of crowdsourcing projects as a

whole. However, how the crowdsourcing platform specifically influences these results and

how platform features influence user decisions is yet to be discovered. Further insight into

the impact of crowdsourcing platform design on crowdsourcing success would provide

useful insights for this sector. In addition, the validation of these models, shown in

Section 7.5, revealed several limitations with regards to the number of Twitter followers

the model is accurate for. Further work is required to determine when the model becomes

inaccurate and to exclude this limitation from the model.

The relationships identified for the Number of Stages vs. the Number of Submissions

were conflicting for the Innocentive and GrabCAD data. Furthermore, projects were

collected with a maximum of three stages, whereas there is the option to add an infinite

number of stages on both GrabCAd and Innocentive. Two avenues for further work

therefore emerge; firstly, work is required to determine whether this discrepancy is a

result of the platform or not, and secondly, work is required to understand how these re-

lationships change when the number of stages is greater than 3. Additional stages, allows

the sponsor to reduce time associated with final solution evaluation and also increases

accessibility; allowing solvers to participate with a smaller task before committing signif-

icant design effort. Further research into the relationship between the Number of Stages

and the Number of Submissions could therefore be valuable to this sector. In addition,

excluded Basic Campaign variables such as Days Active and the Year could be included

in this further work.

Project length was shown to have a positive linear relationship with the number of

submissions which poses further research questions such as:

• Why does increased project length increase submissions?

• How does the sentiment of a project description influence the number of submis-

sions for the same project length?
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• How does the inclusion of jargon influence the number of submissions for the same

project length?

Furthermore, the total reward value was shown to have a linear positive relationships

with the number of submissions but there was shown to be an optimal number of in-

centives. This suggests that the distribution of rewards is an important factor. Fur-

thermore, the investigation into the influence of the number of incentives, yielded some

insight into the impact of non-monetary rewards. However, as discussed by existing lit-

erature, the influence of non-monetary rewards is considered to be significant, therefore

further research on the impact of non-monetary rewards would be valuable to this sector.

Furthermore, prior to reducing the number of variables by Principle Component Anal-

ysis, 22 potentially influential factors were raised by existing literature. The excluded

variables such as Intellectual Property and Status of the Sponsor (profit or non-profit),

each represent further avenues of research.

Finally, there is potential to combine this experimental work with theoretical models

to predict user behaviour, a discussed by Chaudhari et al. (2018). Theoretical models

could be used in addition to PCA to reduce the number of variables with consideration

of solver behaviour. There is also potential to expand the data set to include the use of

Machine Learning algorithms to provide increasingly accurate predictions for the number

of submissions.

7.9 Conclusions for Chapter 7

The aim of this chapter was to yield new insights on factors influential in crowdsourcing

success by investigating new variables including company reputation, platform and prob-

lem framing. Following identification of variables from existing literature and subsequent

reduction in the number of variables, a multiple regression analysis was performed to

output two equations to predict the number of submissions for crowdsourcing contests

on Innocentive and GrabCAD. The resulting equations were validated to show accu-

racy within 10.08% and 20.78% respectively. Several relationships between factors and

the number of crowdsourcing submission were identified including the positive linear

relationship that exists between company reputation and the number of submissions.

Furthermore, problem complexity, as represented by coupling ratio, was shown to have

a linear negative relationship with the number of submissions and project description

length and the presence of jargon was shown to have a positive relationship with the

number of submissions. These relationships show, firstly, that the more well-known a

company is the more submissions they are likely to receive. The relationship yielded

for coupling ratio suggests that visionary projects invite fewer submissions than Retrofit

or Redesign projects and that potential solvers prefer to work on a problem within a
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well-bounded set of constraints as opposed to find a new solution, from a large solution

space, that has to fulfill a number of target variables. Furthermore, the relationships

shown for problem framing suggest that project descriptions that contain more domain-

specific knowledge invite more submissions, presenting evidence that tailoring project

descriptions to a “qualified crowd” is encouraged for crowdsourcing success. Finally, dis-

crepancies between some comparable relationships from Innocentive and GrabCAD data

shows that data from a single crowdsourcing platform is unlikely to be representative of

all crowdsourcing platforms, and platform itself is an influential factor on crowdsourc-

ing success. Overall this thesis provides new insights into crowdsourcing success and

offers a method for application of this knowledge through the two equations that allow

prediction for the number of submissions.

7.10 Chapter 7 Summary

In this chapter, Primary Research Question 2 as well as the following Secondary Research

Questions were addressed:

• How do structural decisions of an engineering design SPD (crowdsourcing) initia-

tive influence its outcomes?

• How does framing of engineering design problems in competitive scenarios influence

its solutions?

• How can SPD initiative designers effectively decompose an engineering design prob-

lem?

• How can optimal incentive structures be formulated for SPD initiatives?

• How do design decisions of an engineering design SPD (crowdsourcing) initiative

influence its outcomes?

It includes a crowdsourcing success prediction tool that allows users to enter aspects of

their crowdsourcing content (such as budget and time constraints) to then receive an

estimate on the number of participants it will receive.

Since this chapter is on crowdsourcing along, as opposed to SPD as a whole, a new

literature review on crowdsourcing is provided to prove existence of the literature gaps

in this particular focus. Furthermore, reasoning for choosing crowdsourcing as the indi-

vidual tenant to focus on is provided. The aim of this chapter was to yield new insights

on factors influential in crowdsourcing success by investigating new variables including

company reputation, platform and problem framing.
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Following identification of variables from existing literature and subsequent reduction

in the number of variables, a multiple regression analysis was performed to output two

equations to predict the number of submissions for crowdsourcing contests on Innocen-

tive and GrabCAD. The resulting equations were validated to show accuracy within

10.08% and 20.78% respectively. Several relationships between factors and the number

of crowdsourcing submission were identified including the positive linear relationship

that exists between company reputation and the number of submissions. Furthermore,

problem complexity, as represented by coupling ratio, was shown to have a linear neg-

ative relationship with the number of submissions and project description length and

the presence of jargon was shown to have a positive relationship with the 169 number

of submissions.

These relationships show, firstly, that the more well-known a company is the more sub-

missions they are likely to received. The relationship yielded for coupling ratio suggests

that visionary projects invite less submissions than Retro fit or Redesign projects and

that potential solvers prefer to work on a problem within a well-bounded set of con-

straints as opposed to find a new solution, from a large solution space, that has to fulfill

a number of target variables. Furthermore, the relationships shown for problem framing

suggest that project descriptions that contain more domain-specific knowledge invite

more submissions, presenting evidence that tailoring project descriptions to a “qualified

crowd” is encouraged for crowdsourcing success. Finally, discrepancies between some

comparable relationships from Innocentive and GrabCAD data shows that data from

a single crowdsourcing platform is unlikely to be representative of all crowdsourcing

platforms, and platform itself is an influential factor on crowdsourcing success. Over-

all this chapter allows practitioners to understand the impact of their circumstances

and their crowdsourcing initiative design decisions on its success, thus supporting the

implementation of crowdsourcing and SPD in industry.

In the following and final chapter, the contributions of the thesis are reviewed and a

discussion on whether this theiss fulfills the research questions, is discussed.



Chapter 8

Consolidation and Further Work

In this section, the implications of this research, from both an academic and industry

standpoint is then presented along with suggestions for future research directions. This

chapter ends with concluding remarks. The research questions addressed and their

relevant chapters are presented visually in Figure 8.1

8.1 Overall Contributions and Success at Addressing Re-

search Questions

The aim of this thesis was to provide applicable research to support the implementation

of social product development. In order to do so there was first a need to identify the

reasons for a lack of implementation thus far. This was representative by the presenta-

tion of the first Primary Research Question:

Primary Research Question 1: What are the barriers for the implementation of SPD in

industry?

This then provided a foundation and focus for research designed to provide tools and

knowledge to support implementation, as represented by Primary Research Question 2:

Primary Research Question 2: How can the implementation of SPD be supported?

In this section, the addressing of each research question by the research presented in this

thesis is presented as well as the value and wider implications of this research.

185
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Figure 8.1: Research Question Thesis Organisation
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8.1.1 Addressing Primary Research Question 1

Primary Research Question 1 was addressed in Chapter 4 via semi-structured one-on-one

interviews with industry professionals. Questions asked to participants related to the

challenges they faced in either participating or intending to participate in SPD initiatives.

The output from these interviews include the barriers to the implementation of SPD and

a list of research directions to overcome them. Whether these results address Primary

Research Question 1 is dependent on the appropriateness of the research method as well

as the effectiveness of the execution of the research method.

With regards to the appropriateness of the use of semi-structured interviews to un-

derstand industry’s perspective on SPD, it can be deemed that this method is highly

appropriate. Industry practitioners are addressed directly with adequate structure in

the questioning to ensure a useful outcome but with openness in the question to allow

involvement of additional insight from the participant. Semi-structured interviews are

used extensively to address the Primary Research Questions, of a similar kind, and this

method is therefore considered appropriate in this case (Krippendorff, 2018).

With regards to the effectiveness of the execution of this research method, there are

several aspects to discuss, namely;

• The number of participants

• The type of participants

• The questions posed to the participants

• The data anlysis process

With regards to the number of participants, this is acknowledged in Chapter 4 to be

relatively low. While open research questions, similar to Primary Research Question 1,

have been addressed with number of similar sizes (Han et al., 2019) the author recognises

that the number of participants can be considered low. However, in the case where the

number of organisations who have implemented or considered SPD initiatives is incred-

ibly low (Forbes et al., 2019) and often not in the public domain, seeking participants

for this study was difficult. To counter this issue, the author did ensure there was a

range of participants with regards to both experience and type of organisation. As a

consequence, while it is difficult to consider results exhaustive in any experiment where

opinions are sought, the results from this interview are considered to provide valuable

insights with respect to this research question. Furthermore, each barrier identified by

the participants is supported with existing literature to determine whether or not, it

has been addressed, increasing the robustness of these results. With regards to other

aspects of the research method’s execution, questions were phrased to be open where
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possible and followed existing interview methodologies to reduce bias. Furthermore, in

the coding process, two researchers were used to ensure content analysis reliability and

the transcribed interviews were coded several times by the researchers. The result is a

high Inter-Rate Reliability (IRR) of above 85% for all professionals, with two analyses

of participant responses receiving an IRR of 100%. The analysis of the transcribed in-

terviews were therefore considered to be robust by either use of validated methodologies

or quantitative assessment of reliability.

Overall, the research presented in Chapter 4 is considered to adequately address Primary

Research Question 1 by providing an extensive detail of the barriers and challenges to

the implementation of SPD as well as a list of Secondary Research Questions to inform

the further research presented in this thesis.

8.1.2 Addressing Primary Research Question 2

Primary Research Question 2, unlike Primary Research Question 1, is relatively open.

The intention of this research was to provide applicable research for industry practition-

ers for the implementation of SPD, however, what that meant specifically was unclear.

In addressing Primary Research Question 1, focus on what kind of support would be

most beneficial to practitioners was provided. It is therefore the case that addressing

Primary Research Question 2 actually meant addressing the more granular research di-

rections provided at the end of Chapter 4. This section therefore discusses how this

research addressed the Secondary Research Questions presented in Chapter 4 as well as

the overall Primary Research Question 2.

The results from the interview study presented in Chapter 4 show Secondary Research

Questions pertaining to five categories of research:

1. Determining whether to use SPD

2. Selecting an SPD initiative

3. Designing an SPD initiative

4. Post-SPD initiative

5. General implications of SPD

Categories 4 and 5 were considered to be outside the scope of this research (reasoning

provided in section 4.7 on page 78) while categories 1, 2 and 3 were addressed in the

following chapters of the thesis. As shown in Table 1.4, specifically this meant:

• Determining whether to use SPD and selecting an SPD initiative was addressed in

Chapter 5
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• Research directions on designing an SPD initiative were addressed in Chapters 6

and 7

The following sections discuss how each of these areas of research address the research

directions identified in Chapter 4.

Effectiveness of Chapter 5 in addressing Secondary Research Questions

The purpose of this research was to support the decision making and tenant selection pro-

cess for industry practitioners. Having identified literature gaps in existing literature it

was determined that a guidance framework to support the launching of an SPD initiative

was most appropriate. To assess whether this research adequately addressed the Sec-

ondary Research Questions this section discusses; whether the creation of a framework

was most appropriate, whether the process of framework creation was appropriate and

whether the final framework adequately addresses the Secondary Research Questions.

With regards to the development of a framework, the reasoning for this is two-fold.

Firstly, guidance frameworks are one of the most common research outcomes or present

applicable research (Forbes et al., 2019). Frameworks, specifically prescriptive frame-

works as presented in Chapter 5, provide users with a consolidated step-by-step process

that is easier to digest and apply compared to guidance in text-form. Secondly, as dis-

cussed in Chapter 2 (Literature Review), a key literature gap within existing literature

was a lack of applicable frameworks. By developing a framework, it was deemed that

a significant contribution would be made to this academic sector, as well as provide

practitioners with the most valuable research outcome format.

As for the methodology for the development of this framework, as outlined in the

Methodology section of Chapter 5, the author was limited by a lack of existing or val-

idated methodologies for the “design of a design framework”. It was found that the

conception process of design frameworks was rarely documented. As a consequence, in

the absence of an existing methodical approach, the author chose to conceive an SPD

framework by adapting existing and established design methods. Chapter 5 then shows a

methodical process starting with all design methods as presented by Wynn and Clarkson

(2018); considered to be an exhaustive reference of all design methods. Design methods

are excluded based on their level of abstraction, the extent that they are instructional

and guide the user and an elementary task analysis is conducted to choose the final

design methods to be adapted. This process is considered to be robust and appropriate

for the development of the design framework.

Finally, the research framework outcome is considered to address the Secondary Re-

search Questions for the following reasons. Firstly, the early phases of the framework,
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direct the preparation of the design problem for suitability for SPD whereby addressing

the first question in Table 1.4:

How to prepare a problem for SPD initiatives?

Secondly, the tenant selection phase of the framework provides detailed guidance on

choosing between the tenants with criteria that can be drawn from the practitioners

own experiences and company environment. This phase therefore addresses the second

question in Table 1.4:

How to choose an SPD tenant?

Overall, the chosen research method, the execution of the research method and the re-

search outcome are consider to address the Secondary Research Questions and provide

applicable research for the implementation of SPD.

Effectiveness of Chapters 6 and 7 in addressing Secondary Research Questions

Chapter 5 is considered to support practitioners in choosing between SPD tenants and

implementing an SPD initiative. At this stage in the thesis, however, what is yet to be

presented is an understanding of how the decisions made in preparing for implementation,

impact the success of the SPD initiative. The framework presented in Chapter 5 provides

what to do, but not how to do it successfully. There was therefore a need to support

successful implementation and address the following Secondary Research Questions:

1. How do structural decisions of an engineering design SPD (crowdsourcing) initia-

tive influence its outcomes?

2. How do design decisions of an engineering design SPD (crowdsourcing) initiative

influence its outcomes?

3. How does framing of engineering design problems in competitive scenarios influence

its solutions?

4. How can SPD initiative designers effectively decompose an engineering design prob-

lem?

5. How can optimal incentive structures be formulated for SPD initiatives?

To first address these Secondary Research Questions, a hypothesis was formed that the
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SPD variables (N , Pa, Po) defined in Chapter 4 could be used to assess the success of

an SPD initiative prior to launch. The aim was to start by addressing questions 1 and

2 above. The results of this process is outlined in Chapter 6.

However, it was found that while the SPD variables could be used to select an SPD

tenant, they were not aligned with definitions of SPD success and SPD tenant success

presented in existing literature. Chapter 4 therefore does not address the Secondary

Research Questions above but instead provides vital contributions to further inform

Chapter 7, specifically:

• Chapter 6 demonstrates the need for success assessment processes to be unique to

SPD tenants

• Chapter 6 demonstrates the lack of consistency or specificity in current definitions

of SPD success

• Chapter 6 demonstrates the lack of SPD success metrics

These findings therefore inform the approach to Chapter 7 in addressing the Secondary

Research Question for crowdsourcing initiatives.

Chapter 7 therefore addresses the Secondary Research Questions, not addressed by Chap-

ter 6, in the specific context of crowdsourcing. While this focuses the context on a single

tenant, as shown in Chapter 6 it was determined that addressing the Secondary Re-

search Questions for a single tenant context would provide more value than attempting

to address them for SPD as a whole.

To address these Secondary Research Questions, data was collected from 219 success-

fully completed projects from GrabCAD∗ and Innocentive† covering aspects relating to

the Secondary Research Questions. For example, to understand how design decisions

influence crowdsourcing success the platform was one of the metrics identified and to

understand how structural design decisions influence crowdsourcing success, the number

of days active was identified as one of the metrics. Table 8.1 below provides all metrics

collected and the Secondary Research Question they corresponded to.

∗www.grabcad.com
†www.innocentive.com
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Table 8.1: Influential Factors and their Metrics

Influential Fac-
tor

User RQ Metrics

Problem Com-
plexity

How can SPD initiative designers
effectively decompose an engineer-
ing design problem?

• Number of Target Variables

• Number of Constraints

• Coupling Ratio

• Number of Tasks

Problem Framing
How does framing of engineering
design problems in competitive sce-
narios influence its solutions?

• Sentiment Score

• Number of words

• Number of characters

• Percentage of common words

• Percentage of mid-frequency
words

• Percentage of jargon words

• Dejargonizer score

Company Repu-
tation

How can optimal incentive struc-
tures be formulated for SPD initia-
tives?

• Glassdoor rating

• Revenue

• Number of Twitter followers

• Number of Employees

Incentives
How can optimal incentive struc-
tures be formulated for SPD initia-
tives?

• Incentive(s)

• Number of Incentives

• Percentage of non-monetary in-
centives

• Top Reward Value

• Total Monetary Value

Basic Campaign
Details

How do structural decisions of an
engineering design SPD (crowd-
sourcing) initiative influence its
outcomes?

• Days Active

• Number of Stages

Chapter 7, through collection and analysis of this data, results in a series of relationships

between the categories shown in Table 8.1 and crowdsourcing success. For example,

project description length and the presence of jargon was shown to have a positive

relationship with the number of submissions. This provides insight on how to frame a

problem for a crowdsourcing initiative.

With regards to whether Chapter 7 adequately addressed the Secondary Research Ques-

tions, firstly, the method used to yield new insights has been used by several authors

(Shergadwala et al., 2016). The data collection process is shown to be rigorous, identi-

fying all crowdsourcing success factors raised in existing literature and then allocating
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metrics for each success factor, again using validated existing literature on contest design.

As for the execution of the method, several iterations of the multiple regression analysis

are performed to ensure the model fits as accurately as possible, and, in addition, a

validation exercise is completed with the results.

Overall, Chapter 7 adequately addresses the Secondary Research Questions and provides

detailed and applicable support for industry practitioners interesting in applying crowd-

sourcing SPD initiatives.

Overall effectiveness of thesis in Addressing Primary Research Question 2

Primary Research Question 2 is relatively open by encouraging the presentation of re-

search to support the implementation of SPD. It is the case that Primary Research

Question 2 could be considered addressed by Chapter 5 alone, since Chapter 5 provides

a framework to support the implementation of SPD. It is the case, however, to provide

more extensive support Primary Research Question 2 was fragmented into secondary

and tertiary research questions, as identified in Chapter 4. Therefore, by demonstrating

that Chapters 5 to 7 address these Secondary Research Questions, it is demonstrated

that Primary Research Question 2 has been addressed.

The sections above show that determining to whether to use SPD and selecting an

SPD initiative were Secondary Research Questions addressed in Chapter 5 and research

questions relating to the design of an SPD initiative were addressed in Chapters 6 and

7.

8.1.3 Value of this Thesis for Academia

The aim of this thesis is to provide applicable research to industry practitioners and, as

a consequence, the main contributions of the thesis are framed according to the value

for industry. However, it is the case that this thesis, as well as addressing the literature

gaps outlined in Chapter 7.2 also provide several specific academic contributions.

Firstly, while the field of social product development research is still emerging, there is a

lack of standardisation on what the term means (Forbes et al., 2019). In Chapter 5, the

tenant selection framework provides a clear understanding of what SPD is, what the ten-

ants are and how they interact with each other. Furthermore, terms that are sometimes

mistakenly used interchangeably, such as participatory design and user-centred design

are clarified with reference to SPD. Following from this, the presentation of the three

SPD variables (N , Po and Pa) is another academic contribution, providing a tangible

way to distinguish the SPD tenants, identify SPD initiatives and define SPD as a whole.

This thesis can therefore act as a reference for those defining SPD or those who seek to
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understand the term and what it represents.

Secondly, as presented in Chapter 5, there is a lack of existing literature on “how to

design a design framework”. For example, Panchal’s (2015) framework for the design of

crowdsourcing contests presents a framework as a “step towards addressing this research

gap” and the conception process is not described. Larsson et al. (2003) present a

framework for developing products with distributed teams that was conceived using an

ethnographical study of practitioners. While the results of the ethnographical study are

presented and analysed in this literature, the specific process of using the experimental

findings to conceive the presented framework is not described (Larsson et al., 2003). As

a consequence, a new process for “designing a design framework” is presented in this

thesis, thus providing a worked example for future researchers who wish to design a

design framework.

Chapter 6 in this thesis, as described in further detail in the previous section of this

chapter, does not address Primary Research Question 2 nor the Secondary Research

Questions. This is a consequence of disproving a hypothesis suggesting the three SPD

variables could be used as performance assessment metrics. In the process of disproving

this hypothesis, however, evidence was provided for the need to examine performance on

an individual tenant basis. Therefore, a key contribution to academia is evidence for the

limit for which research in SPD can be done on SPD as a whole before there is a need to

examine SPD tenants individually. Specifically, in the context of assessing the success

of SPD initiatives, this thesis provides evidence that performance should be assessed on

an individual tenant basis.

In Chapter 4, professionals from a range of types of organisations, a range of sizes of

organisation and with varying experience in SPD initiatives, were interviewed about the

barriers to the implementation of SPD. While there are some cases in existing literature

of industry practitioners having been approached for their thoughts on SPD, interviews

on the barriers to implementation is a contribution to academia. Overall, there is shown

to be a lack of involvement or understanding of how industry practitioners approach the

implementation of SPD and the barriers that industry practitioners face. Any research

addressing this gap is focused on a specific context that means insights are not validated

for general use across industries or types of organisations. There was therefore a need for

increasing empirical research in this area involving industry practitioners from a range

of industries and types of organisations, something that is provided by Chapter 4 of this

thesis.

Finally, Chapter 7 provides several contributions to academia by identifying gaps in

previous empirical crowdsourcing studies and addressing them. For example, existing

literature had to yet to determine how problem framing and company reputation influ-

ences crowdsourcing success, or provide detailed insight into how incentives influences
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crowdsourcing success. In Chapter 7 relationships between these and other influential

factors are provided and a prediction equations are derived to allow practitioners to

understand how various inputs influence crowdsourcing success.

8.1.4 Value of this Thesis for Industry

The value of this thesis for industry is defined in the conclusions of each chapter and

consolidated here for reference. Chapter 4 presents key issues for the implementation

of SPD, this providing insight on implementing SPD for industry. Barriers to SPD in

Chapter 4 have been verbalised which allows for further discussion and insight. Chapter

5 provides a methodical approach to identify and launch an SPD initiative, whereby

providing industry practitioners with a process to follow and support the implementation

of SPD. Chapter 7 allows industry practitioners to understand how key inputs to an SPD

initiative (such as budget and time constraints) will impact their initiative’s success. This

allows industry practitioners to tailor their initiative design to increase success as well as

determine whether launching an SPD initiative will be worthwhile under their current

constraints. Overall, this thesis provides applicable research and tools to support the

implementation of SPD for industry practitioners.

8.1.5 The Wider implications of this Thesis

The research in this thesis fundamentally sits within the wider context of the democrati-

sation of product design and development, and provides support to those seeking to

involve external individuals in design and knowledge generating activities. The wider

implications of this movement are extensive, creating new opportunities in the future of

work while disrupting traditional approaches to product design and development.

First and foremost, the effective implementation of Social Product Development can

support businesses in adopting more modern working practises. The Covid-19 pandemic

has forced businesses to embrace remote working, effectively decentralising organisations

and resulting in the reliance on socio-technological tools. Social Product Development

and the research in this thesis supports the collaboration of remote teams (Forbes et al.,

2019). Specifically, the framework presented in Chapter 5 can support the involvement

of both participants external to the organisation and remote employees in collaborative

product development activities.

Secondly, social product development will allow organisations, large and small, to have

flexible work forces, allowing them to be more adaptable to the changing business climate.

Adoption of online learning tools has significantly increased in recent years (Dhawan,

2020) allowing those interested in product development to gain skills and design and

manufacture products without gaining a formal qualification or working in a product
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development organisation. As a consequence, a new generation of talent has emerged

outside of the traditional realms of the product development industry. Social prod-

uct development will allow organisations to more easily collaborate with these external

participants, increasing their organisational capacity when needed. The framework pre-

sented in Chapter 5 will support organisations in launching these initiatives and the

tool presented in Chapter 7 will provide them with insight into how to run an effective

initiative.

Social product development also support workers in this new future of work by allowing

them to access new revenue streams as “portfolio careers”, i.e. those that allow an

individual to leverage their knowledge or skills in a range of short-term opportunities,

are on the rise (Mainiero, 2018). Involvement in social product development initiatives

usually allows workers access to the resources of established organisations, it offers them

the opportunity to showcase their knowledge to leading organisations and it offers the

opportunity to gain credibility through their involvement. Participants in Procter and

Gamble’s Connect and Develop initiative has resulted in external participants owning

IP to multi-million pound products sold all over the world (Huston, Sakkab, 2006).

By providing tools to support organisations in launching and running effective SPD

initiatives, this thesis can increase the implementation of SPD and therefore open more

opportunities for flexible and remote workers pursuing a “portfolio career”.

To summarise, the tools provided in this thesis, specifically the framework in Chapter

5 and the tool provided in Chapter 7, support the implementation of social product

development which have several wider implications. Adopting social product develop-

ent processes offers increased resource capacity and increased diversity of solvers, both

proven to reduce development time and costs, and drive innovation. Furthermore, inte-

grated social product development processes can improve communication and collabo-

ration regardless of external involvement and offer an opportunity to gain competitive

advantage in an increasingly competitive business environment. Finally, the coronavirus

outbreak has and will drastically change the way organisations function. Social product

development offers opportunities for potential solvers to gain income as part of “portfolio

careers” and offers a route to recovery for organisations.

8.2 Limitations & Future Research Directions

The results from the interviews presented in Chapter 4 are limited most significantly

by the number of professionals. There was a need to get a range of perspectives from

both different types of organisations, different sizes of organisations and, most crucially,

from those with different levels of experience with SPD. This final point meant finding

appropriate organisations very difficult as those that have conducted SPD initiatives
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are limited and often those that had, did so in private. The rigorous coding technique

and the use of existing literature to validate Secondary Research Questions meant that

this chapter provided an extensive list of barriers to the implementation of SPD. It is

not claimed that these barriers are exhaustive, however, and provide an extensive list of

research questions which provide focus for further research presented in this thesis. The

fact remains, however, that further empirical research and interviews with industry to

gain more understanding of the barriers to implementation should be conducted.

The framework presented in Chapter 5 has limitations relating to its long-term use and

validation. The framework is intentionally designed to be high-level to be fit-for-purpose

for a range of types and sizes of organisations. However, as a consequence, it is not

detailed in instruction which may limit its value for those very unfamiliar with SPD and

how to implement an initiative. Secondly, three validation stages of the Validation Square

(Seepersad et al., 2006) are described in Chapter 5 but the final fourth validation stage

is not presented. This stage is Empirical Performance Validity which requires actual use

in its intended scenario. This would require an organisation to use this framework and

commit to launching an SPD initiative within a relatively short timeframe. This was

deemed not possible within the scope of this research but represents a further research

avenue. The framework could be used in an industrial setting to implement SPD and

the findings used to iterate and improve on the framework.

Another limitation of the framework is its derivation from an exhaustive list of design

methods. In the absence of an existing methodology for the “design of a design frame-

work”, the framework was created by removing design methods from an exhaustive list

provided by Wynn and Clarkson (2018). It is the case, however, that new design meth-

ods may occur which means a new exhaustive list would need to emerge. While it may

not be the case that new design methods would result in a change to the final framework,

it is worth noting that as the field develops, a new design method may arise which could

represent a superior framework format.

Finally, with regards to Chapter 5, a limitation is its format. The framework was inten-

tionally developed using a meso-procedural design method to ensure design practition-

ers would be familiar with the approach and therefore find following the process easier.

However, it is the case that the implementation of an SPD initiative is likely to require

cross-disciplinary collaboration and business or marketing professionals may not find

the approach as familiar or understandable. A further research direction is therefore to

redesign the framework to be less specific to a design context and more understandable

for other types of professional.

The limitations and future research directions relating to Chapter 7 are provided in

detail in sections 7.7 and 7.8. However, to summarise, limitations to the prediction

tool relate to three areas of work; the data collection, the fit of the multiple regression
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model and the validation of the model. With regards to data collection, there were some

limitations due to the use of publicly available data, such as the number of employees in

an organisation was often represented as a range or estimate. The multiple regression

model fit with at least 70% of the data in the case of both GrabCAD and Innocentive

but this does represent the potential for some inaccuracies. Finally, the prediction tool

accurately estimated the number of submissions within a 20% margin but this does

represent a limitation. Further work should be done to increase the amount of data used

to derive the prediction equation with possibly the use of a machine learning algorithm

to allow the tool to become more accurate with use.

8.3 Concluding Remarks

The aim of this thesis was to provide applicable research to industry practitioners and

specifically sought to identify barriers to the implementation of SPD and provide sup-

port for the implementation of SPD. It is deemed to have addressed these Primary

Research Questions by providing the barriers to implementation of SPD, as identified

by interviewees, in Chapter 4, an SPD implementation framework in Chapter 5 and a

SPD participation prediction tool in Chapter 7. Key findings show that the barriers to

implementation of SPD relate to several categories including; the lack of case studies

and education, a lack of understanding of how initiative design impacts success and a

lack of understanding of when a problem is suitable for SPD. This, in turn, led to a

series of Secondary Research Questions that informed the further research presented in

the thesis. With regards to tools and support for implementation, a high-level frame-

work was provided but more detailed guidance such as assessing the success of an SPD

initiative was required to be presented at an individual tenant level. Overall this thesis

provides valuable contributions both to academia and those in the field of the democrati-

zation of design, as well as industrial professionals seeking a new way to involve external

participants and compete in a changing business climate.
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